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Archangel Michael 

Steve: What are the intentions of this construction project called building Nova 
Earth? 

Archangel Michael: The intention is exactly what you have expressed in your 
book. Now, did you really write it or did I? 

SB: I don’t know. [Laughing] 

AAM: [Laughing] I am teasing you, my brother. It is a world that works for 
everyone. Now, how is that constructed? What does that look like? Especially 
when there are so many divergent interests, lifestyles, belief systems? There is 
room for everybody.  

(“Archangel Michael and the Divine Mother on Building Nova Earth and Nova 
Being,” August 18, 2015, at https://goldenageofgaia.com/2015/09/03/transcript-
archangel-michael-on-ahwaa-building-nova-earth-and-nova-being-aug-18-2015/.) 
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What There Is to Do to Create a New World, a World that 
Works  

January 4, 2013 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/01/04/what-there-is-to-do-to-create-a-new-
world-a-world-that-works-for-everyone/

 

As imperfect as this abstraction may be, in my estimation, here is what there is to 
do:

_______________________________________________________________

Unworkability -----> Workability

_______________________________________________________________

What does that mean?

It means that what there is to do is to look around and recognize unworkability and 
turn it into workability.
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Apparently there doesn't need to be disease, old age, and death. According to Gaia 
through Ute:

“Those who have abused Me for so long did also abuse you, and were 
eager to indoctrinate you with the belief in disease, or even more, incurable 
disease and death. None of them is necessary; both are only a matter of 
ignorance and separation from Divine Consciousness and the realization of 
unity.” (2)

Do I know if this is absolutely true? No, I don't. But let's accept it provisionally, 
until proven otherwise.

A characteristic of Third Dimensionality as we know it is unworkability. Things 
run down. They don't last. They break. They fall apart. They age. They succumb to 
disease. There are many conditions that cause what's perfect to become imperfect, 
what's running to stop running, what's whole to disintegrate.

When something is running or working, it's usually invisible to us. We usually only 
notice that which is not running or working. This table that holds my computer up 
is working. It hasn't received my attention since forever. The chair I sit on receives 
my attention. It's squeaking and I remind myself that I need to get out my drill and 
fix it. (Why I don't buy a new chair I don't know. I just like this squeaky one.)

The squeaky wheel gets the grease. The rundown car sees the mechanic. 
Whatever's not working receives our attention and ministrations.

Just to show you that I've been thinking about this problem since forever, here's an 
excerpt from an article I wrote in 1976, when I was a museum historian studying 
culture, history and artifacts:

"Were humans in Eden still, … they probably would not have invented 
artifacts. Humans had only to reach up to procure the pleasing fruits of the 
garden; spoilage, containment, and transportation were not problems. 
Moreover humans had no need to build an artificial environment to protect 
themselves from the elements, whether that second skin was in the form of 
clothing or shelter. Thus human survival was guaranteed by a benevolent 
regime and our own efforts were superfluous.
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"But Eden is metaphorical [little did I know at the time!]. It suggests a 
state of Grace where humans are perfect and natural animals, rather than  
human and cultural ones.

“Outside Eden, energy is not universally and effortlessly available. Foods 
must be gathered or grown; they must be stored and transported; they must 
be prepared and served up. ... Moreover, humans themselves must create a 
second, artificial environment to protect themselves from inclement 
weather; their clothing and buildings are such a human-made outer 
wrapping." (3)

Even at that time, though I had no idea this was the case, I was mulling over the 
problems presented to all of us by unworkability.

Anything that's not working, we call a “problem.” We identify the problems in life 
and produce a product or service that addresses them. The sum of the goods and 
services we produce to address our problems we call an “economy.” All of life's 
productive activities are designed to address problems.

All of our productive activity is only aimed at converting unworkability to 
workability. Therefore what's there to do? Discover what does not work around us 
and make it work. Convert unworkability into workability.

When we firmly establish ourselves in the Fifth Dimension, this may not be 
necessary. It may only be necessary now.

So what does not work in our society? People are starving, thirsty, homeless, sick, 
and dying. Men, women and children are being shot at and blown up.

Women in certain areas of the world are being murdered in honor killings, gang-
raped and killed, married off against their will, burned in dowry deaths, doused 
with acid if they won't marry suitors not of their choosing, starved of education, 
sold into sexual slavery, and beaten.

Children in areas of the world are being used as soldiers, maiming and killing on 
command. They're being worked in industries, paid a pittance, caged, used as sex 
slaves, tortured for adrenochrome, and killed. On and on the list goes of what in 
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our world doesn't work and needs to be made to. There's no time to delay. All these 
problems must be addressed and now is the time to address them.

The Galactic Federation told us recently:

"This is why you are here, to help usher in these changes and bring forth a 
new and better world for all of the inhabitants of your planet. There are 
many throughout your world who are in need of assistance, and this 
assistance has not been offered them by the current rulers of your world.

"The help that they need will now be extended to them through our efforts 
and those of you who wish to work with us on these many projects that 
will see to the upliftment of all those in need throughout every corner of 
your world. This is an opportunity for you to help others and to make your 
world a better place." (4)

Admittedly some are lightholders and not lightworkers, having chosen to keep the 
light shining bright within themselves and to realize their true identity - which is 
the purpose of life. Their lightwork is to keep their attention inward and so I'm 
speaking mostly to lightworkers: Convert unworkability to workability.

You say you have no money? Then until the money arrives, let's plan what to do. 
Take a piece of paper and pen and imagine it. Draw it. Represent it. Think about it. 
Research it. Prepare for the day when we do have money, a group, advisers, and 
tools. Begin to envision and imagine how we'll turn this society from the sorry 
place it is at present back into the promised land of Eden.

Aren't satisfied with planning? Then begin on any level and any scale you can. 
Take a broom and clean your neighborhood. Tackle an abandoned lot and clean it 
up. Very soon your horizons will grow - I'm willing to wager on it.

Make (good) sandwiches and coffee if you can afford it and take them down to a 
place where people are known to be hungry. Go out to that tent city on the edge of 
town and see what people need. Then find it and supply it.

The way to make a world that works for everyone (1) is to take the unworkability 
in our world and turn it into workability.
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“Until one is committed, there is hesitancy, the chance to draw back. 
Concerning all acts of initiative (and creation), there is one elementary 
truth, the ignorance of which kills countless ideas and splendid plans: that 
the moment one definitely commits oneself, then Providence moves too. 
All sorts of things occur to help one that would never otherwise have 
occurred. A whole stream of events issues from the decision, raising in 
one's favor all manner of unforeseen incidents and meetings and material 
assistance, which no man could have dreamed would have come his way. I 
learned a deep respect for one of Goethe's couplets:

“'Whatever you can do, or dream you can do, begin it. Boldness 
has genius, power, and magic in it. Begin it now.'” (5)

Footnotes

(2) “Message from Gaia: Catastrophic Events Are Not Necessary!,” Gaia through 
Ute, at https://goldenageofgaia.com/2012/03/message-from-gaia-catastrophic-
events-are-not-necessary/

(3) S.M. Beckow, "On the Nature of an Artifact," National Museum of Man 
Gazette, Winter 1976, 26.

(4) The Galactic Federation through Greg Giles, March 27, 2012, at https://
ascensionearth2012.blogspot.ca/

(1) The phrase originates with Werner Erhard:

"Each of us has the opportunity, the privilege, to make a difference in creating a 
world that works for all of us." (Werner Erhard, A World That Works, 1980, cited 
at https://www.worldthatworks.org/.)

“Transformation does not negate what has gone before it; rather, it fulfills it. 
Creating the context of a world that works for everyone is not just another step 
forward in human history; it is the context out of which our history will begin to 
make sense.” (Werner Erhard – A Shot Heard Round the World: A World that 
Works for Everyone at https://www.scribd.com/doc/143329822/Werner-Erhard-A-
Shot-Heard-Round-the-World-A-World-that-Works-for-Everyone
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See also Werner Erhard, The Hunger Project: The End of Starvation. Creating an 
Idea Whose Time has Come. San Francisco: Hunger Project, n.d., p. 3.

(5) William Hutchinson Murray, The Scottish Himalayan Expedition (1951.)
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No Need for Revolution This Time Around 

December 3, 2022

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2022/12/03/no-need-for-revolution-this-time-around/

 You can see it as a cruise aboard the Enterprise, if you like

How are we going to make our transition without lapsing into extremes?

The French Revolution had its guillotines. The Russian Revolution had its firing 
squads.

Revolutionary events by nature imply a breakdown of authority and often 
communications.

If a crowd is involved, emotions are usually manipulated to run high to motivate 
the crowd....

Stop the camera.

We know that emotions are what primarily motivate behavior. If we feel 
compassion, we do X. If we feel anger, we do Y.

It didn't take Jan. 6 to acquaint us with false-flags and agents provocateurs. We 
watch color revolutions sparked every day by cynical elitists who want to divide 
and conquer.
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***
History, with its bloody revolutions, won't help us here.

Revolution will no longer work. Whipping up public emotion until terrible and 
regrettable actions are taken is not the script for our triumphal entry into the 
Golden Age.

Blessed are the peacemakers for they shall know rest this time around. The 
dictators of the world will no longer be able to reach us.

The very idea of ascending is antithetical to the idea of injuring or taking a life, as 
happens when a crowd cuts loose.

If we're to assemble in crowds, we must remain peaceful, for many reasons.

The rising vibrations are on our side. It's probably getting harder and harder to 
serve a wealthy elite as an enforcer.

When the Ring of Fire hits, we'll be in the time of separation, if we aren't already.

After that, I predict that the evil and violent will choose any available means to 
make an exit. The lower the vibration - not including those light-filled individuals 
whose soul contract has ended - the more likely they'll choose this exit point to 
leave.

I imagine that the incidence of heart attacks after that event will soar. As Matthew 
Ward says, it's simply physics.

"It can be no other way – simply, [because] this is the physics that governs 
life in this universe. As Earth continues apace into successively higher 
planes, nothing with low vibrations in any form – physical bodies, 
subversive plans, theft, dishonesty, unjust laws and imprisonment, bigotry, 
cruel customs and deeds – can survive."  (1)

Those who practise evil and violence will find themselves unable to carry on in the 
much-higher vibration of love that will then exist.
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The harvest spoken of in the Bible will have taken place - the gathering of the 
wheat, the separation of the grain from the stalks, the sifting will have occurred.

***
After this point, the Third Dimensional quality of broadly tolerating all vibrational 
levels - saint and sinner - will no longer apply. The sinners will remain in 3D. We 
in our crystalline bodies will go on to soar, unmolested.

All of what I described is "laid on." We could stand as still as a blue heron and it 
would all happen.  It's the Divine Mother's will and of that she tells us:

"I know very clearly, sweet one, as do you, if it is not [in] my Plan, then it 
will not occur." (2)

"When I dream, it is done. Yes, sweet angels, my action steps fall into 
place simultaneously because the dream, the desire, the intention is, what 
you would think of as, that strong that there is no distraction." (3)

Our efforts as lightworkers are not aimed at having Ascension happen or not. The 
Mother has decreed it will.

They're aimed at seeing that as many as possible ascend.  As many as possible 
emerge from enforced poverty, exploitation, and suffering.

Abundance is coming. Med beds, replicators, free energy, anti-grav vehicles. Help 
is on the way.

You could see it as the preparatory stage for a luxurious cruise ... aboard the 
Starship Enterprise if you like ... and we want to get as many people on board as 
we can. The ship only grows to accommodate us.

So no need for revolution this time around. Everything is behind us, propelling us 
on to Ascension - or a different cruise.  No fault, no blame. All aboard, Pier 1 or 
Pier 2.

Footnotes

(1) Matthew’s Message, Mar. 1, 2012, at https://www.matthew.books.com.
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(2) The Divine Mother in "Enter the Delegations – Part 2/3," May 5, 2019, at 
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2019/05/05/enter-the-delegations-part-2-3/. From 
reading, April 30, 2019.

(3) “Universal Mother Mary’s New Year’s Message ~ You Are The Champions,” 
January 6, 2020, at https://goldenageofgaia.com/2020/01/06/universal-mother-
marys-new-years-message-you-are-the-champions/.

(4) On the time of separation, see Some Will Choose Not to Ascend at https://
goldenageofgaia.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/Some-Will-Choose-Not-to-
Ascend-4.pdf.

Not Everyone will Choose to Come with Us: The Time of Separation at https://
goldenageofgaia.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/Not-Everyone-will-Choose-to-
Come-wirh-Us-5.pages.pdf
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Creating a New World, a World that Works for Everyone 

January 3, 2013

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/01/03/creating-a-new-world-a-world-that-
works-for-everyone/

We're hearing from our sources that the time is now approaching when our 
lightwork begins on a planetary scale. If that's the case, we need to discuss the 
organizing principles behind creating a New World, a world that works for 
everyone. (1)

I'd like to discuss two organizing principles today, the first being a focus on 
reducing the world's unworkability and the second being the motivating attitude of 
service to others.

I've said on a number of occasions that life on the Third Dimension is 
characterized by unworkability. If we didn't address certain basic conditions of life, 
we'd die, death being from a 3D perspective perhaps the ultimate condition of 
unworkability.  These unworkable conditions include hunger, thirst, and the need 
for sleep, shelter, and adequate medical care.

To the very largest extent, what needs to be done to take our world as it now stands 
and make it work for everyone is to tackle the areas of the world's unworkability in 
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ways we've been unwilling to do until now because, by and large, we've lived our 
lives in service to self rather than in service to others.

There hasn't been the motivation to band together and devote significant portions 
of the world's wealth to the common good. But that will is now arising and soon 
we'll be at work reducing poverty, terraforming Earth, ending the oppression of 
women, children and other social groups, and ending disease on the planet, much 
of which has been intentionally caused, as shocking as that news may be.

Service to others is but one of the divine qualities which form the new paradigm of 
Nova Earth. Love, compassion, kindness, peacefulness, truthfulness ... the list is 
long. The purpose of life, which forms a backdrop to everything we do and which 
is served by the universal laws (one of many design features of life), organizes the 
way life works. All life tends towards the fulfilment of the divine purpose, which is 
to realize our true nature, our essential beingness, which is God.

Rescuing people from poverty, ending oppression and other aspects of the world's 
unworkability bring us closer and closer to a world weaned of separativeness, 
competition, and conflict and wedded to unity, cooperation and harmony. As we 
become more godlike, the world becomes more divine.

Our Most Pressing Work Addresses Unworkability

Little in our world gets our pressing attention until it becomes unworkable. We can 
look at any common instruments or accessories around us and see their invisibility 
until they stop working.

We can measure unworkability in terms of human needs.  We need to eat, drink, 
sleep, shelter ourselves from inclement weather, take care of our young and old, 
indigent and disabled, etc.

We think of the unworkable as a “problem.” We're constantly confronted with 
problems in the Third Dimension by its very nature. We cannot long survive 
without food, drink, shelter, and so on, whereas we need not eat, drink or seek 
shelter on the Fifth.  Our work in creating a world that works is a constant 
reduction of problems in our world and the motivation to reduce these problems to 
workability comes from our desire to serve.
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The Barrier to Having Our World Work

What's the barrier to us addressing the world's unworkability? If we restrict our 
attention to ourselves, and leave others out of the picture, the barrier could be 
summarized in the words "I want."  I don't say that from a moralistic standpoint, 
but from an operational standpoint, as I'll explain in a minute.

The Buddha called “I want” "ignorance, craving and aversion." The “I” of the ego 
or the separative self is the product of ignorance; in actuality, of forgetting. There's 
actually only one “I” in all of creation and that's the “I” of the Universal Subject or 
God. All the rest are products of illusion, of lila or divine play. All the rest are God 
playing every part for the purpose of God meeting God in a moment of our 
enlightenment. For God to meet God is God's purpose in creating life. For us to 
realize God is our purpose.

Whenever we localize and personalize our “I,” whether for reasons benign or not, 
we're consenting to remain ignorant.

What I call our “wants,” the Buddha called “craving and aversion.” We spend our 
lives eternally trying to get what we want and avoid what we don't want, trying to 
get pleasure and avoid pain. This layer of craving and averting sits on top of our 
basic needs. Responding to our wants causes them to multiply in an endless cycle 
of desire.

None of our wanting stays satisfied for long. Wanting simply creates more wanting. 
In fact, not many people realize that only God can satisfy entirely or permanently. 
Anything else but God is incapable of satisfying and only yields to more desiring. 
We attempt to fill the chasm of our wanting with everything but God, but to no 
avail. We are left perpetually unsatisfied, leading the Buddhists to call us "hungry 
ghosts."

Worldly craving and aversion lead to attachment. But not every attachment leads to 
craving and aversion.  Sri Krishna identified one desire that doesn't: “I am all that a 
man may desire / Without transgressing the law of his nature.” (2) No harmful 
consequence comes from desiring or attaching to God. We call that attachment 
“devotion,” which is a pathway to the divine, not something that takes us away 
from him/her/it.  That's the one and only desire that liberates rather than binds.
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Aligning with the Purpose and Design of Life

The basic spiritual movement is to turn from the world to God. For people for 
whom that language doesn't work, perhaps I could say that the basic spiritual 
movement is to discriminate between the Real and the unreal, detach from the 
unreal, and attach to the Real. The distinctions are the same.

The basic movement serves the purpose of life for us created beings. As long as 
we're moving in the direction of the purpose of life, I think things work overall. 
They only begin not to work, again overall, when we depart from life's purpose.

The universal laws are there to realign us with that purpose when we forget and go 
offtrack. The laws of karma and attraction operate to show us the way to the 
realization of God, usually slowly but always without doubt as to the ultimate 
conclusion. Everyone is destined to realize God one day. Some simply take a more 
leisurely route and dally with their desires.

“I want” is an operational barrier to a world that works in that life is designed to 
encourage us to progressively realize ourselves as God. To do that, one of our 
pathways is to be godlike, to emulate the divine qualities. But what is God like?

God isn't selfish, self-centered, or self-serving. God is loving, compassionate, 
giving.  Life is designed, I believe, to wean us from the former ways and align us 
with the latter.

Competition, separation, and winning at our neighbor's expense don't mirror what 
God is like. They don't emulate the divine qualities and don't contribute to our 
achieving the purpose of life. In fact they create the unworkability of resentment, 
hatred, greed, etc. Life is designed, I believe, to see that nothing permanently 
satisfying emerges from a life lived in these ways.

Some lightworkers capture this circumstance by distinguishing between a life lived 
in service to self from one lived in service to others. I'm not saying that we 
shouldn't see to our own basic needs. But we need to set limits on how much of 
what we do that serves only ourselves. Once past satisfying our needs, the tug 
becomes ever stronger to turn our attention to service to others and to commit 
ourselves to reducing the world's unworkability.
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In summary, it's my view that, as we lightworkers turn our attention to the task of 
creating a New World that works, what will repeatedly present itself to us are the 
remaining areas of the world's unworkability. Primarily these have to do with the 
needs of Gaia, the human collective and the kingdoms.

In pursuing the transformation of the unworkable to the workable, our efforts bear 
fruit to the extent that we pursue our work in service to others. The primary barrier 
to our limited world working, but perhaps to the wider world working as well, is a 
retention of and fixation on the limiting attitude of exclusive service to self.

The old paradigm of exclusive service to self has little chance of surviving into the 
New World now before us. The new paradigm of service to others aligns us with 
the divine qualities and promises to fulfill the purpose of life by seeing us become 
more godlike, more like what God actually is, which is love, compassion, and 
giving, while at the same time reducing the world's unworkability.

For me, living in service to others and addressing the world's unworkability are the 
two necessary organizing principles we need to embrace to build a New World that 
works for everyone.

Footnotes 

(1) The phrase "a world that works for everyone" originated with Werner Erhard:

"Each of us has the opportunity, the privilege, to make a difference in creating a 
world that works for all of us." (Werner Erhard, A World That Works, 1980, cited 
at https://www.worldthatworks.org/.)

“Transformation does not negate what has gone before it; rather, it fulfills it. 
Creating the context of a world that works for everyone is not just another step 
forward in human history; it is the context out of which our history will begin to 
make sense.” (Werner Erhard – A Shot Heard Round the World: A World that 
Works for Everyone at https://www.scribd.com/doc/143329822/Werner-Erhard-A-
Shot-Heard-Round-the-World-A-World-that-Works-for-Everyone

See also Werner Erhard, The Hunger Project: The End of Starvation. Creating an 
Idea Whose Time has Come. San Francisco: Hunger Project, n.d., p. 3.
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(2) Sri Krishna in Swami Prabhavananda and Christopher Isherwood, trans., 
Bhagavad-Gita. The Song of God. New York and Scarborough: New American 
Library, 1972; c1944, 71.
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Rebuilding in Every Area of Life 

June 13, 2020

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2020/06/13/311124/

 I listened to another lightworker give a rousing talk. Seeing how much her wisdom 
had deepened recently was like a good benchmark to measure how we're all 
growing - and how fast we're all growing.

I'm not an activist lightworker.  I'm more of a philosopher. I'm an introspective, an 
urban monk, a hermit.

You won't find me on a podium.  Or in a webcast or podcast. Or among a panel of 
eminent lightworkers.

And strangely enough, though events of monumental importance are happening 
outside, I at this time feel intensely drawn inwards.

As a writer, I feel magnetically drawn to the idea of basics. It's as if going over the 
basics during a time of chaos may help us find our center again if we lose it in the 
maelstrom.

What's the most basic thing I can say about the who, what, where, and when of 
what's happening for us and the world right now?
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The most basic thing I can say is that a conjunction of events is bringing about a 
shift in power on the planet from a group calling itself the Illuminati to one that has 
been named the Alliance.

The successful outcome of this change in planetary management is ensured by a 
number of factors. First it's the Divine Mother's Will.

The Mother told me on April 30, 2019:

"[I am speaking about] those in ... positions where control and abuse of 
power have been rampant. That will not be the platform [from] which 
integration of the various galaxies takes place. That is not the Plan.

"I know very clearly, sweet one, as do you, if it is not [in] my Plan, then it 
will not occur." (1)

Well, I may as well stop there.  The Mother's Plan is all that matters.

The platform from which integration takes place is, in my view, Nova Earth, a 
planet of love, a world that works for everyone. Integration of the various galaxies, 
I believe, will not occur through violence; it can only come about through love.

How can the world work for everyone? It will be steeped in higher-dimensional 
love, in which dissension dissolves. Life is not a zero-sum game on the higher 
planes.  It's an everyone-wins situation.  That's the ascended state on a planet of 
love called Nova Earth.

Of course that example and force can go out through the galaxies. But the dark 
version, undoubtedly not.

The love vibration going out through the universe is what I'm working for. I see us 
lightworkers as builders extraordinaire. I hope that we as a group turn our 
combined attention to restoring this world in every respect, as soon as the 
resources are released to us.

Rebuilding in every area of life.
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That's my take on what's basic for us to remember during a time of chaos. Once the 
makers of chaos are subdued, we begin the work of restoration. Yes, we have to 
sweep up the broken glass. But then we can rebuild.

And how we do it will be entirely different.

Footnotes

(1)  The Divine Mother in "Enter the Delegations – Part 2/3," May 5, 2019, at 
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2019/05/05/enter-the-delegations-part-2-3/. Reading, 
April 30, 2019.
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Laying New Track 

July 7, 2020

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2020/07/07/laying-new-track-4/

We end a world war and yet prove powerless to stop the underlying juggernaut of 
forces still wanting to rule the world.

The First World War did not make the world safe for democracy and the Second 
World War was not decided in the name of freedom.

If anything, the appetite of those who wanted world power only grew. We're now 
facing the power of their combined assets, which however are apparently greatly 
depleted if still dangerous, especially to public safety.

The saga is not yet over. But it will be.

Societies which concentrate wealth or power in a few hands stand to see the bonds 
of their elitism crumble. The Divine Mother has addressed the matter on three 
occasions.

On the first, she addressed the fate of the power-seeker in general:
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"It is painful for a being that seeks power for themselves or power over 
another, whether it is a parent over a child, a husband over a wife, a man 
over an army. It matters not. The yearning [for], the exercise of control 
never gives joy.

"The pain simply grows. And so the actions become more grotesque, 
larger, until the breakdown is and has [been] and will be occurring." (1)

Picturing the enfeebled Adolf Hitler is a good example. Napoleon might be 
another. This is the personal crumbling, which evidently faces everyone who seeks 
to control others, no matter where, no matter when.  (2)

On the second occasion, she says it is not in her Plan that Nova Earth be founded 
on a platform of abuse and she reminds us if it is not in her Plan it will not happen:

"[I am speaking about] those in ... positions where control and abuse of 
power have been rampant. That will not be the platform [from] which 
integration of the various galaxies takes place. That is not the Plan.

"I know very clearly, sweet one, as do you, if it is not [in] my Plan, then it 
will not occur." (3)

The corollary is, if it is in her Plan, nothing can stop it.

On the third occasion, she laid out what she'd like to see us lightworkers do in the 
vacuum created by the departure of the old:

"As the old is fading away – and trust me, it will fade away, that is a given 
– then there will be a vacuum if you have not stepped forward and said, 
'You know, there is an alternate way to be human, to live upon this planet 
in ways that are kind and considerate and sharing and decent and honest 
and filled with laughter and sweetness.' ...

"I am not suggesting that you engage in bully fights. That is ... an exercise 
in futility. What I am suggesting [is that], as your creator self, in the 
assumption of individual and collective authority, ... you forge a different 
pathway and you open that pathway for all to come with you.
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"And we are helping you. That gateway is open and you are being flooded 
and you are being assisted and you will be assisted every step of the 
way." (4)

Discuss new pathways.  Find new pathways. Build new pathways. Create Nova 
Earth and the Company of Heaven will help us.

No need to engage in "bully fights."  We can have Nova Earth without struggle, 
without bloodshed.

Just build it. Start in. If you can't build something tangible, material, build a 
literature.

The cycle of war presently acted out in many regions of the world is the most 
egregious form of intergenerational transfer and I say on my own divine authority 
that it must stop with this generation.

We have to stop this train that's headed for disaster by getting out in front and 
laying new track.

What new track leads to world peace?

Footnotes

(1) "Transcript ~ The Divine Mother: Take Up Your Divine Authority, AHWAA, 
February 23, 2017,"  February 28, 2017, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/
2017/02/28/transcript-divine-mother-take-divine-authority-ahwaa-
february-23-2017/.

(2) They all seek to contravene the Law of Free Will. They are kicking against the 
thorns, so to speak.

(3) The Divine Mother in "Enter the Delegations – Part 2/3," May 5, 2019, at 
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2019/05/05/enter-the-delegations-part-2-3/. Reading, 
April 30, 2019.

(4) "Transcript ~ The Divine Mother: Take Up Your Divine Authority, AHWAA, 
February 23, 2017," February 28, 2017, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/02/28/
transcript-divine-mother-take-divine-authority-ahwaa-february-23-2017/. 
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Archangel Michael, The Declaration of Human Freedom 

June 14, 2020/Feb. 19, 2011 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2020/06/14/the-declaration-of-human-freedom-3/ 

 
Channeled through Steve Beckow, Feb. 19, 2011
 
Every being is a divine and eternal soul living in a temporal body. Every being was 
alive before birth and will live after death.

Every soul enters into physical life for the purpose of experience and education, 
that it may, in the course of many lifetimes, learn its true identity as a fragment of 
the Divine.

Life itself is a constant process of spiritual evolution and unfoldment, based on free 
choice, that continues until such time as we realize our true nature and return to the 
Divine from which we came.

No soul enters life to serve another, except by choice, but to serve its own purpose 
and that of the Divine from which it came.

All life is governed by natural and universal laws which precede and outweigh the 
laws of humanity. These laws, such as the law of karma, the law of attraction, and 
the law of free will, are decreed by God to order existence and assist each person to 
achieve life's purpose.
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No government can or should survive that derives its existence from the enforced 
submission of its people or that denies its people their basic rights and freedoms.

Life is a movement from one existence to another, in varied venues throughout the 
universe and in other universes and dimensions of existence. We’re not alone in the 
universe but share it with other civilizations, most of them peace-loving, many of 
whom are more advanced than we are, some of whom can be seen with our eyes 
and some of whom cannot.

The evidence of our five senses is not the final arbiter of existence. Humans are 
spiritual as well as physical entities and the spiritual side of life transcends the 
physical. God is a Spirit and the final touchstone of God's Truth is not physical but 
spiritual. The Truth is to be found within.

God is One and, because of this, all souls are one. They form a unity. They’re 
meant to live in peace and harmony together in a “common unity” or community. 
The use of force to settle affairs runs contrary to natural law. Every person should 
have the right to conduct their own affairs without force, as long as their choices 
don’t harm another.

No person shall be forced into marriage against their will. No woman shall be 
forced to bear or not bear children, against her will. No person shall be forced to 
hold or not hold views or worship in a manner contrary to their choice. Nothing 
vital to existence shall be withheld from another if it is within the community's 
power to give.

Every person shall retain the ability to think, speak, and act as they choose, as long 
as they don’t harm another. Every person has the right to choose, study and 
practice the education and career of their choice without interference, provided 
they not harm another.

Except in a few, usually medical cases, no one has the right to kill another. No one 
has the right to steal from another. No one has the right to force himself or herself 
upon another in any way.

Any government that harms its citizens, deprives them of their property or rights 
without their consent, or makes offensive war upon its neighbors, no matter how it 
misrepresents the situation, has lost its legitimacy. 
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No government may govern without the consent of its people. All governments are 
tasked with seeing to the wellbeing of their citizens. Any government which forces 
its citizens to see to its own wellbeing without attending to theirs has lost its 
legitimacy.

Men and women are meant to live fulfilling lives, free of want, wherever they wish 
and under the conditions they desire, providing their choices do not harm another 
and are humanly attainable.

Children are meant to live lives under the beneficent protection of all, free of 
exploitation, with unhindered access to the necessities of life, education, and health 
care.

All forms of exploitation, oppression, and persecution run counter to universal and 
natural law. All disagreements are meant to be resolved amicably.

Any human law that runs counter to natural and universal law is invalid and should 
not survive. The enactment or enforcement of human law that runs counter to 
natural and universal law brings consequences that cannot be escaped, in this life 
or another. While one may escape temporal justice, one does not escape divine 
justice.

All outcomes are to the greater glory of God and to God do we look for the 
fulfillment of our needs and for love, peace, and wisdom. So let it be. Aum/Amen.
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Archangel Michael, The Declaration of World Peace
Oct. 8, 2012 
 
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2012/10/08/archangel-michael-the-declaration-of-
world-peace/ 

Channeled through Steve Beckow, Oct. 8, 2012

 
Peace is the cry of the soul, the song of the spirit. Peace is the natural condition of 
the world, the place to which all things return. Everything yearns for peace and 
everything rests in peace. Peace is the place to which this world journeys. Nothing 
can stop it from reaching and realizing peace.

There comes a time in the affairs of worlds when the forces of disintegration can 
no longer resist the forces of attraction, when hatred and division can no longer 
overpower love and peace. There comes a rebound in the councils of worlds, a 
pushing back from the people which none can stand against or fail to honor.

At this time, the people of Earth will see an outbreak of peace, overpowering all 
that divided, wounded, and killed. It has been decreed by the Highest that the 
Earth, after eons of wandering in the ways of havoc and war, shall once again 
return to the ways of peace. Against the wave of love that is sweeping the Earth, 
political and military leaders will prove powerless.
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The people have gathered in Consciousness and have spoken words in Silence 
which none can ignore. They say that war will no longer be tolerated on Earth and 
the heavens have responded. Soon weapons will no longer work on Earth and the 
time when swords will be rendered into ploughshares will be here.

How to prepare for peace? Peace is a condition at the essence of our being which 
works its way outward and surfaces in universal love and harmony. All we must do 
is remove the obstacles to its rise and flowering. Peace is a choice and a 
surrendering. Peace is a determination and a remembering.

Peace is more than a refusal to bear arms against each other. It's a resolve to allow 
each their fair share, their turn, their chosen path and goals. Peace is one of the 
divine qualities and grows in the same garden as they do: joy, compassion, love, 
harmony, unity all come along with peace like roots of the same creeper.

Now is the time declared from old when peace will again reign on Earth and 
humankind will return to its original bond of lovingkindness with all that swims, 
walks and flies. The children of Earth shall make war no more. The children of 
Earth will come together in loving council and restore the Garden of Eden that this 
planet was, is and shall be.

Never more on Earth shall the guns of war sound. Never shall people scream and 
die in agony. A new age is upon us that shall see harmony and beneficence 
restored, never to be lost again. The grand experiment is over and much knowledge 
has been gained. But the time has come for this blue planet to return to heaven and 
for heaven to return to Earth.

Every knee shall bend in love to the One. No one shall again be master over 
another save the One. The endless journey upon which all are embarked to return 
to the One will again proceed by a straight and open road. All that was crooked 
will be made straight. Now is the time for the curtain to fall on a world at war and 
for the curtain to rise on a world at peace. 
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The Process and Goals of Financial Reconstruction 

Feb. 17, 2014 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2014/02/17/the-process-and-goals-of-financial-
reconstruction/ 

In Oct. 2013, Archangel Michael described what is happening at present in the 
world economy as “financial reconstruction. It is the shift in what you think of as 
basic societal and institutional values.” (1)

What are some of the goals of this financial rejigging?

One feature, as Sheldan Nidle's sources point out, is to “drain the cabal of its vast 
influence and to force upon its numerous banking institutions new rules of 
procedures that negate their many irregularities.”   (2) Sheldan described the 
expected impact of the changes on the financial industry:

“There will be a vast transformation in the banking and financial services 
industry that will forever change how these various financial institutions 
operate. These new rules will enforce policies to end the tyranny that these 
financial institutions spread across this globe.

“In its stead, freedom and personal sovereignty will blossom once again.” 
(3)
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Apparently, the bankruptcy of world governments is being hidden to avoid panic, 
Sheldan’s sources inform us:

“All the major governments on your world are either bankrupt or nearly 
bankrupt. This fact is being hidden to maintain the current ruse without 
arousing the ire and panic that will ensue when this truth is made public.”  
(4)

Besides the stress on the world economies caused by many of the bubbles of the 
1980s and 1990s, the ultimate bubble - the derivatives crisis - is one that the world 
economy cannot recover from.  It’s estimated to have caused a debt level 
equivalent to $200,000 for every man, woman and child on the planet. Much of 
that debt is being hidden. (5)

Another way of putting the restructuring’s aim is to say it'll end the predominance 
of North America and Europe in the world, according to Sheldan’s sources: “The 
proposed revaluations will set up a currency system that ends the dominance of 
North America and Western Europe.” (6)

That predominance has seen Western nations launch financial warfare against so-
called “Third World” and developing countries, bringing economies down and 
securing resources at rock-bottom prices and without environmental safeguards. 
(7)

The global currency reset, one part of that operation, according to Archangel 
Michael, “is a massive bureaucratic undertaking. And because it has to do with 
what human beings, might I say unfortunately, are obsessed with, and that is their 
money, they want to make sure that everything is perfectly in order and progressing 
in ways that do not cause upheaval, panic, division, derision.”   (8)

“There is much that is occurring behind the scenes,” he continues. “It is not that 
there is obstreperous obstruction or that there is intentional delay. It is simply that 
this is a massive undertaking, both above and below, but particularly below.” (9)

Sheldan’s sources tell us that, as part of the reset, “a vast amount of protected gold 
bullion and sterling are now in position to force a more stable currency upon the 
world.”  (10)
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St. Germaine called it last August “rivers of gold that are flowing quite rapidly all 
over your globe, all over the planet.” (11)

We heard years ago that battleships had been sunk in the Pacific Ocean with 
dazzling troves of precious metals and bonds. St. Germaine revealed that these 
were being recovered, an operation that was not difficult for the galactics.

"It has not been a difficult process at all. Now, don’t forget, we work with 
energy. Your star brothers and sisters, what you think of as technology is a 
different use of energy.

"And let me be very clear. The Americans aren’t the only ones who have, 
hmm, shall we say, placed for safekeeping money, gold, treasures, 
underneath the waters. It has been a practice for hundreds and hundreds, in 
some cases thousands of years. And it is an open secret above and below.

"So it is rather humorous. Now, it is simply, there are many, many space 
stations that are located actually underneath what you think of as your 
oceans or large bodies of water. So it is not a matter only of your star 
brothers and sisters going to recover. But they are already there, and their 
ability to teleport to various locations is as simple as snapping your fingers. 
So it is simply not an issue." (12)

It isn’t only the Reset that’s occurring. Sheldan’s sources tell us: “This vast change 
is to be the prelude to the delivery of the prosperity funds and the rise of new 
governance. (13)  St. Germaine described the prosperity programs last August.

“There are twelve Prosperity Programs that were started hundreds of years 
ago. And that the participation in them, which has always been free choice 
and freedom, has grown and been protected over the centuries.

“As you well know, I would include within this my own prosperity program 
and what you think of as the St. Germaine Trust. But it is one of several.

“Those who are participants in the Prosperity Programs have undertaken not 
just a casual agreement, but a very deep, sacred vow to share the wealth as it 
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has come forward and when the time was nigh, was right. And that is 
beginning right now.” (14)

The Reset, or “the first stage of this complex procedure is underway,” said 
Sheldan’s sources. The rest of this new system [Steve: which historically has been 
called NESARA] will emerge when the new governance comes online.” (15)

What we’re aware of at the moment is chaos but Archangel Michael assures us that 
the desired end will be achieved.

Archangel Michael: First it looks like chaos. Let us use the example of the 
current situation in the United States of America with government 
shutdown. It looks, it tastes, it feels like gridlock, does it not?

Steve Beckow:   Yes.

AAM:   But really what is appearing as chaos is a breakthrough. (16)

AAM’s memory goes back a lot further than ours. What he wishes to avoid is the 
annihilation of the intergalactic wars, rather than any event that may have 
happened on Earth.

“I reflect back to the gridlock that had occurred, not at the peace tables, but 
during the intergalactic wars. If it continued on, there would be 
annihilation.” (17)

All of this is being carried on while carefully managing the introduction of 
extraterrestrials to the world and moving the Earth's population along the road to 
Ascension. The scale and magnitude of events underway are unprecedented in our 
history.

Footnotes

(1) "The Divine Mother and Archangel Michael: Work with and Expand This 
Energy of Clarity," channeled by Linda Dillon, October 14, 2013, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2013/10/the-divine-mother-and-archangel-michael-work-
with-and-expand-this-energy-of-clarity/.
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(2) Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation Update, as received by Sheldan 
Nidle, February 4, 2014 at http://www.paoweb.com/sn021114.htm.

(3) The SHGF Update, December 17, 2013 at http://www.paoweb.com/
sn121713.htm.

(4) The SHGF Update, November 19, 2013 at http://paoweb.com/uf111913.htm.

(5) "What Factors Doomed the Economy?" Oct. 16, 2013, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2013/10/what-factors-doomed-the-economy-2/http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2013/10/what-factors-doomed-the-economy-2/ and "Freeze 
the $1.5 Quadrillion Derivatives Bubble" at http://goldenageofgaia.com/
accountability/financial-crash/freeze-the-1-5-quadrillion-derivatives-bubble/.

(6) The SHGF Update, December 10, 2013.

(7) "Michel Chossudovsky: Financial Warfare" at http://goldenageofgaia.com/
accountability/financial-crash/michel-chossudovsky-financial-warfare/.

(8) “Archangel Michael: Violence and War Cannot Continue,” Aug. 4, 2013, at 
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/09/archangel-michael-violence-and-war-cannot-
continue-part-12/.

(9) Loc. cit.

(10) The SHGF Update, December 10, 2013 at https://www.paoweb.com/
uf121013.htm

(11) “St. Germaine: Rivers of Gold Will Flow Freely – Part 1/2,” Aug. 15, 2013, at 
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/08/st-germaine-rivers-of-gold-will-flow-freely-
part-12/.

(12)  Loc. cit.

(13) The SHGF Update, December 10, 2013 at https://www.paoweb.com/
uf121013.htm.

(14)  “St. Germaine: Rivers of Gold Will Flow Freely,” ibid.
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(15) The SHGF Update, Nov. 26, 2013 at https://www.paoweb.com/uf112613.htm.

(16) “The Divine Mother and Archangel Michael: Work with and Expand This 
Energy of Clarity,” channeled by Linda Dillon, October 14, 2013, at https://
goldenageofgaia.com/2013/10/the-divine-mother-and-archangel-michael-work-
with-and-expand-this-energy-of-clarity/.

(17) Loc. cit.
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The Fall of the Old Economy 

Original article

The old global economy is moribund and, in my opinion, will never be 
resuscitated. Those people who think it can be revived may find themselves giving 
CPR to a dead patient.

It was an instrument of the Illuminati, designed to concentrate wealth in the hands 
of fewer and fewer people. It’s being taken down by the Company of Heaven, 
specifically by the Earth Alliance or white hats, along with the ascended masters, 
both from Earth and from other ascended planets, here to help us with our 
Ascension.  
 
After examining the old economy, I’ll look at the new economy briefly, to allow us 
to factor it into our overview of the pillars of the new society that will grow 
exponentially as we progress into the Golden Age of Gaia.  But I don’t consider it 
an area in which lightworkers will concentrate their work at this time. 

It’s being more or less managed behind the scenes for the moment by the masters 
and the Earth Alliance.
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Our sources tell us that we’re watching the dismantling of an economy that never 
worked, was not designed to work – at least, not for us – was run to benefit a 
global elite, and will soon be restructured to benefit all.

What trends and events doomed the old economy and made the introduction of a 
new system inevitable?

Anyone who lived through the period can remember the malevolent trends and 
practices that led to so many bubbles that value was sucked out of the economy.

The junk-bond era, mergers and acquisitions, the dot.com bubble, the mortgage 
and foreclosure scam, bank bailouts, culminating in the derivatives debacle 
terminally weakened the structure of this economy.

The bandit regime that floated these schemes, for such it was in my view, had free 
rein over the international economy until it overstepped itself in the little-
remembered derivatives bubble, running up a debt that equalled $200,000 for every 
man, woman and child on the planet, something that could never be paid off no 
matter what strategy was adopted. (1) 

The depredations of currency traders, investment houses and economic hitmen on 
the economies of the developing world often saw their currencies collapse and 
their resources taken in payment for debt loads that had been manufactured in the 
first place and forced upon them by unscrupulous parties. 

Said University of Ottawa professor Michel Chossudovsky:
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“In the late 20th century, the outright ‘conquest of nations’, meaning the 
control over productive assets, labour, natural resources and institutions, 
can be carried out in an impersonal fashion from the corporate boardroom: 
commands are dispatched from a computer terminal, or a cellphone. The 
relevant data are instantly relayed to major financial markets – often 
resulting in immediate disruptions in the functioning of national 
economies.

“‘Financial warfare’ also applies to complex speculative instruments, 
including the gamut of derivative trade, forward foreign exchange 
transactions, currency options, hedge funds, index funds, etc. Speculative 
instruments have been used with the ultimate purpose of capturing 
financial wealth and acquiring control over productive assets. 

“In the words of Malaysia’s Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad: ‘This 
deliberate devaluation of the currency of a country by currency traders 
purely for profit is a serious denial of the rights of independent nations.’ (2)

Once a national economy fell, the same free-market investment houses that 
speculated on their currencies bought up their debt at cents on the dollar. The 
International Monetary Fund then came in and enforced the repayment of the debt 
at full value, gutted government services, and ensured unhindered and 
advantageous access to natural resources for other companies which also served 
this same elite.
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The exploitation of the computer (the silicon chip having been salvaged from the 
Roswell crash of an alien spacecraft) (3) to eliminate work saw a whole generation 
of young people denied entry-level employment and firms which had vertical 
structures now reduced to horizontal structures with many employees made 
contract labor, benefit plans eliminated, unions busted, etc.

The shipping out of jobs to overseas low-wage countries where labor was 
unprotected saw much work lost to western nations and workers in the new 
manufacturing nations exploited and subjected to anti-labor practices by firms with 
foreign ownership.

The siphoning off of government funds and the entry into criminal enterprises such 
as sex slavery and drug importation by government agencies like the CIA and large 
private corporations for use in black projects such as staged “terrorist” attacks 
weakened the moral fiber of nations.

The CIA was running drugs through Ilopango Airport in El Salvador under 
Director George Bush Sr. and bringing them in through Governor Bill Clinton’s 
Mena Airport in Arkansas, murdering DEA agents who opposed them and their 
own operatives who threatened to blow the whistle. (4)

Included among the black projects the Illuminati staged out of funds so generated 
were the Oklahoma City bombing, 9/11, the London bombings, and many other 
smaller “terrorist” attacks, shootings, etc. (5)

Meanwhile, funds so generated were also used to bribe, coerce, or take over the 
mass media so that nothing of these events ever surfaced. And to suborn one 
Congress after another.
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It therefore comes as no real surprise to hear that shiploads of gold and platinum 
and other forms of wealth were sunk in ships off the Asian coast to be resurrected 
when the time arrives when the financial elite are in total control of the world. (6) 
Of course that day will never come but the wealth will be put to good use - the 
common good, that is.

And it seems a fitting end to hear that gold bars stored in various repositories 
around the world have been swapped for tungsten bars coated in gold. Even the 
very standard of value in western economies was debased and lost.

The economies of the West, subjected to such forces, have not been able to retain 
robustness, initiative, or moral strength. They devolved into a force that simply 
preyed upon anyone vulnerable, including their own. Everyone was considered 
someone else's "lunch." There wasn't even honor among thieves - especially not 
honor among thieves - and we’re now seeing the result.

There's no going back for the leading economies of the world. The new abundance 
program known as NESARA (after the American National Economic Security and 
Reformation Act) is likely to be introduced. (7) There’s no alternative to a new 
economy running along its lines and there never will be as long as the same 
financial forces who so sapped our economies remain at its helm.

It isn’t a case of how we'll revive an economy that has been dead for some time 
now. There's no other way forward than to introduce a new economy based upon 
the ethical lines that NESARA is.
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One of the ploys used by the elite to have us remain quiet for so many years has 
been to identify their interests with ours. So for instance the “free market” was 
supposed to be a beneficent regime, whose outworking would benefit all people. In 
its name all governments which the defenders of the free market didn’t agree with, 
which usually meant that they could not profit from, were overthrown, their leaders 
assassinated, their economies undermined, and so on.

As the old economy falls, the elite it served again tries to have us identify their 
welfare with ours and to persuade us that we cannot survive without the very 
financial institutions that shored them up and battened them for so long.

But we can survive without them - we can flourish - and we will.

The new economy, often referred to as the abundance program or by the initials of 
the American act which reflects it - NESARA - will see all citizens of the globe 
taken care of financially. 

Footnotes 

(1) See Tom Foremski, “The Size of the Derivatives Bubble,” Silcon Valley 
Watcher, Oct. 2008, at http://www.siliconvalleywatcher.com/mt/archives/2008/10/
the_size_of_der.php . On the derivatives crisis, see also “1.5 Quadrillion Dollar 
Derivatives Bubble at the Heart of Financial Crisis,” at http://
socioecohistory.wordpress.com/2009/03/30/15-quadrillion-dollar-derivatives-
bubble-at-the-heart-of-financial-crisis/ ; Jim Q., “The Big Short: How Wall Street 
Destroyed Main Street,” Burningplatform.com,” at http://theburningplatform.com/
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blog/2010/05/10/the-big-short-how-wall-street-destroyed-main-street/ ; 
Actindependent.org, “Freeze the 1.5 Quadrillion Derivatives Bubble as a First Step 
Towards World Economic Recovery,” Global Research, March 29, 2009, at http://
tinyurl.com/yg2v9tc .

(2) Michel Chossudovsky, “Financial warfare’ triggers global economic 
crisis (1997),” at http://goldenageofgaia.com/accountability/financial-crash/
financial-warfare-triggers-global-economic-crisis-1997/

(3) I personally worked for the firm that back-engineered it - Hughes Aircraft - and 
had the matter confirmed by an engineer and a project manager for the company.

(4) "C. Castillo's Allegation Concerning Ilopango Airport" at http://
www.justice.gov/oig/special/9712/ch10p2.htm; "The Pegasus File" at http://
www.whale.to/b/guyatt.html.

(5) "Accountability - 9/11 and Other False-Flag Operations" at 
goldenageofgaia.com/library/

(6) "Who Wants to be a Trillionaire?" at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2012/05/who-
wants-to-be-a-trillionaire/; "Treasure Hunters Declare Their Find and Offer to 
Return It," at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2012/01/treasure-hunters-declare-their-
find-and-offer-to-return-it/; "David Wilcock: Financial Tyranny – The Final 
Sections – Complete" at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2012/02/david-wilcock-
financial-tyranny-the-final-sections-complete/; and "Evidence Corroborating David 
Wilcock’s Recent Allegations: Philippine Gold, Platinum, and Cash," at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2011/12/evidence-corroborating-david-wilcocks-recent-
allegations-philippine-gold/

(7) See "NESARA or the Abundance Program" at http://goldenageofgaia.com/
building-nova-earth-toward-a-world-that-works-for-everyone/nesara-or-the-
abundance-program/
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The Background to the Global Currency Reset or 
Reval
Oct. 24, 2015

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2015/10/24/the-background-to-the-global-currency-
reset-or-reval/

The Global Currency Reset and the Reval are actually two different events. The 
Reval refers to the re-valuation of Iraq's currency. The Global Currency Reset 
refers to a much broader re-valuation of many currencies around the world.

But in the public's mind they've become linked together. I'll be using the terms 
interchangeably here.

Let's have a look at some of the background to the Reval to see what purposes it 
serves in the Divine Plan and how the Company of Heaven wishes us to look on it.

When Ashtar spoke of the Re-valuation of currencies, or Reval, in late August 
2013, he suggested that it was one way to show that the events being spoken of 
were real.

“If you look to the outside for tangible evidence for our messages – 
although we tirelessly stress that you should seek changes within 
yourselves in the first place – each and every one of you who follow our 
messages will see the first widespread, tangible proof by noticing the 
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change in your financial affairs, especially with the revaluation of many 
currencies.

“We are certainly aware that many – if not all of you – have some doubts 
now and then whether all this is real. And we understand this because of the 
many changes in the Divine Plan experienced by you throughout your 
journey.” (1)

The Reval would show many doubters that things are actually occurring, he said.

“This is the reason why the revaluation of many currencies is of such 
importance. It will show you that everything is for real and not a dream.” 
(2)

Sheldan Nidle’s sources spoke next about the event, in early September 2013. They 
saw it as the clarion call that signalled the end of the cabal’s political and financial 
rule.

“Until recently the dark cabal’s power was all but omnipotent, but now the 
point has been reached where it can no longer deny you your sacred 
destiny! A great prosperity linked to a global revaluation of your various 
national currencies is ready to happen.

“This grand event is the clarion call which will expel the old governance 
from power and influence. It will liberate you from your many illegal debt 
obligations by instigating universal debt forgiveness and this includes your 
release from any incurred indebtedness to this old governance.

“You are about to inherit not only this divine gift of freedom but also a 
never-ending supply of prosperity.” (3)

He spoke again a week later about the “grand monetary reset of the world’s 
currencies” that was about to begin and linked it to “the worldwide distribution of 
our various prosperity funds.” These two actions would end the cabal’s grip on 
power.

“Taken together, these two actions will complete the legal operation to 
swiftly bring down the once-mighty clutch of your illegal governments 
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which have so long browbeat your world. This feat will result in the 
termination of global debt enslavement which underpinned your fiat-
currency financial system.

“The new hard-currency, prosperity-based system will ensure your freedom 
and guarantee you your personal sovereignty. Now the bumpy road to full 
consciousness becomes a clear and open highway!” (4)

Another week later, he said that “the dark cabal’s debt-based economic system is 
truly ‘on the ropes’ and continues to induce a rate of debt formation that is quite 
astounding.”

“In effect, it has reached a point where the weight of debt is beginning to 
gouge into the infrastructure of the system, threatening to rip it asunder, and 
it has become clear that the dark can no longer hold the center together. It 
sees the moment approaching when a new system must take over and 
recognizes that this signals the end of its time at the top.” (5)

He called the Reset “the ‘kick of the mule’ which is to jettison these haughty ones 
from power.” (6)

At the same time that the cabal was falling, the mass of society was rising, his 
sources said.

“The dark cabal is losing its wealth while you are gaining yours. Divine 
purpose is in play. Hence, use these funds wisely and permit your brethren 
to enjoy the fruits of this new prosperity.

“Realize that a new reality is dawning and reflect on your new fortunes. Be 
ready, when required, to explain why new governance emerged.” (7)

Most recently, Sheldan's sources gave the following summary of the Reval on Feb. 
18, 2014:

"A process will be set in motion to make it possible for a great prosperity to 
be redistributed to you. Our liaisons are working diligently to explore a 
most needed set of protocols that will swiftly lead to a global currency 
reset.
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"The currency reset is a natural process to set up a certain level of agreed-
upon value between the world’s nations. This is a basis for global trade, and 
in the end, the start of an operation that is scheduled to lead to a precious 
metal-backed monetary system. Included in this reset is the use of new 
banking regulations such as 'Basel III.'

"This revised structure will expand the distribution of various prosperity 
packages. The intent is to reform the current system of 'haves' and 'have-
nots' and replace it with a worldwide spread of prosperity. The old system 
of income taxation needs to be revamped. A debt jubilee will be declared 
and the old corrupt system put to rest.

"This new system will redo the globe’s infrastructures and establish a new 
foundation that takes advantage of now-suppressed technologies. This will 
later be added to by our off-world devices. Then your world can move out 
of its present technological dilemma and prepare for a new 
consciousness." (8)

Moreover, his sources say, the Reval will provide the foundation for the release of 
the prosperity-program funds and trigger provisions of NESARA. (9)

"The new currencies, the gold backing and new international banking rules 
will forge the foundation for the release of the two-step prosperity funds. 
These operations will enforce now-sequestered legislation to bring out the 
various provisions of 'N.E.S.A.R.A.' These rules will cause a domino-like 
effect to alter governance and return it to the people. In this milieu, 
governance will aid the Light and allow formal disclosure to occur. This 
new environment will also permit us to begin a series of worldwide lessons 
about your most dearly kept perceptions." (10)

Archangel Michael discussed the Reval in late September 2013. For some people, 
he said, “I bring you back a year, and for others of you I bring you back a decade, 
and for some of you a decade and a half. Because many of you have been at this 
for a very long time.” (11)

Was it a scam, he asked? No, it was not.
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“Is this a scam? It is a prayer, a promise, a trust and an act of change, not 
simply an act of faith, but an act, a pro-active movement, of change.” (12)

Apparently according to AAM, “humans … love currency.”

“It is an idea. Currency has never been more than a concept and an idea. 
And it is an idea of abundance for many. Freedom, for food, clean water, 
housing, play, attending to your community. So you like currency.” (13)

Therefore the Company of Heaven is using currency to transition us out of poverty 
into abundance and thence into co-creation.

“So why would we, when we have no need for currency, say, ‘Now, you 
have no need for currency’ when you love it? It is showing you, and it is 
transitioning you, into a place where currency becomes what it is — an 
idea.

“And the more you work with this creation of abundance, for many, for all, 
then the more it becomes your ability to simply create out of thin air. 
Because that is what you are really doing.” (14)

So the Reval is intended to be the first illustration that "everything is real and not a 
dream." It's the first stage of the financial reconstruction that we'll notice and be 
impacted by. It's meant to be part of a transition from currency to the more 
developed ways of seeing to our needs that will come with the shift to higher 
consciousness. And it's the signal for other projects such as the prosperity programs 
and for many of the provisions of NESARA to begin.

Footnotes

(1) "Ashtar: Your Progress and What to Expect," channeled by Philipp, August 26, 
2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/08/ashtar-via-philipp-your-progress-and-
what-to-expect/.

(2) Loc. cit.

(3) "Update for the Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation," as received 
by Sheldan Nidle – September 10, 2013 at http://www.paoweb.com/uf091013.htm.
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(4) "Update for the Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation" as received by 
Sheldan Nidle, September 17, 2013 at http://paoweb.com/uf091713.htm.

(5) "Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation Update," as received by 
Sheldan Nidle: September 24, 2013 at http://www.paoweb.com/sn092413.htm.

(6) Loc. cit.

(7) "Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation Update," as received by 
Sheldan Nidle, November 5, 2013 at http://www.paoweb.com/uf110513.htm.

(8) The SHGF Update, Feb. 18, 2014 at http://www.galacticchannelings.com/
english/sheldan18-02-14.html.

(9) See articles here: "NESARA or the Abundance Program" at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/building-nova-earth-toward-a-world-that-works-for-
everyone/nesara-or-the-abundance-program/.
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The Return of Abundance to the Planet
Original article. 

Apparently there is more gold hidden away in our world than we can dream of.

NESARA stands for the National Economic Security and Reformation Act.  Its 
history and provisions can be read in the sources in footnote 1.

The celestial sources speaking through Patricia Diane Cota-Robles introduce it. 

“For aeons of time, our monetary system has been used to manipulate, 
control, dominate, and abuse the peoples of the world. …

“[But] too many people have awakened, and as a result of this monumental 
shift of consciousness, the Light of God has reclaimed this Earth. …

“Fortunately, there are also people in positions of power who are very aware 
of what is taking place. These enlightened souls are co-creating a new 
monetary system. This system will be based in integrity, generosity, 
fairness, compassion, and the highest good for all concerned.” (2)

Saul reassures us that all who are destitute will receive immediate assistance.

“Those who are destitute, in poverty, homeless, diseased, or suffering in any 
way will immediately have their circumstances improved in a fashion that is 
way beyond anything you can presently foresee, because there are advanced 
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technologies prepared and available to clean and heal the planet and all who 
live on her that will be put into action as soon as the old order has crumbled. 

“Every conceivable disruption that the could occur as a result of the old 
order collapsing has been taken into account; nothing is being left to 
chance.” (3)

Matthew Ward tells us that the changes will include all the people of Earth:

“Readers living outside the United States want to know how their own 
countries will fare. They decry their leaders’ actions that are against their 
countries’ constitutions; or despair at prevailing conditions of poverty, 
disease and starvation; or express grave concern about the plight of the 
masses of refugees; or ask when their despotic rulers will be replaced. To 
these dear souls, I say [that] benevolent changes are coming throughout the 
world.” (4)

He relates that what happens in America is important, but “foment leading to 
benevolent changes in other countries’ governments is of paramount significance 
too.”

“The myriad reforms underway span the globe—WORLD transformation is 
what is occurring—and in time, every leader in every nation will be a 
lighted soul.” (5)
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In 2010, Saul painted as full a portrait of the changes that abundance would bring 
in as anyone has. He began by revealing that the new monetary system “has been 
carefully designed to provide long-term stability instead of short-term distortion.” 

“Then, true global cooperation of a completely harmonious nature, and that 
is good for all and good for the planet, will be possible and will come into 
operation.”  (6) 

As economic stability returns, Saul says, “safety valves will be installed to ensure 
that the liquidity of the financial system can no longer be threatened or drained 
away by unseen or unexpected leaks. Investment in necessary, environmentally-
sound industries will grow, while unsustainable and damaging industries will wind 
down and then cease operations.” (7) 

“World poverty will be completely alleviated as everyone’s energy and food 
needs become available in abundance locally, removing the need for much 
of the major freight transportation worldwide. The speed with which your 
damaged environment will be restored and healed will amaze you.

“As peaceful, intelligent, and harmonious cooperation in all areas of your 
lives replace the stressful, competitive, and confrontational disharmony that 
has been standard on the planet for so long, personal stress and anxiety will 
dissolve, leading to an enormous reduction in sickness and ill health. (8) 

Saul provides a rare glimpse into the social impact of prosperity. He advises us that 
unhealthy lifestyles and addictions will fall away.
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“Unhealthy life styles will fall away as you all start to find joy, peace, and 
love in every moment of your existence, and this will remove the need for 
escape from the constant pressure of survival issues with which so many of 
you are presently struggling.

“One of the results of these life style changes will be an astonishing falloff 
in addictive behavior of every kind — drugs, alcohol, food, anger, abuse, 
and all other forms of depraved behavior such as manipulation, control, 
blame, shame, and bullying of others — to be replaced by large-scale 
acceptance of one another as beings to be honored, respected, and 
cherished.” (9) 

Crime will fall and with it the need for much policing. 

“The need for enforcement agencies will be gone, because when people 
respect and accept one another as equally valid and worthwhile members of 
society, the misbehavior that enforcement agencies have been used to stop 
and prevent will no longer be a major issue. Peaceful, friendly, and 
enthusiastic cooperation will replace the legally enforced organization, 
manipulation, and control of people everywhere.

“This sea change in the attitudes and beliefs that humanity holds and 
expresses is the guiding wisdom that will bring you firmly, positively, and 
excitedly into the Golden Age for which you have been hoping for so long.”  
(10)
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This new abundance will be accompanied by the release of new technology which 
is largely beyond imagination. Says the Spiritual Hierarchy and Galactic 
Federation speaking through Sheldan Nidle:

“New ‘miracle’ technologies will give each household the ability to provide 
its own food, clothing, and furniture. This eliminates the need for farms, 
factories, and other staples of your present economy.

“A slosh of wonderful new technologies is to transform how your society 
operates. Your cities and suburbs will be rebuilt. Vast greenbelts will replace 
your farms and factories, giving a miraculous face-lift to your environment! 
This will be the prelude to the announcements that end the cover-up of our 
benevolent existence.” (11)

“This new abundant realm [created by NESARA] is merely the ‘baby-steps’ 
for the events that form the prelude to first contact. Among these are many 
disclosures of long-suppressed technologies. These can greatly reduce 
pollution; cast you into a new computer age; and end your reliance on fossil-
fuel propulsion systems.” (12)

Is NESARA permanent? No. It’s planned to be a temporary measure. Says the 
SHGF, “even these unprecedented reforms merely constitute a transitional phase 
that can facilitate the advent of first contact.” (13) 

After full Ascension, this planet is destined to be weaned from the use of money, as 
SaLuSa points out: “Ultimately you [will] reach a stage where money has no place 
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in a society that is founded upon sharing.” (14) Matthew confirms that the time will 
come after Ascension to drop the use of money:

“In Earth’s Golden Age, the trend will be away from money and toward 
systems of sharing and bartering—the light intensity in souls will let those 
means of remuneration for services and conduct of commerce become as 
satisfying between nations as between individuals.” (15)

No matter how eager we are to know when NESARA will arrive, the Company of 
Heaven will not give a date. They offer us hints, glimpses, and suggestions but 
that’s all.

The latest reference came from SaLuSa on Feb. 1, 2013:

“We are naturally aware of the ever growing demand for the Prosperity 
funds to be issued, the announcement of Disclosure and the bringing about 
of peace. Be assured they will be satisfied before long, and arrangements are 
well advanced. Your joy and happiness will abound in due course as deep 
down you know that you are already victorious.

“For you time has speeded up yet in some ways it also seems to be dragging 
its feet, and you start to become anxious or impatient. Please keep your eyes 
firmly on the future, and remember that most of you are in an advantaged 
position to know more certainly of what is taking place.” (16)

This then is the destiny of the world under the abundance program known at its 
broadest level as NESARA. No one knows when it'll be introduced. It has been 
expected for years. It would not be advisable to be financially reckless thinking 
that global prosperity is coming.  It probably would be best to continue being 
financially prudent until it comes.

We can look forward therefore to a world characterized by freedom, peace, 
equality, honesty, and abundance, a world that literally should, by the time we 
reach higher dimensions of consciousness, work for everyone. 

Everything that we can do to hasten its rise and broaden its reach will benefit the 
whole planet. I invite us all to think globally but act locally in building Nova Earth 
on this planet, a Garden of Eden which we’re returning to as a united human 
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community, joined and assisted by those who seeded this planet in the first place 
and who’ve led our spiritual evolution since the beginnings of time. 

Footnotes

(1) On the history of the World Trust Fund, see:

(A) SaLuSa, Aug. 30, 2010, at http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm 

(B) Sheldan Nidle’s account here: Spiritual Hierarchy and Galactic Federation, 
April 15, 2003, Galactic Federation of Light: Updates Archive 1997-2007, at http://
www.thenewearth.org/GalacticFederationArchive.html.

For an account of the modern-day history of NESARA, see:

(A) Nancy Detweiler,  “History of NESARA,” at http://
pathwaytoascension.wordpress.com/2011/08/17/history-of-nesara/ 

(B) James Rink, “Partial History of the True National Economic Security and 
Reformation Act,” at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2010/08/30/james-rink-
partial-history-of-the-true-national-economic-security-and-reformation-act/
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And for two accounts of what NESARA mandates, see these two articles:

(A) “The Provisions of the NESARA Act,” at http://goldenageofgaia.com/
2013/02/the-provisions-of-the-nesara-act/ 

(B) “James’ Account of the NESARA Provisions,” at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2013/02/jamess-version-of-the-nesara-provisions/ 

For other accounts of NESARA, see these additional sources:

(A) NESARA at http://www.angelfire.com/space2/light11/fc/nesara1.html 

(B) NESARA or the Abdundance Program, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/
building-nova-earth-toward-a-world-that-works-for-everyone/nesara-or-the-
abundance-program/ 

(2) Patricia Diane Cota-Robles, “This is Our Moment!” Mar. 6, 2009, at http://
spiritlibrary.com/era-of-peace/this-is-our-moment.

(3) Saul, June 6, 2012.

(4) Matthew’s Message, July 27, 2008, ibid.

(5) Loc. cit.

(6) Saul, May 5, 2010.

(7) Loc. cit.

(8) Loc. cit.

(9) Loc. cit.;

(10) Loc. cit.

(11) Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation (SHGF), Feb. 24, 2009, 
through Sheldan Nidle, at http://www.paoweb.com/updates.htm. 

(12) SHGF, Nov. 4, 2008, ibid.

(13) Ibid., Feb. 10, 2009, ibid.
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(14) SaLuSa, June 29, 2009, http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm.

(15) Matthew’s Message, Feb. 14, 2010.

(16) SaLuSa, Feb. 1, 2013. 
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Social Reorganization Occurring
Jan. 30, 2014 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2014/01/30/social-reorganization-occurring-2/ 

Just as we’ve all been going through a process of individual cleansing of our 
vasanas and false grids for years, so it seems as if society, and particularly business 
and finance, are also going through the wash cycle currently.

My pen is not equal to the task of looking at the subject in great detail. I’m obliged 
to operate on and give only impressions.

It’s my impression that one high level of the economy after another is being 
subjected to investigation and the removal of more and more people from their 
positions of influence.

Even as Jamie Dimon receives a bonus that could only be kindly called 
disproportionate (perhaps to buy his silence?), (1) leading individuals who’ve been 
fixing rates in the foreign-exchange sector are following others who've been fixing 
rates in other sectors of the economy in being investigated and removed from the 
scene.

And now as well we begin hearing something regrettable: some people in the 
banking industry are either choosing suicide or being murdered to keep them quiet. 
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(2)  This development is probably something that everyone of the Light wished to 
avoid.

Archangel Michael confirmed that there is a “global reorganization of financial 
systems” occurring and described how it would proceed.

"I am not speaking of the collapse of financial systems, which would cause 
panic and disarray. But what we are talking about is reorganization.

"Now, usually reorganization is a bureaucratic term for shuffling the deck 
with the same cards. That is not what I am referring to. We are talking about 
reorganization of financial systems — political financial systems, 
bureaucratic financial systems, global financial systems — that are 
becoming more congruent with the divine qualities of equity, of fairness, of 
ethical behavior, of charity, of prudence, and of becoming.” (3)

I'd imagine the process started with containment back in July 2012, which was 
itself used in preference to panic-inducing mass arrests. Now the Vatican Bank is 
being overhauled, the Federal Reserve, the forex sector, and many other banking 
organizations and institutions. (4)

I believe SaLuSa was speaking about about this time when he said on Jan. 4, 2012:

"As you can imagine once we really get started, the planning is such that 
you will be reeling at the speed of change. It is possible because the plans 
have been laid down for a long time, but also consistently reappraised to 
ensure they meet your needs. Our allies and the Lightworkers in general are 
now self assured in their tasks, and becoming bolder where they come 
across opposition. There is no time for dilly-dallying and they now know 
what has to be done.

"Many different actions are coming together, and you can expect to see a 
clear indication of the outcome. Much is currently focused upon financial 
dealings, and we have made it quite clear that there is no going back to the 
bad old ways. Be assured within a few months you shall know that to be so.
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"So be patient and read between the lines when the media picks up on major 
happenings. For a while there will still be a tendency to hide the true facts, 
but even that is due to change when we can assure honest journalists that it 
is safe to report the facts. You have been kept in the dark over so many 
issues for many, many years but the truth will come out." (5)

Granted that things may not be happening for us at the speed of light, they do seem 
to be happening in the wider world at an accelerating pace.

If we look at the nuances in Archangel Michael’s recent talks, there are certain 
clues that something confidential is going on behind the scenes. In the last Hour 
with an Angel he said:

“Now we are in a different phase of partnership. You are no longer — think of 
it as a low-level manager. You have been promoted and you are senior VPs — 
yes, all of you. And you are working on a very high level. And then you say to 
me, ‘Well, Michael, if I am working in concert with you and the ascended 
ones, and I am a senior VP, then I expect to be paid that way.’” (6)

The raising in our minds of the image of being "senior VPs,” I think, is to 
encourage us to step out of the passive role we've played in the past, leaving all 
initiative in building and running our institutions to someone else. I think he wants 
us to wake up to whatever our role may be in the social and economic 
reorganization that’s happening right now.

When I bantered with him about when I'd receive my paycheck, he continued:

“Well, you know, there are many forms of currency. And we have harped and 
harped and harped, even to our ears we have harped, on spiritual currency. We 
pay you in the currency of love, in the currency of joy, but we also understand 
currency.

“Do you really think that the Mother does not understand money and gold? Of 
course she does. She created it the same way she created time.” (7)
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He seems to be asking us to concentrate on spiritual currency while this phase of 
cleansing and reorganization occurs while knowing that they're entirely cognizant 
of the other form of currency.

As I say, I can only go by impressions in this area, but my impression is that this 
institutional cleansing and reorganization is vital to all that follows.

Without causing panic and disarray, the social and economic landscape is being 
reformed. To lead in this circumstance is to step in and lend a hand. To follow is to 
await patiently the outcome knowing that it'll free our economy from the dead hand 
of the cabal once and for all. If we cannot do either, then to allow the unfolding to 
take place.

Footnotes

(1) "Jamie Dimon Paid $20 Million ‘Double-Salary’ After JPMorgan Pays $20 
Billion in Fines," at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2014/01/jamie-dimon-
paid-20million-double-salary-after-jpmorgan-pays-20-billion-in-fines/.

(2) Miranda Prynne, "JP Morgan employee killed in fall from bank's HQ," The 
Telegraph, Jan. 28, 2014, at http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-
order/10601314/JP-Morgan-employee-killed-in-fall-from-banks-HQ.html; 
Laurence Arnold and Nicholas Comfort, "William Broeksmit, Ex-Deutsche Bank 
Risk Manager, Dies at 58," Bloomberg News, Jan. 28, 2014, at http://
www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-01-28/william-broeksmit-former-deutsche-bank-
risk-manager-dies-at-58.htm

(3) "Archangel Michael: Violence and War Cannot Continue – Part 2/2," Sept. 4, 
2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/09/archangel-michael-violence-and-war-
cannot-continue-part-22/.

(4) Loc. cit.

(5) "SaLuSa: Gone are the Days of Darkness; Peace is Taking Over," Jan. 4, 2012, 
at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2012/01/salusa-gone-are-the-days-of-darkness-
peace-is-taking-over/.
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(6) “Archangel Michael: We are All Aligned with the Heart, Mind and Will of 
One,” Jan. 5, 2014, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2014/01/archangel-michael-we-
are-all-aligned-with-the-heart-mind-and-will-of-one/.

(7) Loc. cit.
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NESARA: The Financial Side of a World That Works for 
Everyone

September 29, 2018 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2018/09/29/nesara-the-financial-side-of-a-world-that-
works-for-everyone-4/

From July 27, 2011.

I just had a most pleasurable talk with [a reader], a former Vancouverite now living 
in London. We talked a lot about NESARA ("National Economic Security and 
Reformation Act" - the global abundance program). (1) Some interesting matters 
emerged from the back-and-forth which I've asked her permission to share.

I noticed, at least in myself, a tendency to compartmentalize things like NESARA 
and consider it only a financial and an economic arrangement. But in fact, as we 
discussed, it's at once more than that and at the same time simply a facet of a 
greater whole. How can I describe that? Hmmm....

There are many sides to that discussion. The first one I'd like to mention is that 
we're moving towards unitive consciousness and NESARA is a way of behaving 
economically that translates unitive consciousness into financial behavior. 

Unitive consciousness as a social matter produces, as Werner Erhard pointed out so 
many years ago, "a world that works for everyone, with no one left out." (2) That's 
where we're headed. That's what we're building.
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If we were to consider a world that works for everyone from a spiritual point of 
view, we'd be talking about tolerance for other people's religions, their paths, their 
disciplines, and their traditions. If we were to consider a world that works for 
everyone from a medical standpoint, we'd be talking about universal accessibility 
to health care at no cost. We'd be talking about everyone having what they needed 
and the entire society operating in a manner that looked to and ensured that 
universal accessibility occurred.

If we were to consider a world that works for everyone from the standpoint of 
finances and economics, then we'd be talking about NESARA. NESARA is an 
arrangement that captures how unitive consciousness invites us to operate 
financially. 

NESARA is an arrangement that expresses a world that works for everyone in 
financial terms or the financial behavior of people who embrace the ideal of a 
world that works for everyone.

Secondly, we need to consider that the society that enjoys NESARA will not be the 
same society that is standing here, now, looking forward. Oh, yes, the same people, 
but not the same mindset, mood, or experience.

The energies continue to rise on this planet. By the time we reach NESARA, we'll 
be happier, more blissful, more joyful. Cooperating will be easier and in fact it'll 
seem natural, whereas competition seems natural now. Peace will probably have 
been declared so there will be no desire to go to war, no ability to do so, no 
temptation to do so.

Therefore, we probably cannot see NESARA through these eyes. We have to 
imagine what it'll look like as seen through the expanded, peaceful, joyful eyes 
we'll be seeing through then.

We cannot understand what life will be like under NESARA thinking from where 
we are now. Einstein once said that our social problems cannot be solved thinking 
from the level at which the problems were created. 

More competition will not make competition disappear and cooperation establish 
itself on Earth. More predatory conduct will not see predatory conduct disappear. 
As I said a while back, if we want predatory competition to disappear, we have to 
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stop the train and lay new track. Continuing on existing track, the train is headed 
for disaster.

But more to the point we cannot imagine our changed society looking from the 
standpoint of our unchanged society. These eyes cannot see or imagine those days. 
Fortunately we have a host of ascended beings who are looking through those eyes 
and they can imagine it and are creating it for us or we might never have 
NESARA.

NESARA mandates that borders fall. NESARA presupposes that the current tax 
structure will be gone, debt disappear, and that governments serve significantly 
different purposes than they do now. We can't project our current situation into the 
era in which NESARA exists. This current society is falling away and NESARA 
will see entirely new social arrangements being nurtured and put in place.

Thirdly, NESARA will be part of a wider program that will see us using 
replicators, if I'm correct in my understanding, robots, better computers, anti-
gravity vehicles, and so on. 

It doesn't make sense to consider how we'll use Earth's resources under NESARA 
because, by then, we probably won't be using Earth's resources very much 
compared to now. It isn't as useful to consider how we'll work under NESARA 
because a lot of work will disappear. And lest we think we'll be bored, we need to 
remember that blissful people are very seldom bored.

So I just encourage us to understand and acknowledge all the changes that will 
occur along with NESARA, how our mood and experience of life will be altered 
by then, and how NESARA itself is just a part of a total program that will 
revolutionize life, and is not simply a new currency, gold standard, and debt 
forgiveness. 

NESARA is a step along the road to Ascension itself and a "middle-ground" 
arrangement that is better than this and not as good as that. And it can't be 
imagined coming from or extrapolating from life as it is now.
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Footnotes

(1) See NESARA OR THE ABUNDANCE PROGRAM

• What is NESARA?
• What is the “Abundance Program”?
• On NESARA

◦ Ch. 1. Introduction
◦ Ch. 2. NESARA's History
◦ Ch. 3. Recent Times
◦ Ch. 4. Earth Allies
◦ Ch. 5. NESARA's Benefits
◦ Ch. 6. NESARA's Range
◦ Ch. 7. Economic Meltdown
◦ Ch. 8. Remaining Work

• Nancy B. Detweiler: History of NESARA
• Nancy B. Detweiler: NESARA Rights the Unthinkable Wrongs Perpetrated 

On the American People & the World
• An Hour with an Angel Transcript of Conversation with St. Germain March 

19, 2012
• Matthew Ward: Special NESARA Edition, 2003 and 2005
• SaLuSa: Massive Changes are Coming that will Provide the Answers to 

Present Problems
• SaLuSa: You are to Move into Abundance in the Very Near Future
• SaLuSa on the Spiritual Hierarchy and NESARA
• Saul: The New Worldwide Monetary and Financial System
• Some Provisions of the NESARA Act
• NESARA is the Perfect Answer Waiting for the Right Question
• Where are Matters at with NESARA?
• Which Way to the Future?
• NESARA and 9/11
• More on NESARA’s Name and Realm of Operation
• Much Ado About NESARA
• The James Martinez Video Was Not a Hoax
• Follow the Gold
• Yes, Hundreds of Trillions of Dollars are Being Stored. Gold too.
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(2) “Transformation does not negate what has gone before it; rather, it fulfills it. 
Creating the context of a world that works for everyone is not just another step 
forward in human history; it is the context out of which our history will begin to 
make sense.” (Werner Erhard – A Shot Heard Round the World: A World that 
Works for Everyone at https://www.scribd.com/doc/143329822/Werner-Erhard-A-
Shot-Heard-Round-the-World-A-World-that-Works-for-Everyone.)

"Each of us has the opportunity, the privilege, to make a difference in creating a 
world that works for all of us." (Werner Erhard, A World That Works, 1980, cited at 
https://www.worldthatworks.org/.)

See also Werner Erhard, The Hunger Project: The End of Starvation. Creating an 
Idea Whose Time has Come. San Francisco: Hunger Project, n.d., p. 3.
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People Helping People: The Relationship Between the 
Reval and Building Nova Earth
Oct. 8, 2016 
 
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2016/10/08/people-helping-people-relationship-reval-
building-nova-earth/ 
 

What's the connection between the Reval and building Nova Earth?

Well, it's a lot of supposition on my part but, if you're up for it....

Leading the parade

I think Gaians are being given a chance to "lead the parade."

I think we're being given a window between the Reval and Disclosure or 
NESARA, whichever comes first, to show what we can do.

We're being given the opportunity to develop leadership, on a global scale, to 
become folks who can meet with the galactics as equals and partners in our 
common work of restoring our world.
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We're being invited to turn the first sod, so to speak, in the restoration of Planet 
Earth.

Nevertheless, everything that comes later - Disclosure, NESARA, new governance 
- will dwarf what we do now.  This is our moment.

We can take up the opportunity or let it pass.  Enough will take it up for us to make 
a good showing, I'm sure. But do we realize the opportunity for growth in taking 
up the challenge and invitation?

The opportunity for growth: taking responsibility for our world

How we grow is in extending the reach of what we're willing to take responsibility 
for.

How many are willing to take responsibility for the shape and condition of our 
entire world? That willingness is what there is to develop and developing it is, in 
my view, what causes our consciousness to expand.

Meeting with the galactics will call upon us to stretch and stretch. Do we know 
how to stretch?  I'm not sure I do, but I'll learn.

The process of expansion - the process of consciousness shift - will differ from 
person to person.

Financial wayshowers may find they go through two stages of expansion. The first 
will arise out of our work together as lightworkers. The second will arise out of our 
work with the galactics and ascended masters.

My understanding is that a positive action from us - in this case, towards the 
restoration of Earth - sets in motion the conditions for further and further 
expansion of consciousness.

It's like starting a snowball rolling downhill. It goes the rest of the way by itself, 
gathering mass.

Our willingness to expand shows the determination and seriousness of the Gaian 
contingent, as we prepare for the second stage of collaboration - cooperating with 
the galactics.
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Further opportunities

Once we start our post-Reval work, my hunch is that Heaven and Earth will move 
to assist our efforts.

For instance, I imagine people who really tackle a global problem will find money 
being funneled to them by royals, elders, humanitarian foundations, etc.

That hunch is supported by things the Company of Heaven has said on occasion. 
For instance, Archangel Michael said here:

Steve Beckow: Now I have been saying to readers that the Company of 
Heaven is watching financial wayshowers and stewards…

Archangel Michael: That is correct.

Steve:… And that those who do well - in other words, do the job of 
hydrating society - will find themselves supported to go forward.

AAM: That is correct. (1)

But remember: You still need to be responsible for your own choices. Don't blindly 
go on my hunches here, please. It's never been more important for us to be 
responsible spiritual adults than it is now.

The opportunities that open up further down the road will, I'm sure, be individual. 
Archangel Michael described one of them. He said that those who successfully 
take up the challenge of financial wayshowing will become "spokesbeings for 
many":

"Those who are in a position of stewardship, of beginning projects that 
lead the way to the building and the re-creation of what Nova Earth is truly 
about ...  become the spokesbeings for many." (2)

Galactic Federations

I believe that, once we start in, we'll find the galactic federations joining us, 
discretely before Disclosure and openly afterwards.  All the breakthroughs in 
healing, transportation, replication, and free energy that they'll bring will magnify 
our efforts and ensure our success.
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But we need to start. We need to take the first few steps.

We'll need specialized congresses or parliaments - for health, spirituality, women, 
natives, etc. The more of them that open, the more jobs - and leaders - we create.

In a world where the job market has shrunk because of automation, we need to 
create work. Jobs for people attacking global problems like poverty and hunger are 
exactly the kind of work we need to create: People helping people.

So don't feel bad if your labor costs are high. That money is getting into circulation 
in the world, restarting economies - this time, without a world war to destroy and 
then kickstart them. We're doing it via peace.

In sum, if you took up the invitation to exchange currency, you just included 
yourself in on the opportunity of many lifetimes - to grow, to expand, to become a 
leader and spokesbeing for the planet. You included yourself in on the restoration 
of Planet Earth.

No one, I hope, will tell you what to do, what you should do, or anything of the 
sort. But there's a broad and living canvas before you and the best possible 
assortment of paints.... And all the time in the world to create something of 
tremendous value to yourself and the planet.

Footnotes

(1) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda 
Dillon, July 1, 2016.

(2) Ibid., May 27, 2016 
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New-Age Social Activism

January 26, 2017 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/01/26/new-age-social-activism/

Excerpt only

Speaking generally, in my view, the social activism of the New Age needs to 
proceed by certain principles. The first is that it must be in alignment with the 
divine qualities and the Divine Plan.

Several decades ago, we could get by with not knowing about things like the 
universal laws but we can't any longer. The Laws of Karma, Attraction, Free Will, 
Transmutation, etc. impact us though we ignore them. We do so now at our peril.

Two world wars should have shown us that we can't get away with ignoring the 
laws.  We destroyed the lives of tens of millions out of a failure to understand how 
the universe works. And we only invited as our future an elite that intended to 
finish the job of the last two wars.

We now have to refuse to participate in such a world. However that refusal must be 
expressed without endangering the person. Purely mental refusal is entirely 
acceptable.

The second principle is that the outcome of today's social activism must be of 
benefit to all; it must be a global win/win. Anything else will leave residue and 
fester.
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Life is not a zero-sum game, as we've been told, where for me to win you have to 
lose. Life, we're now being shown, is infinitely expansive and abundant. It's only 
our dense level of vibration that prevents us from knowing, experiencing and 
realizing this.

A third principle is that the vision for what we're building needs to be the widest, 
deepest, and most holistic we can make it.

The widest, deepest vision for me is a world that works for everyone.

When this much chaos reigns, people open up to higher-dimensional visions and 
largescale solutions.

Finally, our creations must come from love or they won't produce the results we 
desire or prove permanent. Sanat Kumara discussed the matter in the last Hour 
with an Angel.

"You are building the new. But if your daily life, if your inbreath and 
outbreath are not in alignment with love, with the truth of who you are, 
bright angel, then the external construction will not be of the truth, and the 
peace, and the love that you are  seeking. It will not be the genuine 
reflection of the universe that lies within thee." (1)

We know we have undefeatable support from the other side. If what we do comes 
from love, if it aligns with the Mother's Plan and if we ask for celestial help, I 
believe our social action in this direction would be irresistible.

Social action could mean the rallying and organizing of the message on all 
alternative media - blogs, Facebook, Twitter, etc.

It could mean the refusal and withholding of service. Strikes and boycotts are 
examples.  These could be coordinated online so as to make the public will  felt.

It could mean marches, like a march to take back Washington from the cabal, 
provided they’re peaceful.

All our social action needs to come from a grounded and centered, balanced and 
peaceful place. Without make-wrong; opposing behavior, rather than people.
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We need to deliver the message to our politicians that we'll no longer tolerate a 
government of the elite, by the elite, and for the elite.  

It isn't up to the Third-Dimensional politicans to set the agenda any longer. It's up 
to all of us.

Footnotes

(1) Sanat Kumara, An Hour with an Angel, Jan. 26, 2017, at https://
inlightuniversal.com
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Not Either/Or, But Add on, Add on 

February 22, 2022

 Curtain rising! 

Both Sanat Kumara and Archangel Michael have corrected me when I've talked about a situation 
as an either/or.

They say it's an add on, add on, add on.

So it isn't that I left Cold Mountain Institute (a growth center) to do the est Training. It's that I 
added what I gained from Cold Mountain to what I gained from the est Training. And 
enlightenment intensives to est. It was add on, add on, add on.

That feels better. It leaves no residue of competition and right/wrong, good/bad.

And it also isn't that we let go of our skills. The skills I learned deciding refugee claims are 
helping me whenever I write. Or whenever I research, for that matter. Sociology, anthropology, 
business journalism, washing dishes - all of it added something to my toolbox.

And now here we are. The rubber has hit the road.

***
This is not a dress rehearsal. This is showtime. The performance has begun.

So what do we have here? says the sociologist.

Most of us are flat on our backs financially. Some of us look to a future made precarious the 
more prominent we are.
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My main contribution could be to go to jail, which I'll willingly do as part of the price of our 
freedom.

I'm disobedient, but I'll also be civil. As Tamara Lich said, most of the police are just trying to 
feed their families. They're as much a prisoner of the system as I am. (That doesn't apply to the 
"U.N." mercenaries.)

And I need to set an example. Otherwise what are we offering?

***
But I invite the rest of us to start organizing and using existing channels to contribute to the 
struggle for freedom. This is the information age. What we need most, next to finances, is 
information.

Information generation, information distribution, and information archiving. Blogsites developed 
to see to each piece of the puzzle, digesting the facts in that area for the rest of us - much like the 
databases connected to this site.  (1)

Especially translation services. I found the task of discovering what was happening in foreign-
language countries to be overwhelming.  All I could post was pictures and rely on Google 
Translate to translate a few words and phrases.

We need to agree on purpose. I can tell you what my purpose is: It's to have the New World 
Order in all its manifestations (Council of 300, World Economic Forum, WHO, whatever) step 
down from power and restore it to We the People.

If you agree, then we need to become organized in our chat groups, meet-ups, and other online 
congregations. to contribute to the departure of the people who've poisoned the planet, milked 
the public to pay for it, targetted people with 5G networks, defrauded people of their vote, and so 
on.

I'll know that has happened when G/NESARA is announced. (2)

Finished, finally and completely. No Operation Paperclip. No underground Antarctic cities where 
they hide out. No off-planet colonies to which people are kidnapped to serve them. This time it's 
ended.

Without us becoming cruel and massacring the lot. Then we'll have sullied ourselves.

Footnotes

(1) See "Main Page," the portal for all the GoldenGaia databases at https://goldengaiadb.com/
index.php?title=Main_Page
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(2) See "Bibliography on NESARA/GESARA and the Reval," March 21, 2021, at https://
goldenageofgaia.com/2021/03/21/bibliography-on-nesara-gesara-and-the-reval/
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Restoring Our Rights and Freedoms

Original article 

The restoration of our individual sovereignty, our personal freedom and human 
rights, is a high priority of the Company of Heaven and a vital development in the 
building of Nova Earth. 

Among all sources, one spokesperson for the Galactic Federation discusses the 
matter at the greatest length. So in this chapter I’d like to restrict myself to what 
SaLuSa of Sirius has said about restoring individual sovereignty to Earth’s citizens.

SaLuSa told us in Nov. of 2012:

“Ascension is only the start, and afterwards we have much to do by way of 
quickly moving you into the life changes that go with it. We believe that 
many of you are now aware of what that means as far as raising your quality 
of life, and restoring your sovereignty.” (1)

We now see that he was speaking of Gaia’s Ascension to the Fifth Dimension, 
which occurred on 21/12/12. Our Ascension will occur some months into our 
future.  The restoration of freedom is an important part of building Nova Earth, 
before and after Ascension.
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Planet Earth has been called by some a “prison planet.” SaLuSa tells us that full 
freedom “is nothing less than you deserve for having been treated as slaves for so 
long.” (2) “Your lives at present are really so restricted and controlled.” (3) He 
explains:

“The set up that has been maintained by the Illuminati [was] one that has 
kept you under their control. They have sought to create situations that 
make you more and more reliant on them.” (4)

“You have been deliberately held back, to maintain the old system that feeds 
the bank balances of those families that are in power. The few control the 
masses but that is all about to change, and our allies have progressed to the 
point where the changes can begin.” (5)

9/11 really was an inside job 

Clandestine operations like the Oklahoma City bombings, 9/11, and the London 
Bombings and legislation such as the Patriot Acts were designed to take away the 
civil rights of citizens of our world. SaLuSa reports that “all over the world your 
rights have been gradually eroded, and often draconian laws introduced to replace 
them.” (6)
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But “there is soon going to be one astonishing revelation after another, “ he 
explains, “and the full intent of the plan for your freedom will be clear.” (7)

The Galactic Federation will restore our rights and freedoms completely, he states.

“For too long your rights have been taken away, and the time has been 
reached for them to be totally restored.” (8)

“Your sovereignty is to be returned, and we of the Galactic Federation will 
be party to any changes to ensure that they are both legal and just.” (9)

“You have called for help to remove those that have taken away your rights. 
Be assured you shall become completely free again, and the wrongs against 
you shall be put right.” (10)

The ones who strove to take rights and freedoms away from us will have to answer 
for their crimes.

“Returning your freedom is paramount in our minds, and we will remove all 
those controls that have been used to keep you in your place. Those 
responsible will at some stage answer for their crimes against Humanity, so 
we ask you not to concern yourselves too much with what will happen to 
them. It is more important to concentrate on your own needs and preparation 
for Ascension.” (11) 
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The Illuminati occupied all the top levels of every power structure. 

The body of laws will be cleansed of all draconian measures. The constitutions of 
each country will be rewritten to restore the sovereignty of its citizens.

“The Laws of the Land ... will be carefully scrutinized and amended, to take 
out those that are unjust and unlawful. There will be a return to a country's 
Constitution with added benefits arising from your coming Ascension.” (12)

Democracy will be restored

The American Constitution in particular will be restored to its original divine form.

“These are the important times that many of you have come to Earth to 
participate in, and it will be a glorious period of achievement where the 
people will take back their sovereignty, and re-write the Constitution.” (13)

“Your rights will be given back to you, as originally covered by the 
Constitution. Yours shall be a model for the whole world, as you come 
together in the Oneness that marks a true sovereign civilization. It will be 
based upon spiritual concepts that will elevate you to the level of Ascended 
Beings.” (14)
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Instead of having our path created by others, he promises, “you will create your 
own reality.” (15)

“Once the influence and interference of the dark Ones is finally stopped, and that 
will be over the next few months, you can then relax and begin to enjoy the sudden 
freedom that shall be returned to you.

From there on the whole atmosphere "will be lifted up and much emotion released, 
as people realise that at last real peace has descended upon Earth.” (16)

Masses are marching worldwide to win freedom back

“You will become free and, with abundance and other benefits due to you, 
will feel a great wave of joy and happiness sweep across the Earth. We shall 
be openly with you and participate in your celebrations, because it will for 
you be an historic occasion.” (17)

“We can hear a big sigh of relief pass all around the world, as you enjoy a 
level of freedom unlike anything you have experienced for eons of time. Go 
about your daily travels with such thoughts in mind, and know that you do 
not have much longer to bear the present chaos.” (18)

“True freedom is not really something you have yet enjoyed,” he suggests. (19) 

Our star brothers and sisters invite us to come out of hiding and reclaim it.
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“You should savor the coming times as you claim back your sovereignty.” 
(20)

“Come out of your cocoons that are hiding your true self, the Light Being 
that you are and always will be. This is the time to claim your divine rights 
and sovereignty, and you are being given every help to do so.” (21) 

We’ll find much to do in the process of taking back our sovereign freedom. There 
will be laws to rewrite, personnel to be trained, cases to be tried, principles to be 
taught, and new social institutions to be founded. This is where lightworkers come 
in and will be set to good work.

Already the movement to take back our sovereignty is gaining momentum.

“You are already beginning to take back your power, and with it comes the 
confidence to take charge of your future. You have been dictated to for far 
too long, and kept from claiming your divinity. It is inevitable and indeed 
intended that you should take back your sovereignty, and that will not take 
very long to be achieved. …

“It will be a wonderful experience for you all to jump into the future, and 
your new found freedom will be exhilarating and a joy you have not yet 
fully envisaged.” (22)

Thus one of the first steps involved in building Nova Earth is to reclaim our 
sovereignty, rights and freedoms after the unsuccessful attempts of the cabal to 
deprive us of them. The post-Ascension period will be marked by an exhilaration 
born of having taken back the power to create our own future.

This is one of the areas that we’ll lead in ourselves. Whereas in some, such as the 
removal of toxins and pollutions from the planet, we must have galactic assistance, 
in restoring our rights and freedoms, we have the full ability to win back the 
ground we have lost ourselves and shape the new social order.

Footnotes
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(1) SaLuSa, Nov. 26, 2012, at http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm.

(2) Ibid., June 27, 2012.

(3) Ibid., Feb. 3, 2012.

(4) Ibid., Nov. 30, 2011.

(5) Ibid., Aug. 15, 2011.

(6) Ibid., May 11, 2012.

(7) Loc. cit.

(8) Ibid., Feb. 20, 2012.

(9) Ibid., May 11, 2012.

(10) Ibid., May 7, 2012.

(11) Ibid., March 28, 2012.

(12) Ibid., Feb. 3, 2012.

(13) Ibid., Nov. 2, 2011.

(14) Ibid., Feb. 24, 2010.

(15) Ibid., Nov. 26, 2012.

(16) Ibid., Feb. 8, 2012.

(17) Ibid., Feb. 20, 2012.

(18) Loc. cit.

(19) Ibid., Jan. 18, 2012.

(20) Ibid., June 27, 2012.

(21) Ibid., Feb. 5, 2012.
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(22) Ibid., June 7, 2010.
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Resisting the Old World Order or Building Nova 
Earth? 
May 23, 2018 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2018/05/23/resisting-the-old-world-order-or-building-
nova-earth/ 

We lightworkers are fairly sure that we'll have little success trying to change the 
minds of the dark actors.  We've been advised not to go that route.

We've been advised to build the New Earth instead and the dark ones will sooner or 
later join us. Sooner if we don't blame them (which is asking a lot of us, who have 
suffered at their hands) and later if we do. Here’s Sanat giving that advice:

"Do not bother any more trying to convince the recalcitrants. Make your side 
of the fence, as it were, your pathway so attractive, so beautiful and easy that 
everybody wants to go there; the same way as it once happened that 
everybody wanted to go to Venus." (1)

I'm interested in building the new, rather than proselytizing the old. (2)

What does it look like to build the new? Perhaps my looking at it for me may help 
you consider your own role.
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I'm like an architect. I design things in my head.

I'm paid to be a dreamer. I have other roles as well - reporting the truth, explaining 
strange events to newcomers, managing a group of companies, etc. But I'm mainly 
paid to dream.

As it turns out, there's a committee of five on the other side tasked to keep me in 
dreams.  And I never feel short of them - these days. I did years ago.

I am dreaming of: A global (cross-cultural) spirituality; joyful listening; heartfelt 
sharing; basic universal incomes for several countries; gender equality on the 
planet; an end to war.

The sign outside my door should read, "Dream Dept." Let's pretend that that's the 
only department in a very large building in a City of Light and you're about to add 
the second department. What would it be?

Nova Earth needs everything and everyone.  Name your department and claim it. 
Start building it. Get in on the ground floor, pun intended.

So, no, I have little interest in where the dark is going.  But I do have great and 
lasting interest in building Nova Earth. Let me use my time for that.

Footnotes

(1) “Sanat Kumara: Universal Law, Operating System for Nova Earth,” July 21, 
2017, at https://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/07/21/video-transcript-sanat-kumara-
universal-law-operating-system-for-nova-earth/.

(2) Sure enough, as soon as I finished this article, I returned to work on the 
dictionary. And what quote came up?

"We would strongly advise you to … back away from the chaos and the drama. Do 
not be an active participant. It can only distract you.

"This is massive distraction and so many are engaging in the blame-fault-shame-
guilt game and that is of the old third.

"If there is a conspiracy, and there are many, the greatest conspiracy is to have the 
human race re-engage, re-energize the old false paradigms of the old third of which 
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fault and blame and shame and guilt are primary." (Archangel Michael in a 
personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon, Nov. 5, 2016.)
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Building the New While the Old Falls 

November 8, 2015 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/page/2/?s=%27laying+new+track%22

 

Credit: www.stonesoupwr.com

I regard it as my best way to contribute to the world to continue ethnographically 
describing the higher-level spaces I go through, rather than tracking and 
commenting on the tragic refugee situation in Europe, the bombing of the Doctors 
without Borders hospital, or similar heart-rending events.

Others are following current events but fewer of us are diarizing our Ascension 
journey.

The sooner we all tap into the vibrations that are increasingly being made available 
to us, the quicker the situation for refugees, the poor, and the disenfranchised will 
be solved.  We cannot even see the solutions viewed from the Fourth-Dimensional 
level most of us are seeing from.

Again, the sooner the Reval gets here, the quicker their situation will also be seen 
to. We'll then have the funds to drive important interventions and processes to 
move us toward world peace and plenty.
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Our commitments and commentaries are not like playing music while Rome burns. 
They're building the new city, that was in the catacombs until now. It'll replace the 
imperial drama we called the Third Dimension. We're designing and building the 
new. Yes, some areas of the old are burning. They were meant to fall. And, no, they 
won't take us with them.

Let me make a hard share. It comes as a result of reflecting on Ben Fulford's news 
that Doctors without Borders may have been taken over in Afghanistan and a few 
other places by the cabal and is being used for heroin distribution.

I want to pick up from where I left off. I said then:

"The best thing we can do for Doctors without Borders, if Ben’s reports are 
true, is to send them our loving thoughts and picture them as cleansed of 
the Illuminati.  We tend to be black or white, either/or with things. News of 
the kind that Ben passes along, if it’s true, can send us from support to 
opposition.

"Again if what Ben says is true, rather than condemning them, let’s hold 
the space for Doctors without Borders returning to their previous 
commitments. Presuming the allegations are accurate, and they may not 
be, I’m sure no doctor in the organization would have wanted this outcome 
to happen. Nor would they be happy if we abandoned them, blaming the 
victim." (1)

One of the advantages of passing through a higher-dimensional portal and then 
returning to everyday consciousness (whatever "everyday consciousness" is as the 
energies continue to rise) is that I see matters from both angles. I have the unique 
advantage of being able to understand what happens at the Fourth-Dimensional 
level and how matters are seen from at least the vestibule of the Fifth.

There's a fundamental difference. I'm very reluctant to describe it because I fear I'll 
be accused of being arrogant or something. But I regard it as helpful and important 
to illustrate the difference in feeling and approach. So I accept the risk.

Viewed from the Fourth-Dimensional perspective, the news that Doctors without 
Borders may have been invaded by the cabal and bent to use in their heroin-
distribution chain causes a recoil in me. My face scrunches up in disapproval. I 
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activate all previous records, files, scripts, vasanas and issues under the file marked 
"Opposition." And I block any good feelings I once had for Doctors without 
Borders.

I put doctors who work for the organization into the box marked "handle with 
care." I write Doctors without Borders off my charity list.

How nonsensical this reaction is when viewed from a Fifth-Dimensional 
perspective!

From a higher vantage point, I feel compassion for the doctors within the 
organization who almost certainly have been mistreated or killed so that the cabal 
could take the outfit over. I feel their pain. I imagine them crying out to the public 
to dig deeply into this one and uncover the truth, for their sakes and for that of their 
future patients, now deprived of their services.

I feel no recoil. I don't feel disapproval of anything. No negative emotion arises 
within me; only love and bliss. None of this news changes my original feelings of 
loving support towards Doctors without Borders.

So there's a fundamentally-different experience between the Third/Fourth and Fifth 
Dimensions over a matter like the purported discovery of the fall of a light 
organization to the dark.

May I now leave the ethnography behind and broaden the discussion for a 
moment?

I said some time ago that entertainment figures who'd been forced into submission 
by the Illuminati need to be forgiven and welcomed back into the tribe. Some of 
them were drugged, raped, tortured, and subjected to other mind-control practices 
at an early age to force them into submission.

That statement applies to many more than just entertainment figures. Boy 
prostitutes used in the Washington pedophile rings, female sex slaves around the 
world, addicts of all kinds, even child soldiers - the list is long of people we'll need 
to welcome back into the fold - and rehabilitate.

Why need to? Because we want as many people on the planet to experience the 
grace and liberty of Ascension. We came as starseed and celestial lightworkers 
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exactly for that purpose: to help as many as possible to ascend. Who said it would 
always be pleasant or easy?

Why would we want to blame the victims of Illuminati evil? Yes, rehabilitating 
them may take work and it can often be unrewarding work. People who've been 
severely abused may be unable to have trouble-free relationships. They may turn 
the rescuer into the perpetrator faster than an eye blink. They can hurt people, 
especially the ones they love.

But that again is the job. Only the hardy need apply.

From the Fifth Dimension, forgiveness is easy, natural, obvious.  There's no need 
for Ho'oponopono. Forgiveness and the request for forgiveness are immediately 
followed by love; no words, no prompts or props needed.

Getting into the Fifth Dimension will produce the climate of opinion and values in 
which obvious solutions to problems will appear that cannot be seen from the 
vantage point of the Fourth, as Einstein reminded us.

Try to imagine the Fifth if you're "not there" yet. Try experiencing deep love, bliss, 
ecstasy, gratitude, forgiveness, peace. Just try. In a flash, you may connect with the 
bliss and then the space opens up.

Ask for celestial assistance. The angels and archangels are the dispensers of 
enlightenment - and Ascension. (2) Spiritual currency is what Archangel Michael 
calls transformative and universal love. Ask for our spiritual inheritance, held for 
us until this day.

Footnotes

(1) "Ben Fulford’s Allegations on the Downed Russian Airliner and Doctors 
without Borders" at https://goldenageofgaia.com/2015/11/03/ben-fulfords-
allegations-on-the-downed-russian-airliner-and-doctors-without-borders/.

(2) See "Angels - Angels enlighten, or participate in the enlightenment of, 
humans," at https://goldengaiadb.com/A#Angels_-
_Angels_enlighten.2C_or_participate_in_the_enlightenment_of.2C_humans. See 
also preceding and following sections. 
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One World Government vs. … One World Government: 
Choose 

June 15, 2020

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2020/06/15/one-world-government-vs-one-world-
government-choose/

The downside of memes is that they collapse and obscure useful distinctions,  
foster shallow thinking, scare people away, and lead to unwise decisions.

For instance, no matter what we call it, it's probable that Planet Earth will one day 
choose and create "one world government."

Now the minute I say those words, lightworkers may react with a grimace. 
Immediately I'd be suspected of having a secret tie to the cabal. Some would move 
to Def Con 3 (I'm making this up), arm their missiles, etc.

But there's nothing in the words "one world government" that requires us to 
respond this way.  Most planets more advanced than us, I'm willing to bet, have a 
planetary level of government.

It's all in the behavior of the people, what they do with that government.
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In the hands of people will ill intent who will stop at nothing to obtain and retain 
power, one world government is tyranny and exploitation.

In the hands of the wise and compassionate, it could be a great blessing.

I'd be surprised if such a government (and I'm imagining now) were anything but 
conciliar. Most folks I've listened to on the other side of the veil, when they refer to 
some form of higher-level government, speak of high councils, councils of love, 
councils of light.

***
Of course my whole line of thinking about government is tainted by right/wrong, 
good/bad, success/failure, etc. I have so many memes knocking around in my head, 
I need mental earplugs.

In my mind, I have this group of bad guys over there who have to be shown the 
door to protect this group of good guys over here, God's elect, the Children of the 
Light, and so on. All is war and pandemonium inside my mind.

I think the hardest idea for me to get - and it may be the same for some others - is 
that all of us - each and every one of us - is going to reach God some day. As Sri 
Ramakrishna said:

"All will surely realize God. All will be liberated. It may be that some get 
their meal in the morning, some at noon, and some in the evening; but 
none will go without food. All, without any exception, will certainly know 
the real Self." (1)

The mafia are going to reach God some day? The drug lords? The triads?

"Every eye shall see him." (2)

You mean no one will be destroyed and the guilty won't get their just desserts? 
"The Lord is ... not willing that any should perish." (3) I know. I know. But shall 
have everlasting life - i.e., freedom from birth and death - or Ascension, one day.

Oooookkkkkk.... We're not used to taking that long a view. (4)
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But the celestials and galactics are. We heard Archangel Gabrielle the other day 
speaking of "in the very beginning" of our journeys of individuation. (5)  Wow. 
That IS a long view.

Taking this umbrageous perspective, the drug lords and mafia are seen as errant 
souls (on a scenic detour) whom karma will eventually enlighten. And hence how 
the celestials and galactics relate to the drug lords and the mafia is probably much, 
much different than how we do.

Their view conforms to the way things are. Ours unfortunately does not.

***
But back to "one world government." What shape or form a new planetary 
government might take is up to us. What "us" is is also up to us. Prediction: What 
"us" is will only get more and more inclusive as the energies rise, until it reaches 
the threshold for the flow of higher-dimensional love; namely, universality, 
oneness.

Following on Pixie's advice, I think we need to study what went wrong. (6) And we 
need to know why it went wrong. Desire for power? Polarization of opinion? 
Belief in scarce resources that must be fought over?

Then we need to say "No" to unwholesome practices. And no. And no. And no. (7)

Then we need to express our appreciation to the dark hats for playing their role and 
speed them on their way. (8) Our rising vibrations will take us above the level 
where those kinds of activities can and will show up in our lives. They'll have their 
own home room and we'll have our own home room.

Regardless of what we do or don't do, every sentient being is destined to eventually 
return to the One from whom they came. From God to God on a journey of 
enlightenment; that is laid on. In my opinion, if we got that down to our toes, I 
think that alone would shift matters for us.
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Footnotes

(1) Paramahansa Ramakrishna in Swami Nikhilananda, trans., The Gospel of Sri 
Ramakrishna. New York: Ramakrishna-Vivekananda Center, 1978; c1942, 818.

(2) Rev. 1:7.

(3) II Peter 3:9.

(4) We in Third/Fourth Dimensionality, encased in a human body, usually cannot 
take that long view.  An incarnated avatar might be an exception.

(5) "It is your spiritual DNA, it is what you have decided, how you have decided to 
be birthed, in the very beginning."  ("Transcript: Heavenly Blessings: The 12 
Divine Rays with Archangel Gabrielle," channeled by Linda Dillon, February 18, 
2014, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2014/03/transcript-heavenly-blessings-the-12-
divine-rays-with-archangel-gabrielle-february-18-2014/.)

(6) Magenta Pixie's first of three steps.  See "Magenta Pixie: Three Step Process to 
Stargate Ascension in Lockdown (Full Monadic Download)," April 16, 2020, at 
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2020/04/16/magenta-pixie-three-step-process-to-
stargate-ascension-in-lockdown-full-monadic-download/

(7) Pixie's step two.

(8) Pixie's step three.
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Co-Creating Good Government - Part 1

Feb. 24, 2013 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/02/24/co-creating-good-government-part-1/ 

We’ve looked at the restoration of our rights and freedoms and the expected 
achievement of peace in the world.  The next aspect of the work we’ll accomplish 
in the process of building Nova Earth is the creation of new and honest 
governments to take the place of the old and corrupted ones around the world.

Many sources discuss this matter so let’s listen to them describe what's wrong with 
our world’s governments. 

What’s Wrong with Our Governments?

On Dec. 28, 2012, SaLuSa predicted an early replacement of the current 
governments of the world.   “Your present governments along with others largely 
in your Western World are near to being replaced," he said, "and it is an important 
move that will enable so many other things to go forward.”  (1)

Last March (2012), Archangel Michael, speaking through Celia Fenn, predicted 
their demise:

“The new multi-dimensional Earth is taking shape and the 'old' energies of 
conflict and duality will have little importance in the Future that is being 
manifested.
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“The frequency of duality and conflict belongs to the old third-dimensional 
world, and it is fading away. The new fifth-dimensional Earth is based on 
flow and harmony, and the shifting of polarities into unity.” (2)

How did the old regime fail to deliver good government?

SaLuSa tells us that “the serving of self [in these old governments] has grown to 
endemic proportions, and financial control and accountability [are] practically non-
existent.”  (3)  

The old governments “cannot handle the present crisis brought about by the 
collapse of a number of banks, and the corrupt systems used by them to bolster 
their own profits through false trading.”  (4)

He explains that “your representatives are not keeping to their oath. .... The 
problem is that corruption and greed spreads like a cancer and before long is 
accepted as a normal way of working.” (5)

"Most governments throughout the world stopped serving the people a long 
time ago, and allowed themselves to become vassals of the powerful 
banking families. They also must be removed from power plus their largely 
ill-gotten gains, and also their minions who are to be found all over the 
world. The extent of the Illuminati power will astonish you, and it reaches 
into the most high places including royalty and religion." (6)

He tells us that significant amounts of government money go to pay for black 
operations, many of them aimed at the people.

“On a larger scale your money is siphoned off to fund black operations that 
have not been authorized by your government, and are often directed at you 
the people they should be serving. These situations have been going on 
unchecked for far too long, and with our allies who have our help we have 
made it clear we are going to put a stop to them.” (7)

Matthew Ward explained that their only concern was to “cling to their remnants of 
influence and vast fortunes.” (2)  He accused them of “blatant lying” which was 
made worse by “people’s polarized views about what best serves their personal 
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interests.” (8) He relates how they held onto power for so long by dividing and 
conquering.

“Divisiveness has long been an effective tool of the dark ones. Not content 
to divide the peoples only through religions, they have separated you into 
other conflicting camps by attaching labels to social strata, ideologies and 
philosophies, types of governing and political parties, and by labeling as a 
'conspiracy theorist' anyone who disputes official claims about any situation 
or event.” (9)

Saul tells us that “it is apparent that the majority of politicians have no real interest 
in engaging meaningfully with their constituents on these matters, and when 
interviewed or questioned, they do their best to dissemble and evade.” (10)  He 
gives examples of what he’s referring to:

“Many of you are well aware that there is no need or excuse for poverty, 
starvation, or lack of education and health-care anywhere in the modern 
world. The only reason that these problems are still present is because of the 
greed and corruption of the few who have taken it on themselves to control 
and exploit the planet and the majority of its people for their own personal 
aggrandizement and glorification.” (11)

Saul tells us that governments can no longer hide behind the facade of providing 
services to people when they provide none. The rapid communication of the 
Internet is exposing their deficiencies.
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“In the newly arrived age of instant communication and information 
transfer, it is no longer possible for those in positions of power and authority 
to operate with impunity as they take decisions that affect everyone but 
benefit only a very few. Big governments, and the resultant wastage and 
corruption that they cause, are in a massive state of disintegration and 
collapse.

“Accountability is being demanded, and because of the explosion in the 
disclosures of secret government and corporate documentation, which 
previously had prevented you from knowing what was truly occurring, this 
will no longer be avoided.” (12)

This then is the type of government that we’re leaving behind us as we exit the 
Third Dimension, transit the Fourth enroute to the Fifth.  In the next article we'll 
look at some of the approaches that are on the horizon for these unworkable 
conditions.

Footnotes

(1) SaLuSa, Dec. 28, 2012, at http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm
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(2) Archangel Michael, “The Multidimensional New Earth Takes Shape,” through 
Celia Fenn, March 2012, at http://www.starchildglobal.com/

(3) SaLuSa, Sept, 12, 2012.

(4) Ibid., Dec. 28, 2012.

(5) Ibid., Oct, 22, 2012.

(6) Ibid., July 20, 2012.

(7) Ibid., Sept, 12, 2012. Examples of black operations would include 9/11, the 
London bombings, the Mumbai assault, financing "terrorist" cells, financing CIA 
cocaine operations, etc.

(8) Matthew's Message, July 4, 2012, at http://www.matthewbooks.com/
mattsmessage.htm

(9) Ibid., Mar. 1, 2012.

(10) Saul, Aug. 22, 2012, at http://johnsmallman.wordpress.com

(11) Loc. cit.

(12) Loc. cit. 
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Co-Creating Good Government - Part 2

Feb. 25, 2013

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/02/25/co-creating-good-government-part-2/

Tahrir Square

The Mobilization of the People

Saul tells us that “the world of politics is in the process of enormous change, as 
voters, disenchanted with their representatives’ refusal to represent them, start to 
communicate with one another to resolve issues, leaving those elected officials 
confused and frightened as they realize that the times of smiling and collecting 
donations is rapidly coming to an end.” (1)

The rising energies of love on the planet are awakening the people and causing 
them to open their hearts and join together to effect change, he tells us.

“This softening [that the rising energies are bringing] brings with it light, 
openness, and a willingness to listen, hear, understand, and cooperate with 
others who profess philosophies, cultures, ethnicities, and values that differ 
from your own. It gives you the interest and the motivation to look for 
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meeting-points within them, where you can communicate meaningfully and 
share your experiences for the benefit of all.

“This ability to communicate with people of different races, nations, 
cultures, and religious beliefs is of course very recent, but it is being 
grasped most enthusiastically all over the world. And the resulting 
communications are showing you that people everywhere have the same 
basic needs and desires – they do not want war! – and that mostly your 
politicians have a totally different perspective on what is important.” (2)

The Galactics Have the Answers

At the same time, our star brothers and sisters have come to the planet to mentor us 
in the ways of peace and harmony.  SaLuSa speaks for them when he says that “the 
answers are already known to us, and the new ways are prepared and ready for 
implementation at very short notice.” (3)

They need “the opportunity to address you directly and with the approval of your 
Leaders. Rest assured that they are well aware of our existence, and that we have 
been in contact with them for many years. The time for rejecting the peace that we 
bring to you is over, and they must set aside any prejudice or political ambitions.” 
(4) 
 
The truth, Ker-On of Venus advises us, “is that very few governments have the 
answer [for] or ability to deal with your present worldly problems.”

“They muddle through governance in the old ways that do not reflect the 
new age, that is pressing hard to overcome the adversity and manmade 
problems that are holding you back. Even with good will and intent, your 
institutions have little idea as to how to move out of what is soon to be an 
impasse. The size of the problem grows day by day, and the old structures 
crumble under the weight of them.

“The answers lie with us and the divine plan for your release from the 
thraldom and control of the dark forces. Time passes faster than ever, and 
we approach that magical date when we will be allowed to take a big hand 
in your destiny. It was never intended that you would be indefinitely 
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subjected to your present conditions, and we are excited at the prospect of 
bringing an end to this cycle of duality.” (5) 

“The need for governmental changes is being accepted,” SaLuSa explains. 
“Your new representatives,” he says, will “put your needs first and 
foremost.” (6)

“The Governmental changes are obviously vital to allow a more spiritual 
representation amongst those who will lead you. Instead of putting self first 
they will honor their oath to serve you, and will be chosen for that reason.” 
(7)

Matthew Ward offered us a picture in March of 2012 of how new governance 
would come into being.

“Within the months ahead, governmental shake-ups will weed out Illuminati 
members or those acting under their control, and persons with moral and 
spiritual integrity will step in. The nascent governments born in the ‘Arab 
Spring’ will become stabilized and tyrannical regimes will fall.” (8)

SaLuSa described the weeding out process that we can expect to see.

“Now that the sorting out of people who are not fit to serve you has begun, 
it will extend to all areas of life. Politicians are by and large unreliable and 
prone to break their oath to serve you the people. They are already under 
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scrutiny and will soon be subject to removal where they have committed 
criminal acts. Provisional governments will be put in place where necessary, 
and control will be given to those who have proved worthy of such 
responsibility.

“We do not expect much resistance to the changes, as we have the absolute 
proof we need to go ahead and there can be no argument about it. If 
necessary, we can go back in time to prove a point, so you will realise why 
we can be so confident. It means that we do not have to resort to force to 
accomplish our goals.” (9)

Coronado Island Navy Building

Matthew acknowledged our difficulty in imagining what changes would take place 
and he agreed that they would not come without some dislocation: "Not only is it 
difficult for you to imagine systems dramatically different from what you are 
accustomed to, but in reforms of the magnitude required, it is realistic to anticipate 
confusion and foment.” (10)

New Leaders Ready

The starseeds and lightworkers who are destined to serve the people in the new 
governments are already here, Matthew told us back in 2007. “During the past 
decade or two some souls have come in with the advanced spiritual clarity and 
ancient wisdom that will naturally put them in leadership roles." (11) Many of 
them have been preparing over many lifetimes for their role in our Golden Age, 
Matthew tells us.

“Please know that trustworthy souls with spiritual integrity and expertise in 
the various fields of governing are ready to take the helm and bring order as 
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rapidly as possible as corrupt, tyrannical government leaders are unseated. A 
great deal of ‘shuffling’ in the United States government will lead to ending 
its engagement in war and internal and international strife, and the unseating 
of other self-serving heads of state will end civil wars, genocide and 
longstanding conflict.

“Many wise and able leaders in previous Earth lifetimes chose to return to 
the planet to complete their groundwork for this unique time at hand, and 
others are members of your ‘space family’ - many are your ancestors - who 
volunteered to assist during this transitional period. In no way are they there 
to 'take over,' but rather they came in response to your thoughts, feelings 
and actions for peace, fairness and stability in your world.” (12)

“Clearly you need the right type of people leading the way forward,” 
SaLuSa says, people “who have the foresight and understanding to take you 
into the New Age.” (13)

Eventually, he predicts, “all unjust laws and policies will be struck down.” (14) “In 
the future you will become more involved in the decision making and consulted 
before action is taken,” SaLuSa assures us. (15)  “The transformation at hand is 
your desire and soul level vision,” Matthew explains; “if this were not so, it could 
not happen.” (16)
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Earth Councils

Some forms of government will be unlike any we’ve had before. Some may be the 
same, but the way they’ll be run will be altogether different.

Archangel Michael described the councils that would direct our affairs in the 
Golden Age.

“Yes, Beloved Family of Light, after 2012 and the Earth's Passage through 
the Portal of Light in December, the Earth will be entrusted to the keeping 
of those of you who are chosen and elected to the first New Earth Council 
of Earth Keepers and its associated Council of Elders.

“These Beings will be initiated into the 8th and 9th Dimensions where they 
will work with the Solar Councils and the Galactic Councils of Light. At 
last, Earth will take its place as a 'star of Light,' whose evolutionary path is 
determined by Divine Will and Divine Creative Intelligence, and those who 
follow the Divine Will.

“Those in your Earth society who are advanced seek to bring polarities into 
unity through dialogue and discussion. This is the way of the New Earth and 
it will become the predominant mode of political life in an awakened fifth-
dimensional Earth. “ (17)

He described the Earth-Keepers and Elders who will determine the future path of 
Earth, leaders of destiny's path whom even Fifth-Dimensional beings are not 
readily familiar with.
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“The real power to determine the future path of the Earth is passing into the 
hands of the Earth Keeper Council and the Council of Elders. These ones 
are called and chosen in the higher dimensions and they have access to the 
Solar and Galactic Councils.

“They are not 'obvious' to those in fifth-dimensional society, but they are 
those who are multi-dimensional and can access Higher Consciousness and 
create and manifest according to Divine Will as it is expressed in your 
Golden Rose Galaxy that is birthing and forming now. ...

“These are ‘elected’ by their soul communities on the higher level for their 
wisdom, commitment and courage.” (18)

Once these changes have taken place, Earth will be able to assume her new role in 
the universe, he says.

“With these structures in place, Earth ascends into her new 'orbit' as the 
Blue Star Planet, the first planet within the Galaxy to achieve full multi-
dimensional status and to be governed by a Council of Earth Keepers and 
Elders.” (19)

He ends by telling us about the excitement that's being generated as these new 
structure arise.

“Indeed, Beloved Ones, there is much excitement as these new structures 
are put in place and connected with the New Earth grids. We know many of 
you have thought that the Beings of Light would come down to the Earth, 
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but we say that it is you who will ascend to meet with the Beings of Light in 
the Solar and Galactic Councils and take your place as part of the Golden 
Galaxy.” (20)

So that's what’s being said about the fall of the old political order and the rise of 
the new. The old order is disintegrating and will be replaced by new leaders who 
have spent lifetimes preparing for this assignment. 

Unjust laws will be removed from the statute books and civil rights restored. The 
new governments will be led by an Earth council some of whose enlightened 
members may sit on solar and galactic councils as we move deeper and rise higher 
in our Golden Age.
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⌘ The Internal Side of Building Nova Earth ⌘
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Dealing with Stress in Building Nova Earth

May 22, 2015

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2015/05/22/dealing-stress-building-nova-earth/

On the awareness path, we discuss what's right there in front of our eyes. What's 
going on for me right now? How am I feeling? What am I focusing on?

Notice that this isn't the ethic followed by show biz or politics or the media. Their 
ethics concern things like putting on your best face, talking it up, putting a good 
spin on things, etc.

That leads to a constructed self which is the very thing you and I have been 
climbing out of for the last three to twenty years.

So if I were to say what’s actually happening for me right now, I’d say things 
which people “should not” say. This won't earn me a medal. It won’t help my 
credit rating or push my stocks up.
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But it allows me to be transparent and that, in turn, allows me not to have to 
remember things or “get my story straight,” etc. I'm free of the past and can remain 
in the center.

So what's the truth for me right now?

The truth is I’m about as stressed as I could possibly imagine myself to be. This is 
why.

This morning I assisted in what will eventually be the movement of large sums of 
money (yes, AAM wants me to discuss financial matters in general terms if it’s 
directly relevant to the awareness topic at hand. There’s no avoiding it for someone 
in my line of work. But I'll be circumspect).

Moreover, the set of transactions was conducted among people for whom English 
was a second language and so there was some confusion over terminology, etc. 
And mistakes were made.

There was also uncertainty about whether someone can carry valuable assets from 
one country to another without having them confiscated or being thrown in jail.

And finally no one involved has two cents to rub together until after the assets are 
monetized. So no one knows how all this will be financed before the fact. After the 
fact, yes. Before, no. Thinking about the possible expense involved in completing 
these transactions is yet another stressor and can be misconstrued as resistance to 
the common endeavor.

After three hours of managing this discussion, I went back to bed.

I'm citing this as an example of the transactions up ahead which will challenge us 
probably more than anything has previously. There's much risk, much expense, and 
much anxiety.

I apply my awareness to it. I notice that, when I’m that stressed, I take a few 
evolutionary steps backwards.

I become whiney, gripey, impatient. I don't listen well. I develop an edge. I just 
want “Go/No Go” decisions, never mind the explanations.
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Why would AAM want someone like me involved in these matters when … and on 
and on my mind goes.

What to do? These responsibilities will only grow by orders of magnitude when it’s 
our turn to exchange. And after that, when we build several organizations at once, 
again Stress City.

What’s the answer?

I discover that the answer is the same as it has been since mid-March: Breathe up 
transformative love and send that love out. Love up; love out. Love up; love out.

As soon as love begins to course through me, the stress is instantly gone. The two 
cannot abide in the same space.

Saul and Jesus have been saying that love is the answer to all problems for years 
and I agree with them. I know intellectually that love is the answer to everything. 
But I don't know it as realized knowledge or realization.

I get to experience my love as it passes through me and out into the world. It’s at 
that moment that stress disappears.

Did I know that stress would disappear before I took these steps? No, I did not.

Will there be anybody around to remind me to breathe up love if I feel stressed. 
Probably not.

So I need to find a way to remind myself.

I take the stand: “Love First.” That puts the matter front and center and records for 
me what I’ve decided to do as soon as stress hits.

I won’t be able to escape stress but I can disperse it with love.

Out with the Old and In with the New 

The largest part of the internal work of building Nova Earth is releasing the grip of 
that which did not work before and can’t be made to work now. These are the 
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human values of separation, selfishness, competition and conflict, which have 
reduced our world to inequality, want, suffering and chaos. 

All of these attitudes must be replaced with the divine qualities, which are inherent 
in our nature. We must unconceal them and allow them to guide our thinking and 
behavior.

On the Fifth Dimension of life, we’ll all be ascended masters living on Nova Earth. 

But becoming masterful doesn’t end there. All of life beyond is about achieving 
ever finer degrees of mastery of the divine qualities until there’s no difference 
between us and God. Once that lack of difference is reached, we complete the 
purpose of life, which is to know God completely, and return to the Source.

Letting Go of the Old 

There’s no Nova Earth without nova us.  Building Nova Earth starts with us letting 
go of all that holds us to the old Third Dimension. The paradigms of that 
dimension led to duality, separation, selfishness, competition, conflict, and 
suffering. As a result, our world experienced a great deal of misery. 

We now need to release all the accumulated trauma we brought upon ourselves 
through our ineffective coping ways.  We’ll have no attention to give to others as 
long as we’re focused on our own suffering, the conclusions we’ve reached about 
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it, and the decisions we made as a result of it.  Somehow we need to set ourselves 
free.

Wilhelm Reich called the physical residue from our trauma in life our “character 
armoring.” Eckhart Tolle called it our “pain body.”  It consisted of bands of 
muscular tension that restrict our awareness and keep us dumbed down and 
reactive.

The actual reactive behavior patterns that we developed are called many names by 
workers in the field: “records” by Werner Erhard, games people play by Eric 
Berne, scripts people live by Claude Steiner, engrams, unfinished business, old 
baggage, incomplete issues, etc.  All psychotherapuetic scholars, whether in 
academia or the growth movement, and all enlightened sages have known about 
these common coping mechanisms and patterns of resistance.

The upsets or traumatic events are usually located in the distant past, often in our 
earliest years. 

We were sexually assaulted and so we’ve developed patterns of muscular 
resistance to a sexual overture. 

We were batted about as children and developed patterns of anger whenever 
anyone appeared to be threatening us again.

We could multiply the examples of early childhood trauma but they would all be 
along the same lines. We developed ways of being that see that we “never again” 
find ourselves in the original traumatic situation and patterns of muscular rigidity 
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that serve as armor-plating for our body to resist having to feel the pain associated 
with those events.

I’ve called these coping mechanisms “vasanas,” after the practice of non-dualistic 
or Vedantic sages in India.  

I’m not aware that people generally are aware of what they are. The subject is not 
taught in schools or talked about very much. 

I think it no exaggeration to say that every failed effort towards world peace, 
equitable distribution of income, beneficent use of resources, or any other global 
issue resulted because someone’s vasanas went off, destroying the chances of the 
initiative being successful. Since the subject is supremely important to the success 
or failure of our efforts to build Nova Earth, I’d like to look at it carefully here.

What a Vasana Is

Our vasanas are archaic, habitual and ingrained reaction patterns to early childhood 
trauma.  They’re anchored to incidents that involved shock and loss but they’re 
triggered in the present by situations that appear, in some respect, similar.

The mind contains all the memories of the original incident – sights, sounds, 
smells, feelings, moods, and so on. It also contains all the beliefs, resolves, 
conclusions, decisions, strategies, and scripts we devised or arrived at to prevent 
further repeats of these events or the feelings that went with them.
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We often call them the shadow self, which they are. Sometimes we mistakenly call 
them our “true colors,” which they’re not. They’re add-ons to our original nature 
which obscure it, the precipitate of our trauma and drama, but they’re not true or 
essential in any sense of the word.  

Vasanas are the chief mischief-makers in life

 
They can be thought of as file folders that contain everything connected with “The 
Day Mom Died” or “The Day I was Molested.” And they have in them everything 
that happened since “The Day Mom Died” or “The Day I was Molested,” all the 
memories connected to all the other similar incidents in which the vasana went off 
like an erupting volcano.

They lie dormant until  triggered by circumstances that look similar to the original 
incident in some way.  Because they’re usually dormant and then explode, they’re 
called “sleeping volcanoes” by many spiritual teachers. 

They could be thought of as our unpaid bills in life, our debts, our accounts 
payable. They are our karmic residue, the precipitate of, or what’s left over from, 
our perpetrations in life.  Our vasanas, like our egos, started as a guardian and 
ended up as a guard.
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The interpretation of life that lies at their root (stories or scripts), the coping 
patterns (games and rackets), and the patterns of muscular tension that arise out of 
them (character armoring or the pain body) are the predominant resistance to 
physical Ascension, the barrier to working easily with others on Building Nova 
Earth, and the chief mischief-makers in our lives.

Example of a Vasana

Here’s an example of a vasana from my own personal history. 

Every parent has certain things they say to “motivate” their children or have them 
“learn a lesson.” Few of them know the results of using these “motivating” 
techniques.  

If I didn’t do what I was asked or if I didn’t do it fast enough, one of my parents 
would try to motivate me by calling me a “lazy, no-good good-for-nothing.” It 
worked, but unfortunately it stuck.

All through my life I became a huge producer to prove my parent wrong. I’m not 
trying to take away from my mission in life, just as we all of this generation have a 
mission. I’m also not trying to denigrate my capacities. 

But there’s an element to what I do that’s nonetheless robotic and automatic, and 
designed to prove to my parent that I’m indeed not a lazy, no-good good-for-
nothing.
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But this isn’t about parents and it isn’t really even about me. It’s about the same 
process that everyone faces – the tendency of the mind to take snapshots of 
traumatic moments and require itself to live in reaction to them to avoid pain and 
ensure only pleasure.

So the vasana is the recollection of being called a lazy, no-good good-for-nothing. 
The conclusion is that if I don’t move fast enough or do what I’m  asked I’ll be 
called a lazy, no-good good-for-nothing. The decision is that I should obey. The 
script contains my various responses to the suggestion that I’m a lazy, no-good 
good-for-nothing: excuses, justifications, and denials. And my memories of all the 
times that someone made a similar accusation.

What the Cost of a Vasana is 

Sages know that our vasanas are the main barrier to our attaining enlightenment or 
keeping that state once we attain it.  Sadhu Arunachala said:

“It is our Vasanas that prevent us from always being in our natural state 
[what Jesus called “full wakefulness], and Vasanas [are] not got rid of all 
of a sudden by a flash of Cosmic Consciousness. One may have worked 
them out in a previous existence leaving a little to be done in the present 
life, but in any case they must first be destroyed.” (1)

They’re what keep us from being well and happy in life. They’re the Tin Man in 
us, the robot, the automaton. They’re the gruff troll, the Wicked Witch of the West, 
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the fearsome ogre. All the fairy tales about these beings are, in the end, about 
vasanas.

This survival of vasanas is why we hear of gurus who may have had levels of 
enlightenment as high as seventh-chakra Brahmajnana (God Realization), but who 
still have vasanas remaining.

It’s their vasanas that skew their behavior. They consider themselves beyond 
karma, dismiss their bad behavior as eccentricities or “crazy wisdom,” but many 
eventually go too far and fall.

Our ever-expanding collection of vasanas is what makes us more and more rigid 
over the years.  

They’re what will have us end up in rocking chairs, nattering away and spouting 
our loud and limiting opinions about things to people who no longer want to hear 
us. The more we act from our vasanas, the more rigid or coralized we become.

We’re seldom aware of our vasanas. We think we’re standing on principle or being 
wise. Our vasanas are  deeply in-grained and often have command value over us. 
They’re stubborn, resistant and very persistent. They bend the twig and incline the 
tree. 

What to Keep in Mind about Vasanas 

There are some factors to keep in mind when we want to do something about our 
vasanas. 
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The first is that we’re seldom upset for the reason we think we are.  Usually the 
cause is buried in the long-forgotten past. So the thing we need to keep in mind at 
the outset is that we must detach ourselves from the tendency to see the cause of 
our upset as being in the present moment and begin to explore the real, long-buried 
reasons for our reaction patterns if we want to complete them. 

One day our mask will stick 

Second is that a vasana cannot be sourced unless it’s up and going off. Until they 
erupt, they’re quiet, but once they erupt they’re anything but quiet. 

But unless they go off they’re not available to be completed.  The mind doesn’t 
know how to feed us back the kind of information we need to source the vasana 
unless it has a real live situation in front of it. 

So there’s no sense trying to source a vasana that went off yesterday, but isn’t 
around today. Knowing this is what makes our upsets a happy hunting ground. Oh 
boy! A vasana has gone off. I can now source it! Whoopee!

Third, although a vasana does contain beliefs, working only with our beliefs 
doesn’t go far enough to complete the vasana. Beliefs are only a part of the story. 
The whole story goes further. 

Fourth, painting a happy face over an upset face only means that we now have the 
upset with a veneer of happiness over top of it. That accounts for all the smiles we 
see that aren’t really believable, the strain in the voice, the forced laugh. Nobody 
buys these kinds of ingenuous displays. And more to the point, we don’t really buy 
them either. We’re neither successful in smiling nor in hiding our pain.
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Finally, a vasana acted upon or projected outwards, instead of being sourced, 
merely adds another layer to the existing vasana. That’s the worst thing to do with 
it.

We energize our patterns and drive them more deeply into our body’s musculature 
when we project them outwards in bouts of anger or fits of fear, etc. Werner Erhard 
would have said we multiply our records thereby. Others would say we make the 
bands of muscular tension tighter and stronger. 

Besides, other people are not responsible for our vasanas. It’s unwise to project 
them onto others. Our vasana itself is responsible for the way we feel and what we 
do with our vasana is our own responsibility.

How Do We Handle Vasanas? 

I’ve found the following strategy effective in sourcing or completing a vasana.  

(1) Describe the Upset

We cannot process an upset that’s not already happening so value your upsets when 
they happen. What usually happens for me is that I get upset and begin winding up 
to attack the other person (they “made me” upset, right?). Then, in a flash, I realize 
I’m in a vasana.
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I stop what I’m doing, take a deep breath, and begin the upset-clearing process 
instead of attacking the other.

I begin by identifying the upset in any way that does the job for me. “I don’t like 
other people attacking my friends.” “I don’t like it when the guy next door warbles 
in his awful voice.” “I don’t like being served cold food.”

(2) Name the feeling you feel.  

The various incidents that caused our vasanas are rough-ordered in our memory 
file according to the emotions we feel: anger, fear, anxiety, despondency, etc.  

So the next thing I do is to identify the feeling I’m feeling (rageful, ready to 
scream, irritated).  I take a moment to fully experience the feeling I’ve named. I 
breathe into it. I let it fill me up.

(3) Find the original incident.  

I ask the mind what earlier incident that feeling relates to. I ask it to raise to my 
attention some indication (a thought, a picture, a word) that indicates that original 
incident. We can’t experience the vasana through to completion until we know 
where it originates from and what the contours of the original situation were.

But we can’t edit what our mind raises to our attention. We can’t say “No, it could 
not have been that incident.” take the first image or other indication the mind 
offers. The mind will be a willing servant if we allow it to do its work.
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(4) Allow the story of the vasana to unfold within our neutral field of 
awareness.  

The vasana will have at the heart of it either an incident, a conclusion derived from 
that incident, a decision as to how we’ll live life from that moment on so as not to 
suffer the same incident again, strategies such as holding patterns in our body that 
seem to promise an adequate defense against pain and suffering, and  memories of 
related incidents that happened after.

 
Find the original incident

We must take ourselves back to that discrete and traumatizing moment in history 
and experience everything associated with it through to completion. That’s what 
we refused to do then and must do now. We do so now as an adult, with more 
resources to take the pain.

People have captured this strategy by saying “be with” your upset, “stand back and 
observe,” “sit with it like a brick in your lap,” or “listen to” your feelings and “get 
the message” they’re trying to convey. 

I’ve called it “painting our vasanas with awareness” - allowing them to unfold and 
be seen and experienced within the field of our awareness because that causes the 
vasana, not to be energized as acting them out and projecting them onto others do, 
but to be completed and allowed to dissipate. 
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Our awareness is itself not neutral. We may need to be neutral with our awareness 
but awareness itself is not neutral.

The truth ends cognitive dissonance

It’s a natural and universal solvent that liquidates vasanas.  Any mood we have 
eventually lifts. Any thought that comes into our mind eventually leaves our mind. 
Any feeling also comes and goes.  Painting our upset thoughts and feelings with 
awareness speeds their departure; resisting them causes them to persist.

Feel the feelings that arise, no matter how unpleasant they may be. This is a 
crucial element of the upset-clearing process.

If you feel like crying, cry. If you feel like shouting and can reasonably shout 
without upsetting your neighbors, then do that. Etc. Remain there, being with and 
observing the feeling and the incident for as long as required until you feel it 
gradually lift. Continue to remain with it until you’re completely restored to Self.

So stay with that first image and allow it to tell its story to you. When the 
experience lifts, you’ve completed it – this time. You may have to repeat it, but at 
least you’ve allowed it to play itself out it once and that may loosen its grip on you. 

And it may not. It may require a number of repetitions of the process but the upset 
will finally lift and you’ll be rid of it.
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No emotion or thought lasts forever. All have a beginning, a middle, and an end, 
which is why the sages say “This too shall pass.” If we allow an upset to pass 
through us without getting behind it, acting it out, and projecting it onto others, it'll 
complete itself, disappear, and release its grip. Doing that is the way to complete 
our unfinished business.

The Special Role of the Truth 

The truth plays a special role in sourcing a vasana. 

Werner Erhard used to say that the truth plus a buck and a half would buy us a cup 
of coffee. His point was that the truth, in our society, is little valued. It’s not good 
for some material end. You can’t take the truth, sell it and make money on it. 

Besides, it changes from minute to minute. Yesterday’s truth is not today’s truth. 
And the minute you believe it, well, that’s not it either. 

No matter from what vantage point, the truth is not a hot, profitable, cool, sexy, or 
much-sought-after commodity. In fact it isn’t even a commodity at all.

But it has one aspect to it that makes it of the highest value for those who know the 
truth of the truth, so to speak. And that’s this:

The truth will set you free.

Tell the truth about an upset and the upset disappears. The truth has set you free. 
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Tell the truth about a way you’re feeling and the feeling disappears. The truth has 
set you free.

Tell the truth about a mood you’re in and the mood lifts. The truth has set you free.

Lie about it and the condition persists. No release for you. Stop short of the truth, 
make up something about it, refuse to cough it up, and the condition persists. No 
release for you.

We can use the fact that the truth will set us free to guide us in our work of 
sourcing a vasana.  If we speak the truth about the incident, we should experience 
release. If we experience release, we’re on the right track. 

Conversely, if we feel no relief and release, we can safely surmise that we haven’t 
hit upon the truth of the situation yet.  Time to change directions and try again.

What Can Go Wrong? 
 
Most vasanas remain unseen because we convince ourselves that what is causing 
us to react in the present moment is an issue of principle rather than a memory 
from the past. We “stand on principle” and become upset to “teach others a 
lesson.” Not seeing the vasana as a vasana is what chiefly holds it in place. 

Another thing that goes wrong is that the image goes shooting by our mind’s eye so 
fast that we don’t notice it. Or we don’t like the first image that comes up and 
reject it, looking for a second. That’ll make this process not work. 
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The mind works perfectly to send us the image we ask for. But we must be quick 
enough to catch the first one it throws up and willing enough to go with it, no 
matter how little sense it makes.

In some situations, the truth may not be enough to set us free. The vasana may not 
lift after the first pass. It may take several passes until it releases its grip. 

Some vasanas take long and deep processing before they let go. But each pass we 
take at it causes it to loosen its grip somewhat.

Sri Ramana Maharshi

I’ve shared with readers how I used to engage in Enlightenment Intensives, a most 
useful discipline for releasing vasanas. I watched one woman work at a very deep 
vasana through many Intensives, get through it, and have a transformational 
experience every time. If I was able to tell you what she was dealing with, it would 
curl your hair. No other form of therapy or treatment had come close to completing 
it.

It’s my most mature opinion that sourcing a vasana is the only way to get free of 
the limiting conditions in our lives that trace themselves back to our earlier, mostly 
childhood upsets that now rule us. Our sicknesses, our failed relationships, our 
business failures, all these things and more arise from our incompleted vasanas 
going off and essentially ruining our lives.
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What Sages Have Said About Vasanas 

To the best of my knowledge, very, very few people are free of vasanas. “As one 
set of Vasanas is worn away,” Sadhu Arunachala said, “another takes its place.” (2)

 

Palestinian and Jewish children

We can and do have vasanas from other lifetimes. Sri Ramana Maharshi was 
perhaps the fullest explainer of vasanas. When he helped his dying mother source 
her vasanas, “the vasanas of the previous births and latent tendencies which are the 
seeds of future births came out.” (3) He describes what happened next:

“Innate tendencies (vasanas) and the subtle memory of past experiences 
leading to future possibilities became very active. Scene after scene rolled 
before her in the subtle consciousness, the outer senses having already 
gone.

“The soul was passing through a series of experiences, thus avoiding the 
need for re-birth and so effecting union with Supreme Spirit. The soul was 
at last disrobed of the subtle sheaths before it reached the final Destination, 
the Supreme Peace of Liberation from which there is no return to 
ignorance.” (4)
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Jesus through John Smallman warned us recently that we’re now going through 
further cleansing and healing as a planet as “part of the process that is bringing you 
forwards to full wakefulness.” (5)

If this is happening for us, Jesus says, “you will likely be experiencing unsettling 
mood swings to which you are unaccustomed.” (6)

He describes where the old patterns and issues now being released on a global 
scale are coming from.

“Humanity has a lot of old memories that need releasing. Hanging on to 
old memories of being offended, punished, tortured, or killed feeds the 
dying embers of the remaining negative energy fields that have for so long 
driven you into conflict and war.” (7)

He reminds us:

“Holding on to grudges, resentments, insults, and offenses has for eons 
supported the negative energies that have consistently led you into fear and 
anger, and fueled an overwhelming desire for vengeance and retribution – 
a desire that can never be satisfied because it becomes all-consuming.” (8)

The World’s Conflict Comes from Vasanas

We cannot escape the conflict the world is in and reach global peace if we engage 
in endless cycles of revenge and more revenge. Our desire for vengeance stems 
from our vasanas.
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“The only way out of this endless loop of violence begetting violence is to 
refuse to engage with it. For many who remain deeply asleep, unaware of 
their need to evolve spiritually, it seems insane not to seek justice and 
restitution. 

“They do not realize that what they seek is what everyone else is seeking, 
seeing only the wrongs against themselves and not seeing, or refusing to 
see, the wrongs in which they themselves have engaged.” (9)

Jesus recommends we work with these unaccustomed mood swings in the same 
upset clearing process that we described above. 

“Do not engage with them. Observe them and let them go, because that is 
all that you need to do. If you engage with them they will intensify, 
confusing you, and making it more difficult for you to release them.” (10)

Very few people will remember, I’m afraid, to avoid projecting these mood swings 
and feeling states outward. They’ll see themselves as having a bad day or blame 
their partners or engage in some other ineffective way of being with their 
unpleasant thoughts and emotions.

But the effective way of being with them is just as we said: simply  observe them 
and experience them through to completion. 

Jesus continues:  

“Just relax into a meditative state and intend to release them. And if you 
are too emotionally involved to relax into that state, then remind 
yourselves that your intent is to release them, and then do something to 
distract you from the intense feelings that have arisen – take a walk, have 
something to eat, go and hang out with a friend – until they subside.” (11) 

Saul, also through John Smallman, explained why these feelings are rising to the 
surface at this time (Jan. 23, 2013):
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“With the growth and intensification of the new energies enveloping you 
all, your path to awakening is becoming both brighter and clearer. 

“The need to share and expand the Love within you, your eternal and 
unbreakable divine connection, is bringing to your attention the blocks or 
barriers to It that you installed out of fear eons ago, and which you are now 
realizing are preventing you from living life fully and joyfully.” (12)

In Enlightenment Intensives, we’d sit in dyads and one person would give the other 
the request, “Tell me who you are.” Either we’d have an experience of Self-
realization (very unlikely) or we’d get the barrier and communicate it. 
 
Saul describes the barriers here:

“You thought they were essential defenses against a cruel and threatening 
world filled with potential enemies, when in fact they are cages or prisons 
which you built and into which you retreated in fear after you had 
imagined into being a state of separation from your Father.” (13)

So, as we gather to build Nova Earth, we must recognize that the chief obstacle to 
the success of our efforts and our plans is our vasanas, our early-learned resistance 
patterns born of childhood trauma. 

Cleansing ourselves of these is something that may never completely end for us, 
not until we complete the return journey Home countless lifetimes from now. But 
its chief importance now is that we cannot build Nova Earth as long as we remain 
susceptible to their eruption. We must stop projecting our vasanas outwards, see 
our responsibility for them, and source them if we are to work together.
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Footnotes

(1) Sadhu Arunachala [A.W. Chadwick], A Sadhu’s Reminiscences of Ramana 
Maharshi. Tiruvannamalai: Sri Ramanasramam, 1961, 45.

(2) Ibid., 40.

(3) A.R. Natarajan, Bhagavan Ramana and Mother. Bangalore: Ramana Maharshi 
Centre for Learning, 1982, 39-40.

(4) Ramana Maharshi in M. Subbaraya Karnath, Sri Maharshi: A Short Life-
Sketch. Tiruvannamalai: Sri Ramanasaramam, 1986, 24-5.

(5) Jesus, as channeled by John Smallman, Jan. 26, 2013, at http://
johnsmallman2.wordpress.com

(6) Loc. cit.

(7) Loc. cit.

(8) Loc. cit.

(9) Loc. cit.

(10) Loc. cit.

(11) Saul, as channeled by John Smallman, Jan. 23, 2013, at http://
johnsmallman.wordpress.com

(12) Loc. cit. 
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A Basic Change of Opinion

Feb. 28, 2020

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2020/02/28/a-basic-change-of-opinion/

 
I'd like to continue a thread. It's about the importance of how we feel.

Evidently, I haven't been to Earth all that often. (1) I often feel like an outsider, an 
anthropologist, studying customs in the North American culture to which I belong 
because all seems new.

I have absolutely no awareness of any other culture but ours - on or off planet. But 
following the path of awareness is where in spirituality you'd expect to find a 
curious newbie and a wannabe anthropologist.

I notice things. I also know I'm being fed thoughts and have caught "them" in the 
act on one or two occasions.  For instance, I have a very loud ringing in my ears 
right now, which tells me that Michael is here. (2)

And I'm always trying to take these noticeings and explain what sociologists call 
"the definition of the situation" and what I'll call "what's going on here?"

So I had a "what's going on here?" moment today, listening to music. I observed 
myself changing my mood based on a thought having changed. The music 
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reminded me of someone and the minute I remembered her I was swept away by 
love. (3)

A minute before I had been listening to different music and grumbling about daily 
issues. Oh my Gawd, it was so much more enjoyable to be swept away by love. 
But I saw that I did it. I caused the change in feeling by changing my thought.

And yet, if I were feeling an unpleasant way like humiliated or lonely, I'd be 
thinking to myself that I need to feel that way until it lifts. I need to stay with the 
experience. I need to be with it.

In actuality that isn't totally true.

If I change the focus of my attention, I actually can change my mood.

For years, I regarded this as dodging the issue. By staying with the experience, I 
was getting at the root of the matter. But I now feel the tug of weightier matters 
and I no longer have the time to go the long route, as useful as it is.

I'd like to leave that noticeing for a moment, to show you how the process of 
consciousness works. The next thing to arise was a stray issue, triggered by 
noticeing I no longer had time.

I now engaged with the issue that my time was no longer my own. I'm in service 
now. I feel regret, wistfulness, sorrow.

I've lost control ... or yielded control ... of my time. That goes along with - it's 
implicit in - service.

So let me count. I now have agreed to stay to the end, yielded expectations of 
enlightenment and given over control of my time. Those are big sacrifices, what 
the Arcturians would call "big initiations."

It demonstrates that service will ask certain things of us. We're called upon to make 
some sacrifices. And they're sometimes not small.

OK, that illustrates how one thought follows another - triggered or not - in a stream 
of consciousness. My private life is just moving from one thought and the mood it 
brings to the next. At least that's the way it is on Earth.
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Returning now to my overall theme, I do have some control over my feelings. I can 
change a thought that has negative energy streamers attached to it to one that has 
positive.

I'm not arguing about the rights and wrongs of seeing things that way. I'm simply 
observing what shows up for me like fact. Changing our thoughts can change our 
feelings.  (4) If we don't want to feel the way we do, then among the many 
strategies we can use, the quick one is to change our thoughts.

When I'm standing in front of a group of government officials and corporate 
officers and we're contemplating how to bring a universal basic income to Canada 
and I'm feeling grumpy, I'll remember this.

Footnotes

(1) Eight times, this lifetime included.

(2) Steve: How do I know when you are whispering in my ear?

Archangel Michael: Often it is prefaced by a high-pitched ring.

S: Oh, I hear that all the time.

AAM: Yes, I know.

S: [laughing] Are you here all the time?

AAM: Yes, I am. (Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow 
through Linda Dillon, Feb. 18, 2011.)

(3) Here's an example of mood-changing music.  See if you can listen to Ennio 
Morricone's Theme from the Mission and not have your mood shifted.

[audio mp3="https://goldenageofgaia.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Ennio-
Morricone-The-Mission-Main-Theme-Morricone-Conducts-Morricone.mp3"][/
audio]
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I have never watched The Mission, just so you know. I only know this piece of 
music from it.

(4) I acknowledge that certain vasanas or core issues may not yield to changing our 
thoughts. For those there is the upset clearing process at “How to Handle 
Unwanted Feelings: The Upset Clearing Process,” December 29, 2018, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2018/12/29/how-to-handle-unwanted-feelings-the-upset-
clearing-process-2/
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⌘ Come Join Us in Building Nova Earth ⌘
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Werner Erhard: Butterflies Can Explain How Caterpillars 
Came to Fly

November 20, 2016 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2016/11/20/werner-erhard-butterflies-can-explain-
caterpillars-came-fly/

 

Werner when he wrote this book and when I “knew” him

In the course of a conversation with a reader, I became aware of the fact that 
Werner Erhard (1) had posted online one of the most stimulating books for 
humanitarian philanthropists I've ever read.

Werner was ... is ... an enlightened humanitarian philosopher. He might call himself 
an ontologist, a student of being. I'd add awareness. And responsibility. And, well, 
everything you see me still writing about today, such was his impact on me.

What you're reading here from my pen, you'd never be reading if it weren't for the 
work of Werner and his colleagues. My debt to them for opening up my everyday 
life and making the awareness path I followed rich and rewarding is incalculable.

We have a lot of folks around who teach a future of evolutionary spirituality, but 
not a lot who focus attention on enlightening ourselves through our everyday ways 
of living. Some, but not as many.

Our schools don't have it in their curriculum. Many of our parents didn't know 
what Werner was teaching; neither did we, their children. Much of it was 
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completely new to all of us. That's what made it so surprising and interesting. And 
every statement could be checked out in everyday life.

Werner, to use his own turn of phrase, was a butterfly who could explain how 
caterpillars came to fly. (2) And the est Training was for me like concentrated 
medicine in lifelong release tablets. It keeps on relieving.

If you and I build a world that works for everyone, we'll have lived out a vision 
that Werner created for the world in the late Seventies. One among several.

With that, I bring to the attention of all humanitarian philanthropists the 
illuminating Hunger Project source document, The End of Starvation: Creating an 
Idea Whose Time Has Come, an excerpt of which is posted below.

Read it. Mull it over. It’s worth wrestling with and assimilating, given what we'll 
soon be tackling.

_____________________ 

The Hunger Project Source Document:

The End of Starvation: Creating an Idea Whose Time Has Come

by Werner Erhard, 1977
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You and I want our lives to matter. We want our lives to make a real difference - to 
be of genuine consequence in the world. We know that there is no satisfaction in 
merely going through the motions, even if those motions make us successful or 
even if we have arranged to make those motions pleasant. We want to know we 
have had some impact on the world. In fact, you and I want to contribute to the 
quality of life. We want to make the world work.

When you look at making the world work, you are confronted by, and cannot pass 
over, the fact that each year 15 million of us die as a consequence of starvation. 
This unparalleled failure for humanity enables us to see that the world's 
unworkability is located in the very condition in which we live our lives. Thus, it is 
not people "out there" who are starving; people are starving "here" - in the space in 
which you and I live. You and I are working to make our lives work in the same 
condition that results in hunger and starvation.

Starvation both maintains and dramatizes a world that does not work. Persisting 
throughout history, it has accounted for more deaths and suffering than all 
epidemics, wars, and natural disasters combined. During the past five years alone, 
more people have died as a consequence of starvation than from all the wars, 
revolutions, and murders of the past 150 years. As you read this, 28 people are 
dying in our world each minute as a consequence of hunger, three-quarters of them 
children.

The bare statistics are so shocking that we rarely examine the further impact of 
starvation on our own lives. Hunger, by its persistence, seems to invalidate that our 
lives could matter. It seems to prove that we are capable only of gestures. It 
suppresses the space in which each of us lives.

Yet, precisely because the impact of starvation on our lives is so great, its existence 
is actually an opportunity. It is an opportunity to get beyond merely defending what 
we have, beyond the futility of self-interest, beyond the hopelessness of clinging to 
opinions and making gestures.

In fact, in experiencing the truth underlying hunger, one comes to realize that the 
ordinarily unnoticed laws that determine the persistence of hunger on this planet 
are precisely the laws that keep the world from working. And the principles of the 
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end of hunger and starvation in the world are the very principles necessary to make 
the world work.

So this paper is not an explanation, a solution, an opinion, or a point of view about 
the problem of hunger. It is an examination of what is so about the persistence of 
hunger, aimed at answering two questions:

1. What are the laws governing and determining the persistence of hunger on our 
planet? Not the reasons, however cogent; not the justifications, however 
comforting; not the systems of explanation, however consistent or clever. If we 
were merely looking for reasons to explain the persistence of hunger and 
starvation, we could logically deduce them from the facts.

Fundamental laws and principles, however, cannot be deduced. One knows them 
by creating them from nothing, out of one's Self. (2) One does not arrive at 
fundamental laws and principles as a function of what is already known. Such laws 
and principles do not merely explain; they illuminate. They do not merely add to 
what we know; they create a new space in which knowing can occur. (3) The test 
of whether we are dealing with fundamental laws and principles, or with mere 
reasons and explanations, is whether there is a shift from controversy, frustration, 
and gesturing, to mastery, motion, and completion. (4)

2. What are the principles of the end of hunger and starvation on the planet? Not 
new programs of solution, no matter how saleable or clever; not different or better 
opinions, no matter how arguable; not points of view, no matter how agreeable. 
This discussion is not about another good idea. It is about revealing the 
fundamental principles of the end of hunger and starvation on our planet. (5)

***
"Heroes are ordinary men and women who dare to see and meet the call of a 

possibility bigger than themselves.

Breakthroughs are created by such heroes, by men and women who will stand for 
the result while it is only a possibility—people who will act to make possibility 

real." - Werner Erhard
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I only Predict Miracles 
 
Twenty years from now, when we're looking back at how hunger and starvation 
ended, it won’t look as if miracles had happened. Everyone will know how it 
happened. They will point to events that were pivotal, that made a difference. 
There will appear to be an obvious relationship between what was done and the 
logical consequences of what was done.The weather got better; there were bigger 
crops; this government changed; the president said that; the government did this; 
and it all resulted in the end of starvation on the planet. In retrospect, that's how 
miracles always appear to happen.

 
Butterflies can explain how caterpillars came to fly.

Footnotes

(1) Werner's site:  https://www.wernererhard.net/

Werner's current academic papers are available atAuthor Page

(2) Endnote to The End of Starvation: Creating an Idea Whose Time Has Come 
at https://www.wernererhard.net/thpsource.html

"Nothing" = "The One."

(3) I call this realized knowledge. Some ideas have the power to create space and 
open us to sudden insights or realizations. Certainly "a world that works for 
everyone" was such an idea for me.

(4) Exactly. Or as he's said elsewhere, whether release is brought about. If we 
experience increasing release in our conversation, then we're getting somewhere 
because the truth will set us free.

(5) Are we ready?
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The Vision I’m Holding

December 30, 2017 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/12/30/the-vision-im-holding/

Reposted from July 2016.

Think of us as travelling through a dense medium, like thick mud. Such is life in 
Third Dimensionality compared to life in Fifth.  A world that works for everyone is 
a Fifth-Dimensional world. What follows is my most recent (Ramakrishna would 
say "mature") opinion on how to go about creating it. 
______________________________________________________________

I was sharing with some friends what I was creating. What I'm creating is 
constantly emerging, so this was my latest statement of it.

I must say to whoever is helping me articulate this vision that I like it and I'm 
behind it.

"What am I creating? I'm creating a restoration of collective will among 
lightworkers on this planet such that they will come together to use their 
financial resources to build Nova Earth: to rid the Earth of global problems 
like hunger and poverty and create a world that works for everyone.
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"[We'll soon be] handed the resources and now we need to do the actual 
work."

What does this mean?

A restoration of collective will among lightworkers on this planet...

Wherever the will to collaborate is lacking, to encourage it, call it forth (if it can be 
called forth), to help others to find their will.

The collective will is 7 billion individual wills, intending.

What we need to do is to make that process of intending a conscious matter and 
then exercise our will in a conscious and unified manner to build Nova Earth 
together.

... such that they will come together to use their financial resources to build 
Nova Earth:

Financial resources: A portion of funds received from a Reval investment, a 
prosperity program, the sale of historic bonds, or any other element of the 
abundance program. We asked Archangel Michael to give us the tools and we’d 
finish the job. These are the tools.

Come together: Don't give it to me. This is not a pitch for you to send me your 
money. It's a pitch to send it to a central organization that will receive and channel 
the funds and apply it to build Terra Nova - in every respect - artistic, medical, 
educational, transportational, etc.

Financial wayshowers could either leave it to a central organization to channel or 
specify programs of choice.

Let's use these funds to end hunger. End poverty. End disease on the planet. End all 
other causes of global misery and suffering.

Build Nova Earth? Turn away from a consideration of the past to build the future. 
Concentrate our attention on the emergent shape of the new world - new society, 
new government, new spirituality, new education, new finances, new art, etc.

Rid the Earth of global problems like hunger and poverty, ...
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Working separately, financial wayshowers won't be able to impact the global 
situation But if we pool our resources, we could.

The most we could do separately would be to think globally and act locally. If we 
combine our efforts, we'd be able to think and act globally.

Only unworkability is visible. When people are in perfect health, their perfect 
health is usually not noticeable. But a beggar's plight, a leper's, a victim of AIDS ... 
their plight is very visible.

We need to take the unworkability in our world - hunger, poverty, slavery, disease, 
disability - and make it workable again. And we need to do it in an organized way, 
according to evolving and equitable standards.

... and create a world that works for everyone.

When I first heard Werner Erhard use this phrase, it electrified me. Later whenever 
I heard it it had me in tears.

Looking back now, I think I knew at some deep level that such a world was 
possible. But I had no idea as to how it might be attained.

Now of course I do. Having spent nearly a year in either higher-dimensional love 
or bliss, at which time for me the world worked and I probably did more of what 
worked, myself, than usual.

So I see how the world can work. Ascension will produce the elevation in 
consciousness sufficient to remove from all of us any desire to harm another. We're 
gradually getting there. But the permanent heart opening that Ascension is will 
complete the process.

A world that works for everyone is a Fifth-Dimensional world. It's a world in 
which heaven (the early Christian name for the Fifth Dimension) has been brought 
to Earth. It's a return to the Garden of Eden.

It's a world without duality, separation, or suffering. It's a world whose primary and 
unmistakeable characteristics are love and bliss, joy and serenity. The divine 
qualities.
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As I write these words, I gently enter into the blissful state. Here, in this state, 
nothing is amiss; nothing is lacking; nothing is required.

Saturation with bliss, I assert, will transform everyone into a person who does what 
works and what they do works.

A person who would do none harm, as Thomas More put it. With muno kokura, an 
absence of evil intention, as my karate teacher would phrase it.

Saturation with the bliss of the Fifth Dimension will by itself create a world that 
works for everyone. Our opportunity is to grow and evolve by exercising our own 
spiritual capacities to create that world now and not wait. The sooner it's created, 
the sooner people stop dying from hunger and disease.

... [We'll soon be] handed the resources and now we need to do the actual 
work.

Our constant refrain has been that our hands are tied because we don't have the 
money. Well, now we're about to get the money.

There'll be no more excuses for not rolling up our shirtsleeves and getting to work 
then. We need to come together in a Lightworkers Congress to plan out how to 
accomplish our task.

We then need to debate the various proposals and accept some or all of them.

Next as financial wayshowers we need to contribute the resources to accomplish it.

Then we need to get to work.

I don't administer. I don't supervise. I don't even lead. I'm a blue-sky kind of guy. I 
comment and envision.

This is the vision I'm holding. 
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Vision for Building Nova Earth
Jan. 11, 2015 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2015/01/11/vision-for-building-nova-earth/ 

In our common work to build Nova Earth, I don't think we can build on a global 
scale without coming from the highest values and I don't think the work will have 
permanence without it coming from a sacred place.  For centuries we've lived as if 
neither of these assertions were true.

I think we've proved as a planet that a foundation less solid will not last.

What have we built drawing on low ideals and denying the sacred almost 
completely?

The mass media today tell us to trust that our government has our best interests at 
heart, to fear an ebola outbreak that the government itself is behind, (1) to be 
concerned with attacks in Canada and Australia that the government itself has 
carried out, (2) or in the Ukraine, (3) or probably in Paris.

The mass media sell us a version of contemporary history and society that seems 
designed to make us as bland consumers while keeping us in a state of fear over 
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"terrorism" which the government itself stages.  The mental and emotional division 
created within the individual between pleasure-seeking and fear-avoiding is about 
as insidious a use of "divide and conquer" tactics as I may have ever seen. It is 
anything but calming.

The mass of us respond by losing faith in things ever getting better and thinking 
there can be no solutions for what ails us as a world. The religious among us look 
to the afterlife (or the next life) for the improvement in things that we so 
desperately want here and now.  Concluding this way, we settle into inertia.

But can we arrive at a vision for building Nova Earth that takes the weaknesses of 
our old foundation into account and provides a stronger, new foundation?

I think we can. Having a vision and a plan may allow us to emerge from this 
inertia, to create momentum for a world that works.

Starting out, I think we have to remember a couple of things. First of all, we need 
to remember that all worlds work in the higher dimensions.  When we say "a world 
that works," we're simply saying a higher-dimensional world.

Second of all, I think we need to remember that life has an order, a design, a plan. 
And yes, it's a sacred plan.

What constitutes the highest levels of behavior arise out of that design or plan.

The unchanging plan applying to all life is for all sentient beings to journey 
through the school of life looking ever more deeply into themselves with the final 
result that they realize their true nature as, and return to total oneness with, God.

The Divine Plan sets out universal laws that help us achieve our sacred purpose, 
while allowing for free will. It can take us as long as we want to return to God but 
return we all will.

We discover along the way that conforming to the highest possible levels of 
behavior is the same as living according to the divine qualities. We quickly see that 
life has to allow the sacred or the spiritual back in, which has been completely 
deleted from all areas of life in the last century and a half.
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So now we turn our attention to building Nova Earth and we too need a plan. I 
think the Company of Heaven wants us to come up with one. And my contribution 
to it is provide a vision for that work.

Given this preamble, I think you can guess what that vision would be.

The vision I hold out is that we lightworkers collectively are building Nova Earth 
drawing on behavior of the highest possible order, sacred in its form and content, 
whose aim is the spread of unity and universal love across the entire planet.

That I hold out is the aim of the work we're embarked on. You can take that 
statement and run a mile it; I welcome all improvements. But that I offer as a 
starting point.

I think that proceeding in the way suggested by that vision will create the firm 
foundation we need so that any structure raised on it would last.

But to follow it would take a terrific amount of self-forgiveness.  I cannot claim to 
live life this way at this moment. I certainly would not offer myself as an example 
of this type of person. I aspire to it but it remains a goal out ahead of me.

What we're saying is that we intend to live by the divine qualities.  And at ever-
increasing levels of refinement.

And we intend to do a sacred work together:  revealing the unity among us all and 
loving each member of society equally.

This is my offering to the work then, a vision for the building of Nova Earth:

We lightworkers collectively are building Nova Earth drawing on behavior of the 
highest possible order, sacred in its form and content, whose aim is the spread of 

unity and universal love across the entire planet.

 Footnotes

(1) Matthew's Message, August 12, 2014, at https://www.matthewbooks.com/
mattsmessage.htm.
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(2) "Cosmic Awareness: Australian and Canadian Attacks Were False Flags," at 
https://goldenageofgaia.com/accountability/911-essays/cosmic-awareness-
australian-and-canadian-attacks-were-false-flags/.

(3) “Archangel Michael: Spring Means the Time of Rebirth and Awakening,” 
March 22, 2014, at https://goldenageofgaia.com/2014/03/22/archangel-michael-
spring-means-the-time-of-rebirth-and-awakening/.
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A World That Works? How? Through Love 

June 3, 2017

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/06/03/a-world-that-works-how-through-love/

Archangel Michael said on An Hour with an Angel:

"Destructive adults, they need the help.

"And that is where your global work comes into play of holding peace, of 
holding the vision of a world that works for everyone. Of holding a vision 
where there is not a separation between human beings – that some are good 
and some are bad, that some are in and some are out.

"Hold that vision. That is the global work at the moment. Hold the vision of 
what you are desiring, what you are intending, what you are bringing forth 
in tandem with us." (1)

I never thought I'd be in a position to utter these words, but I feel capable of 
holding the vision of a world that works for everyone.

If you’d have asked me perhaps two years ago, I would have said, “No. Not ready 
yet.” But now I am.

Nonetheless, there is a split in me. I can hold the vision in the quiet, meditative 
space of my apartment, but when I go out into the noisy street, my conditioning, 
my fear of losing my space as a hermit/writer, and all other leftover vasanas mean 
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that I don't live up to my vision.  I may be considered by many as grumpy, 
withdrawn.

In Kathleen's terms, the inner and the outer do not yet match. That accomplishment 
awaits me.  I definitely sense what that would be like. Jesus discussed it, did he 
not? When the outer meets the inner, etc.?

Nonetheless, in the quiet and solitude of my lovely apartment, when I feel 
transformative love or bliss coming up at the sight of the setting  sun or the 
memory of the beloved, I remember that it's this love and bliss that will have the 
world work.

And love and bliss are where we're headed. So I can relax. We can relax. Overall 
the matter is handled.  Gradually, but certainly. As long as the angel in charge of 
the thermostat remains on duty.

Just think of it! We don't have to worry about how to make the world work for 
everyone. The direction the world is headed in will take care of the matter simply 
in the outworking of things. Hallelujah!

And what will do it is what the Mother calls her "Tsunami of Love." That 
continues and continues. We might think of it as the “new normal.”

I've actually felt the "tsunami of love." I called it, at the time, "torrential love.” It 
didn't occur to me at first that this was what the Mother was referring to. It was like 
a flooding river or a rogue wave. It sweeps all before it.

Oh, yes, it's a real state of consciousness. It's not just a spiritual wind that blows at 
a higher dimension, which we don't feel. It's a state of consciousness just one flight 
of stairs up from where we normally are - and many people are breaking through to 
it now.

Like chicks out of the egg we are. We break through the shell in our 
transformational moments - in an encounter group or a meditation workshop, say. 
Or in love itself. (2)

When I had the obstacle in my heart blown out on March 13, 2015 - which is what 
I mean by a "heart opening," not an attitudinal shift - I felt swept away in the flood 
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of love that followed. I went in and out of that state for the next six months. Each 
time I'd willingly drown anew in the Ocean of Love.

Each time it overwhelmed me was like a dam bursting and the resulting torrent of 
water swept down the valley. That conveys the force with which love takes over 
the place - sacred love, real love, transforming love.

It drowns everything. Nothing escapes it. Of course all of this is happening in inner 
space, in feelings and inspired ideas. I’m giving words to the wordless.

We truly are drowned in the deep end of the Ocean of Love, as Kathleen put it. 
And what one has drowned in turns out to be exactly what one was seeking all 
one's life.  It's the treasure in the box that Eckhart's beggar is sitting on. (3) It's the 
treasure buried in the field that Jesus described.

If we'd had this experience, we wouldn't need to ask anyone to validate it. (4) It 
would be self-evident and would never leave our memory.

When everyone in the world feels love like that, the world will work. We'll only do 
what works and what we do will work. And all of us will feel love like that in our 
future.

Footnotes

(1) Archangel Michael in “Transcript ~ Archangel Michael: Peace is Love, May 11, 
2017," Channeled by Linda Dillon, at https://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/05/21/
transcript-archangel-michael-peace-is-love-may-11-2017/.

(2) I’ve found it particularly helpful to combine qualities, such as love and 
awareness or love and light, as a means of encouraging transformational moments. 
I can think of two spiritual experiences right away (the Silver Bullet and the Flame 
in the Heart, I called them) where it was the conjuncture of two awarenesses that 
caused the peak experience.

(3) A beggar had been sitting by the side of a road for over thirty years. One day a 
stranger walked by. “Spare some change?” mumbled the beggar, mechanically 
holding out his old baseball cap.
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“I have nothing to give you,” said the stranger. Then he asked: “What’s that you 
are sitting on?”

“Nothing,” replied the beggar. “Just an old box. I have been sitting on it for as long 
as I can remember.”

“Ever looked inside?” asked the stranger.

“No,” said the beggar. “What’s the point? There’s nothing in there.”

“Have a look inside,” insisted the stranger.

The beggar managed to pry open the lid. With astonishment, disbelief, and elation, 
he saw that the box was filled with gold. (Eckhart Tolle, The Power of Now. 
Downloaded from https://www.inner-growth.info/power_of_now_tolle/
eckhart_tolle_chapter1.htm)

(4) In the first Enlightenment Intensive I did, the master said that anyone who 
thinks they've had an experience should come up to him and discuss it with him. 
(Trick question.)

I thought I had an experience and went towards the front to discuss it with him and, 
even before I reached him, he curtly said "Sit down."  I meekly sat down.

Some time later, I did have a transformational experience. I got up from my seat 
and went outside the hall. I felt no need to go to the front to discuss it with the 
master.
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Taking the World into the Golden Age of Gaia
Original article. 

The guns of war continue to fire in Syria and pockets of conflict remain in the 
world. The old economy may continue for a short time to disadvantage the workers 
of the world, burdening them with debt, foreclosing on their homes, and denying 
abundance to the vast majority.  But these circumstances will end.

An inheritance of laws designed to take away the civil rights of citizens remains 
after an attempt by a global cabal to assume world dominance under the guise of a 
war on terrorism, the terrorism being a false front which they themselves erected. 

The corruption of almost everyone in power leaves all institutions of government, 
society, religion, education, medicine, etc., in immediate need of reformation. 

There’s much work to be done to clean house and set the world right to realize 
what awaits us in the Golden Age of Gaia and this book is a look at what the 
Company of Heaven recommends that we do to begin that work.

What I mean by the Company of Heaven is first of all the ascended masters of this 
planet and other planets, who have joined with them to rescue and resuscitate Gaia 
and her inhabitants. Many reading this book and encountering such a statement for 
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the first time will wonder if I’ve lost my sanity. Ascended masters from other 
planets? But indeed I haven’t lost it.

To show why, let me digress for a moment. The elite that ruled the Earth for 
centuries has seen to it that a paradigm called empirical materialism has shaped our 
thinking. Such a paradigm sees only what we can touch, hear, see and feel as being 
real. It condemns us to thinking that we live one life and then enter oblivion 
whereas in fact we’re eternal beings, all of us, who simply step out of the physical 
body at death and live on.

SaluSa of Sirius

The ascended masters live in dimensions that are higher than our own. This fact 
makes them invisible to us and that alone induces most of us to say they aren’t real. 
But as we enter the Golden Age of Gaia, we’ll need to change many elements of 
our thinking and accepting that life exists on many dimensions is one such 
element. 
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The ascended masters exist and they direct many aspects of the future development 
of this world. 

But I said “the ascended masters of this planet and other planets.” And I hear 
someone gasp in astonishment. 

Gaians like Billy Meier have been meeting extraterrestrials like Semjase of the 
Pleiades for decades

SETI (the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence) has pointed its radio telescopes 
to the far reaches of space to hear beeps and clicks indicating the possible presence 
of life in other parts of space. And they haven’t come forward to say that life exists 
elsewhere.

But in fact that life from other parts of space has been here around this globe for as 
long as this world has been in existence. Our star brothers and sisters populated 
this globe in the first place. We are them and they are us. We originally hail from 
planets in the Pleiades, Sirius, Arcturus and other star systems. 

Their societies are far more advanced than ours and their fleets are here, around 
this planet, at this time to help us emerge from the dead hand of the global cabal 
known as the Illuminati and to enter into and enjoy the Golden Age of Gaia. 

That story can be read in other places. (1) And it is a magnificent story to read and 
enjoy. I’m sure you’ll thrill to hear it. But what the special work of this second 
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book is is to introduce those who are themselves part of this effort to revive and 
reform the world. 

Our star brothers and sisters have been leaving their calling cards for decades as 
well 

Many of us who read these pages are known as “lightworkers” and many 
lightworkers are also “starseeds.” Lightworkers serve the Light, or more 
specifically the Divine Plan for this age.  Rather than being in service to self, 
they’re dedicated to the service of others. Often they’ve remained outside 
traditional lines of employment to be available to the Light. They apply their skills 
and latent knowledge to the work of assisting Earth to emerge from centuries of 
oppression and exploitation.

Starseeds have come here this lifetime from other dimensions and planets to assist 
in the work of birthing Nova Earth. They are the ground crew in this monumental 
effort that’s underway and they occupy positions in society from educators to 
presidents, awaiting the signal to begin their work of reforming this planet and 
introducing abundance, freedom, peace, and integrity into all its institutions.

I won’t be looking at the technological, medical, artistic, educational, or many 
other sides of their work. I’ll be looking at three social areas, which reflect my own 
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background as a social scholar: restoring individual freedom, achieving world 
peace, and bringing back good governance. And even there my task is simply to 
introduce these areas, not to provide a blueprint.

I’ll also look at the new economy that’s coming in but not as an area of our work 
just yet. It’s being organized in secret behind the scenes. 

My task, I’m led to believe, is to inspire and encourage, not to lay out directions in 
detail and not to do the hands-on work involved in bringing in Nova Earth. I take 
that charge from a second group of beings, even more wondrous and incredible 
than the two I’ve just introduced. And that is the celestials. 

The celestials, or angels and archangels, seldom enter into our thinking because the 
dominant empirical-materialist paradigm has absolutely no room for them. But 
they do exist and they direct the efforts of the ascended masters, terrestrial and 
extraterrestrial. 

Archangels like Michael lead the Company of Heaven

I personally serve Archangel Michael and I cannot even say his name without the 
tears welling in my eyes. The angels and archangels, along with the galactics and 
ascended masters, have been communicating to us regularly via the Internet, 
through sensitives called “channels.” Their literature is vast and available for all to 
read and is in fact the source I draw most of my material from.
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Weather-warfare weapons like HAARP have caused most of our “natural” 
disasters

In the last sixty years, this “Company of Heaven” has seen to it that the vast 
machine known as the secret state, shadow government, military-industrial 
complex, New World Order, or Illuminati has been deprived of all it needed to 
sustain itself. Its plan to start World War III and destroy all but 500 million people 
on the planet, who would then serve as docile slaves in a world totally dedicated to 
their own pleasure has been defeated.

Weather-warfare weapons like HAARP (High-Altitude Auroral Research Project), 
which caused almost all of the earthquakes, hurricanes, and other “natural” 
disasters of the last decades have been silenced. The manmade pandemics from 
AIDS to SARS have been neutralized before they could work their damage. The 
effects of the black operations from the Oklahoma City bombing to 9/11 to the 
London Bombing have been minimized. The work of the Illuminati from sex 
slavery to financial enslavement is being exposed and the members of the 
Illuminati have been removed from their positions of power or are being contained.

As we move further into the Golden Age of Gaia, we are being invited to create the 
new structures that will provide peace, harmony and integrity for all who dwell on 
Earth. In this we’ll be joined by the ascended galactics and sages. But they know 
this is our world and are guided in what is done by our choices. Let’s look at what 
some of the work of reformation will be.
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Footnotes

(1) The library at the Golden Age of Gaia contains dozens of articles on the 
subject. This website is a compendium on it as well: First Contact at http://
www.angelfire.com/space2/light11/fc/fc-index1.html 
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Come Join Us in Building a World that Works
Original article.

You saw Archangel Michael’s message to readers at the head of this book. I join 
him in asking you, the lightworkers and starseeds who came to this planet to 
address this time specifically, to join me, the Nova Earth Foundation, the Company 
of Heaven and all the other lightworker teams around the world in dedicating the 
next chapter of our lives to making the vision of Nova Earth a reality. 

For now, we're creating a world that works. Eventually, when we enter Fifth 
Dimensionality, it'll be a world that works for everyone, with no one left out. 

If you were born onto this planet, that's all the qualification you need. 

It's our world. Everyone concerned, I think, is simply waiting for us to wake up to 
the task that lies before us.  
 
What is that task? 

It’s the realization of our common humanness, our global citizenship, and our 
Team Gaia membership for the purpose of building a world that works.

It’s the declaration that we no longer tolerate inequality on this planet, the violent 
treatment of women and children, and the brutalization of people.
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It’s the expression of our love and gratitude towards Gaia, the archangelic spirit 
who moves and motivates this physical form we call Earth.

This is our time to stand up as a world and tell those who've instituted and 
institutionalized such arrangements that we'll no longer live under their rule and 
that we'll bring such a social order down, if we need to, and build a new one based 
on unity, peace, and equality.

This is our opportunity to acknowledge our power as a world, our willingness to 
forgive, and our desire to move forward into a new era as a galactic society. 

Finally, this is our chance to unite with our star brothers and sisters who've come 
from afar and midwifed this successful evolution of love that has liberated our 
planet and set it on the road to galactic citizenship in the federations and councils 
of love.

Please join with us in creating this world's total workability. Join with us in this 
renaissance, the creation of a world that works on Nova Gaia. 
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Appendix 1. About Steve Beckow

Steve Beckow is founder of the Golden Age of Gaia (formerly the 2012 Scenario) 
and a member of the InLight Radio group, started by Graham Dewyea. He lives in 
Vancouver, B.C., Canada.

He attended the University of British Columbia, Carleton University, and the 
University of Toronto, graduating with a Masters degree in Canadian History. 
Steve is a member of Mensa Canada.

After studying in three Ph.D. programs and unwilling to keep to disciplinary 
boundaries, he left the university and began his career as a Cultural Historian at the 
National Museum of Man (now the Canadian Museum of Civilization). 

He finished his working life as a Member of the Immigration and Refugee Board 
of Canada, his chief interest being gender issues.
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Steve has written numerous books and articles, many of the early ones under 
pseudonyms. He’s created websites on enlightenment, the common ground of 
spirituality, life on the spirit planes, global gender persecution, automation, the 
truth of 9/11, the dangers of depleted uranium, and the Ascension and First Contact 
scenarios.

His books and articles are available without cost and may be reposted freely. 

His spiritual disciplines included Gestalt, encounter groups, spiritualism, the est 
Training, rebirthing, Zen, Vipassana meditation, and Enlightenment Intensives.

He’s enjoyed several transformational or direct experiences of Self.  Today, Steve 
lives a life of voluntary simplicity and research as a non-denominational “urban 
monk.”

His earlier writings can be found at The Essays of Brother Anonymous:  http://
www.angelfire.com/space2/light11/index.html  

The Purpose of Life is Enlightenment is located here: goldenageofgaia.com/
spiritual-essays/16244-2/the-purpose-of-life-is-enlightenment/. 

For additional material on the Ascension scenario, see The Golden Age of Gaia, 
here: http://goldenageofgaia.com/ and First Contact at https://goldengaiadb.com/
index.php?title=First_Contact

For free downloadable books on all these subjects, go here: https://
goldenageofgaia.com/2021/07/06/downloads-page/
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Appendix 2.  Extra Reading 

We Invite You to Build Nova Earth with Us

Jan. 30, 2013 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/abundance-on-building-nova-earth/nova-earth-
society/we-invite-you-to-build-nova-earth-with-us/

 

We Hear that You Don't Feel Differently

You have abandoned and let go of the reality of the old Third Dimension, and, yes, 
many of you stride and straddle inter-dimensionally.

[But] many of you say, “Lord, I do not feel different. I do not look different.” And 
what I suggest to you is that you take a moment with me, with all of us, to reflect 
back, not to bring it into your being, but simply to reflect back on where you were, 
where you were thinking, what you were feeling a year ago, four years ago, ten 
years ago, and to not only be the witness and the observer, but truly see where you 
have been, the growth that you have chosen, not simply that has been bestowed 
upon you.
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You continue, you know, to be flooded by the energies of the Mother and Father.

We did not stop the flow of those energies. You did not stop the flow from the 
Company of Heaven, from the Council of Love, from your star brothers and 
sisters. All of this is continuing. Gaia, in her shift, is also flooding you with the 
sweetness of being alive, of being in your form, that you have never known before. 
You may have had moments when you were in a pristine forest or by a lake or an 
ocean or a cave where you felt this moment of pure blissful connection, but now 
she is flooding you and this is the new normal.

Yes, there has been love that has been sent to your planet from above, from your 
galactic brothers and sisters, from the inter-galactics, from below, from Gaia, but 
all of this has been dependent upon you, upon your heart, your heart opening, the 
shift to heart consciousness, and the willingness to go forward.

So your inclination to simply stay in this state of connection and the feeling of 
interconnectedness, not just to the human collective, but to everything, is growing 
substantially, exponentially, every single day, every single hour.

But Let’s Review What You've Accomplished

Do not deny or in any way minimize what you, what each of you, my beloved brothers and 
sisters, have accomplished, what you have integrated, what you have welcomed 
into your life. Do not deny or minimize what you are creating, what you are 
bringing forth.

I have said in our last visit that you have been working on this for some time, and 
so we do not wish to in any way negate or minimize the work that has already been 
undertaken — because it has been monumental.

Let us begin by each of you looking in the mirror, whether it is real or etheric, 
physical, mental, emotional. Look in the mirror and see who you are, the truth of 
who you are, not simply the image that you have created or the suit of clothes 
[body] that you have put on for this brief undertaking [this life], and acknowledge 
the work, the letting go, the clearing, the cleansing, and the works, what you think 
of as good deeds, as loving acts, as acts of consideration, of kindness, political 
activism, social activism.
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Look at yourself and begin right there by giving yourself the credit that is due, by 
giving yourself the unwavering love that is your due. Because, sweet angels, you 
have earned it. And yes, I use that term very specifically, because most of you think 
of this, this word “earn,” as tied to money, as tied to wealth or abundance.

So when you think, “What have I done to earn abundance, to earn ease, to earn the 
ability to go forward in ways that I choose and desire and co-create?” think of what 
you have already accomplished. And in that, we do not want you to dismiss the fact 
that you are shifting inter-dimensionally, that you, with Gaia, are anchored inter-
dimensionally in the 5th, that you are working and demonstrating and assisting the 
collective of humanity in the 3rd, that you are cleaning up the remnants of the old 
3rd. So, begin there, and then let us fly together.

The emphasis on what is resting within and therefore exhibited externally, in your 
social, political, economic, communal arena is very important. If you do not have 
regard — and I mean deep, reverent, love, regard, and value — for yourself, for 
yourself as you are right now in what I call this suit of clothes, regard for the larger 
you, the eternal you, the infinite you, if you do not start there with love and 
reverence for yourself, how do you extend it out to others?

Invitation to Build Nova Earth Together.

It is most welcome on this side, as well, to have this opportunity to address this 
subject. For the building of Nova Earth is also coming from and emanating from 
the anchoring of your inter-dimensional, multi-dimensional nova being.

So your desire in that is why we are having this conversation today, to truly get 
busy, and creating Nova Earth has begun to expand. That desire to see the 
reflection of what is truly within you in an external, large, grand manner, is 
becoming almost a drive, not a compulsion, but an instinctual drive. It is as if you 
are seeking true north and you have your compass set and you are not veering off 
course.

It matters not what you call yourselves, whether it is wayshowers or pillars or 
gatekeepers or lightholders or loveholders. You are the creator race and you step 
into the fullness of that role. It is not something new. If anything, it is something 
ancient. It is that closing of the circle and the beginning of the new.
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I invite you, I hold out my arms to you as do all the mighty ones [archangels], all 
the ascended masters. The Divine Mother, the Company of Heaven, we hold out 
our arms to you and say, please, join with us now in partnership.

I welcome you to this new chapter, this new book, this new adventure.

How do We Build Nova Earth?

I would be honored and humbled to discuss the building of Nova Earth. And, as I do so, I also 
wish you to know that I speak for the collective, for what you think of as the 
Council of Love, as the Company of Heaven, for your star brothers and sisters and 
so many more.

So often we refer to you as the collective, but as you well know, we are a collective 
as well, and there are times — and this is one of them — when we speak as a 
collective. Now, normally it is my beloved sister, Gabrielle, who speaks for the 
collective, so I am honored to do so.

This is the beginning of a new chapter, but it is not a day of revolution. And that is 
really what you are talking about. You are talking about the old paradigm of 
revolution, of the potential for bloody upheaval, for armed massacre. That is not 
the way of the Fifth Dimension, and it most certainly is not the way of the Seventh 
Dimension.

Are there plans to correct some of the political, economic, and social injustices, 
inequities? Yes. And you will hear about some of those today. But it is not the day 
where all mayhem will break loose. It is a day where there is a line in the sand, but 
it is also a day of celebration.

I know I am giving you a global overview; and we will spend many hours talking 
about the specifics.

Letting Go of the Old

The first steps in creating and bringing to the forefront what you and we think of as Nova Earth, 
and anchoring as Nova Earth is the shift in the internal, in your spirit, in your soul, 
in your emotional body, in your mental body, in your causal, your astral — you 
name it. And what you are doing is you are changing... The most significant piece 
of creating Nova Earth is the letting go that you are doing — and have done and 
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have been doing — of the false illusions that were created over eons by the human 
race.

So all of those tendencies... and I have to say the letting go of war — and that is 
war within, it is war between individuals, it is war within communities and nations 
— that is critical. And what you are doing is letting go of all those belief systems 
that have never served you.

Oh, you can say to me, “But, dear Michael, there have been times when conflict 
has catapulted me forward, when lack has made me create.” And what I am saying 
to thee, what we are saying to thee, there are better ways. There are more efficient 
ways. And there are certainly easier ways.

So, the first element of Nova Earth is the complete eradication of the old. Now, let 
us suggest to you that much has been done. The last decades, and certainly the last 
two years, have not been for naught. You have let go and cleansed so much, to the 
point where your generosity has shone not only to us but throughout the galaxies 
and all over the planet. But it is the elimination, until it is a vague memory, the way 
it is in so many of the other galaxies.

Now, the memory of war — and we use that in the organic, generic term — will 
never completely fade. And the reason being, so that you will not revert to it; that 
it'll be such a horrific memory — no, not one that hurts — but simply something 
that you know at all costs must be avoided.

Really, what is the material world? Most of it is an illusion anyway. It is simply a 
collection of atoms, of energy, that you are formulating into what you believe is 
solid form.

Institutions do not have solid form. Belief systems do not have solid form. They 
appear, and you come to believe that they do, but they do not. You can build 
edifices, office buildings, institutional buildings to represent and house these belief 
systems, but the institutions, the systems themselves, do not have solid form.

So, what do they have? They have the qualities. And many of them are 
disintegrating, even as we speak this night, because the qualities that have formed 
many of your old-Third, old-Earth institutions, have been based on illusions that 
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you no longer serve to incorporate — control and lack, all the dis-es — disease, 
disappointment, despair.

And subtly what that translates into is a feeling that somehow you have failed, that 
you are not worthy, that we have forgotten you, and that there is separation — all 
not only incorrect, but untrue. 
If you hear one thing I communicate to you this day, it is to please let go of that. 
Cleanse your being of that.

Use the law of elimination, dear heart. This is something that Sanat Kumara has 
not talked of very frequently in the old days, in the past. But now it is time to bring 
this and anchor this law firmly within you.

I bring you release from whatever you desire to let go of, for this is the time and 
the opportunity to simply pass onto me this weight, this burden, anything that is 
not of joy, of love, of sweetness, of kindness and consideration. Yes, I am the 
warrior of peace. I am the archangel of love.

Long ago, I gave you my sword and shield, and you have used these in a multitude 
of ways. But it is also useful to simply use it to disconnect, to cut the cords to old 
beliefs, to old pains, old hurts, old injuries. And I am pleased during this time 
together, this night and every night, to assist you in this undertaking.

Mastering the Divine Qualities

You may tire of hearing me say this. That does not matter. We are going to continue anyway, by 
saying that the beginning, the middle and the end of creating Nova Earth is the 
incorporation of these [divine] qualities within you. So, throughout your day, 
throughout your hours of waking and sleeping, you are asking yourself, “Am I 
feeling, am I experiencing, does this feel like serenity, purity, grace, consideration, 
temperance, prudence, joy?”

The creation of Nova Earth comes with the kind, considerate, what you consider 
Divine, qualities, what this channel has called blessings and virtues. It comes with 
the anchoring of those qualities not only within thee, but in every interaction — in 
the microcosm, within and without, in the macrocosm.
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And if it doesn’t, and you are doing this until it is absolutely second nature, if it 
doesn’t feel that way, you can take a moment and say, “Well, what does it feel like? 
Is it simply the old coming up for release? Is it an ancient vasana? Is it somebody 
else’s energy from the collective that I am helping to heal and cleanse?”

You can briefly identify, if you so choose — and I say that, it is in the choice, it is 
not in the necessity to identify, because quite frankly if it is not of the divine 
qualities, if it is not of the umbrella of love, then there is absolutely no point in 
spending one more moment on it. But the human nature is such, is still at this 
point, that you like to understand what you are up to, so go ahead. But use my blue 
flame of truth when you are doing so, please. Because I am honored and pleased to 
help you in this way.

You are giving of your time and energy to actions that actually result in a shift in 
how people feel, because you are carrying — and practicing — and incorporating 
into the groups the divine qualities. 
Then it extends person to person to person to person. You cannot be unkind, cruel, 
inconsiderate, dismissive, arrogant or trying to control another in any form of 
personal, inter-personal relationship, including yourself, and then say, externally, 
“How am I building Nova Earth?” because it does not work. That is the foundation. 
It is the pillars. It is the bedrock. And it is getting easier and easier.

How do you in any way shape or form, pretend, or extend yourself in ways that are 
meaningful and solid? Because what we are discussing in terms of building and 
anchoring Nova Earth is firmness, not simply a passing trend or a flight of fancy. 
We are talking about the bedrock shift and change of what this planet is, does, 
exhibits, experiences, and how that is reflected through and with Gaia in you, in 
each of you.

As you know, as you have written, as you have shared, as you have heard from us, 
if you focus on the blessings and virtues, if you focus on the divine qualities, then 
you are ensuring and becoming the truth of what you wish to experience and co-
create in what you think of — and I emphasize the word “think” — as the material 
world.

It is the alignment that has always been the plan. Yes, it is your marching orders 
until the end of time, until such time as you merge back into the One. And let us 
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suggest to you... no, let us share with you ... you do not anchor divine qualities in a 
couple of months. Think of how long the old 3rd and how solidified those illusions 
were. So one of the watchwords that you are incorporating into your daily life is 
gentleness, kindness, consideration. Because it is not achieved — “Now I am going 
to be the embodiment of the divine qualities.” But I have even better news than 
that.

Each of those divine qualities never ceases growing and expanding, both within 
you and as it expands within you, within your planet, upon your planet, and also 
within your planet, and within your galaxy, and within your universe. So the ripple 
effect is infinite.

So, for example, if you are choosing joy, you do not say, “On Thursday, the second 
week of February, I have anchored my joy.” No, that is not how it works. When 
you anchor joy, we will celebrate with you, and the rainbows will be in the sky and 
around the moon. But it'll continue to expand.

So not only are your anchoring the divine qualities and showing what it looks like, 
how it operates, how it constructs into form, you are also gathering these teachings 
of the how-to in terms of practicality to share with other civilizations, that came 
both before and after you, by the way. Because, do not forget that time is simply a 
construct within which you are operating.

Extend Freedom and Share Power

How can there be oppressive regimes? And I include the western world in this. 
How can there be exclusion, when all are united in heart, when those who wish 
their opinions to be heard, their priorities to be counted, their desires for 
participation to be included? Yes, it means a change of heart for those who wield 
power, which is a very small percentage of global population.... But how does that 
change of heart take place? Well, it takes place in a number of ways.

But if the collective is saying, “Share. Let me participate. Let me be free. I demand 
my freedom,” at the same time as those who are in power, who have wielded 
power — and we are not just talking about those in containment; that is a whole 
other, separate discussion; and yes, they are still in containment; and no, it is not a 
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whimsy or a fantasy; that would be ridiculous — those in power are also having a 
change of heart.

How is this occurring? Because the energy upon your planet, not only within you, 
but upon the planet, Gaia herself, is shifting, so that there is a different longing, a 
different desire, so that their focus is no longer on holding onto what they’ve got, 
so there is an easing and saying, “Yes, I think it is a good idea that there is broader 
participation.”

No, not everybody has any desire to participate in what you think of as the political 
process. And at the same time, what I suggest to you in the anchoring of my peace 
initiative is that in so many ways everything is political, the same way everything 
is economic. So there are shifts taking place on every level.

Now, you say to me, “Okay, how does that reflect in the outer world?” Let us use 
the example, well, of the cities of light. Let us use the example of your galactic 
brothers and sisters. Let us use the example of architecture.

When there is a vision of access, of sharing, of beauty, of grace, then what you 
choose to build are not stone edifices that keep people at bay. Cities shift. And the 
term, even of what you think of as a city, which has become fairly unmanageable, 
in human or divine terms, become places of gathering, of welcoming, of 
accessibility, so that those who construct, design, who participate, who gather in 
the cities, whether it is for a place of healing or commerce — commerce takes on a 
different meaning — they become places that are welcoming rather than 
exclusionary.

Let us speak to the formulation and the foundation of power. And we do not mean 
power in the sense that it has been used, as control scenarios. We mean power in 
the sense of an individual, and therefore group, or a large collective, assuming a 
pathway. And it is a pathway of freedom, it is a pathway of self-determination, and 
it is pathway and a way of life, of existence, that is based on those divine qualities.

Communicate

Now, you have some of the platforms, and for this I thank you.
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Are there needs for the platforms, and particularly this one, to continue? It is 
seldom that I am at a loss for words, but we really don’t know what we would do 
without this platform. And that is why we encourage you, and we request you, in 
the spirit of equality and partnership, to please continue on. You are serving, but 
you are also creating with us.

You have the technology within which to communicate. You have your social 
networks. Now, I do not criticize the back-and-forthing, the games that are played, 
for that is a way in which to play together, to communicate. But can I suggest that 
you start to eliminate criticism, debasing? Share what is uplifting.

Do not underestimate social media. This is a, well, the entire internet has been a 
gift, as you well know, from your star brothers and sisters. And it is modeled upon 
the universal internet, which is a system of communication throughout the 
multiverse. So that is one thing we encourage you to do.

Now, there is a fine balance between becoming into addiction or obsession with the 
internet and social media. So it is meaningful excursion into the internet and social 
media, much the way your platform does, but there are other ways in which you 
can begin to declare yourself.

For example, many of you are on such social platforms such as Facebook, and you 
use it to share pictures of your children, your dog, your house, your flowers, news 
of the day. But are you also declaring what you believe to be true? Are you 
declaring that this is an opportunity for change or sharing just some of the subtle 
changes you are feeling within yourself? “I am feeling different today. I don’t 
know, but I feel the planet is shifting. Love is becoming more important to me than 
ever. Relationships and kindness and sharing is becoming more important.”

That type of statement touches the hearts of thousands and then millions. The same 
thing with media like YouTube, videos, radio shows. But choose your platform. 
Some of you — actually, many of you — are uniquely positioned to be politically 
involved. Now, some of you will choose to become involved on a grassroots level 
or a national level or a county level — it matters not — within your own political 
situation in your own country. You are not there to play the game as is, because, 
think of it, that is simply a bubble that is about to be pricked and blown apart.
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[There is a] need for conferences, for gatherings, for people of all realms to come 
together, not just with the intellect, not just with the information, but with the heart.

It is time for the best and the brightest — and we are not meaning just those who 
have been identified by former regimes as the best and the brightest — but it is 
time for the best and the brightest hearts, intellects, spirits, healers, communicators 
to come together and to formulate (to use your terms, dear heart) what is workable, 
what is sustainable. Might I add, what is joyful?

Begin the communication. Expand the communication.

Create Community

The wondrous thing about community is that it has been completely redefined on 
your planet in the past several years. Yes, there is the community of your 
neighborhood, of the building within which you live, of the block within which 
you live, but community has also taken on completely broader terms because 
community is now global.

Build your communities globally. You have had tastes of what is possible, with the 
Occupy movements, with Arab Spring, with many institutions that are in place to 
assist those in need.

Now, do they need to be cleaned up? Yes. And can you do that? Yes. You do not 
need to reinvent the wheel. What you need to do is perhaps clean up the wheel, and 
put in a few new spokes, and fill the tires.

Become involved in your community, whether it is in a community garden, in a 
community action group; whether it is bringing together singers who are interested 
— and we do not mean simply scientists — who are interested in the issue of free 
energy.

You are there to anchor the new, the new ideas, the new paradigms, the new 
emphasis on the building of community and voice for the community, of priorities 
for sharing and equality, the elimination of homelessness, for example. And social 
welfare programs that keep everybody trapped in poverty.
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Some of you are uniquely prepared and positioned to begin to work in education, 
and it can be education in the newest sense of the word, of working with the new 
children of Earth, or education in the traditional sense. But again, when you are 
going into those platforms you are bringing not only your light, which is significant 
— it is bigger than ever before — but you are also bringing your change in 
attitude, information and positioning.

Now, may some people pooh-pooh you and dismiss you? Yes. It matters not. Keep 
going. Involve yourself in movements such as Occupy. Involve yourself in Action 
Now. Involve yourself, whether it is a community action group, a community 
board, even some of the faith-based churches, because if that is your venue, that is 
where you have chosen to present, then so be it. Because what people think of as 
religion over the next couple of years is going to shift significantly in terms of 
faith, in terms of belief. Because the religious factions and the tie to political 
control is dissipating and disappearing. And that is my job, and it is the job of those 
of you who are working with me.

Collaborate with Your Star Brothers and Sisters

There are many among you who are in very active collaboration with your star 
brothers and sisters. Why are you not coming together and sharing what you are 
learning? And I do not simply mean about the technology or the play, I mean about 
the vibration that is required for you to actually come and conjoin.

Now, I do not need to speak to you at all of the night work that we do together, 
because all of you are lined up and eager and have been completely available to 
me, to Gabrielle, to Raphael. Some of you are spending a great deal of time 
knowing and unknowing on board ship, working with the evolution of new 
technology, and what we would call clean technology. Some of you are absolutely 
keen to emerge into the field of exploring, sitting on test groups for free energy. Do 
so.

Your cities of light are at hand — cities that were once 80,000 years in the future. 
This is why I say to you, you have been creating Nova Earth, and co-creating it, 
with us, with your star brothers and sisters, and you have been pulling those cities 
closer and closer, because you are ready.
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The vibration with your star brothers and sisters — which, by the way, is not 
simply the Fifth Dimension; but that, again, is a different conversation; there is so 
much to talk about — but that vibration more and more and more is compatible 
because you are not carrying that debris. You are coming into the full partnership, 
yes, but you are also coming into the fullness of your being. And I mean each and 
every one of you, and who you are, who you are claiming, who you are becoming.

What is Gaia Doing?

Now, Gaia herself is addressing many of what you think of as the physical aspects 
of Nova Earth, of the restoration. She has not done so, and she will not do so 
violently. Now, that does not mean that there are not climatic changes, that there 
are not slight shifts in shorelines, for she is not stagnant. She is vibrant and alive. 
Of course she shifts.

All Will Not be Easy

And I do not mean that everything is easy. Is every step smooth? No. Heaven and 
Earth knows what you have decided to construct, and what you have already seen 
and done we would never term as easy. So, are there moments where you feel 
befuddled, confused? But that is when you return to your heart, to your core, to us, 
and to each other, and you receive the support and the love.

But more and more what you are finding as co-creators, as the creator race, that 
these obstacles and this debris within and without — because there is clean-up on 
the outside; that is most definitely certain — that these obstacles become less and 
less and less.

So when you feel that you have had such significant challenges, and, my beloved 
friends, you have had them, in your heart, in your mind, in your emotional field, 
and you have cried in the night, and you have searched your soul, and you have 
said, still, “No, I choose to go forward, and I choose love.” Not because it is the 
easiest path, but because it is the only path. It is the path of peace, and it is the path 
of fulfillment.
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What Must be Remembered

The biggest piece right now that you are engaging in is the practice of discernment, 
the quality of discernment, as completely divorced from judgment.

Your reputation, as you think of it, the only reputation that counts for anything is 
your reputation throughout heaven, your reputation and your standing with the 
Mother. And that has always been golden. It cannot be otherwise. But yes, when 
you attach to this Earthly old need to look good, to have the accoutrements of what 
society has told you that you want, that you desire, that you need to achieve, then 
what you are doing is attaching to something that is a false illusion.

Let us also suggest to you — and I suggest to each of you who are listening as well 
— you have been tested. Now, each time you have been tested, and you have 
continued on, it is an act of faith, it is an act of trust, and it is an act of pure 
stubbornness, that, no matter what, you will do this, because your soul demands it.

These are not simply tests that Heaven has sent out for you, that the Company has 
devised. These are also things that you have created, in concert with each other, 
with yourself, with your Higher Self, and yes, sometimes with us. And you have 
passed these tests with flying colors.

And there are many, many different kinds of tests — yes, reputation, wealth, 
health, security, relationships. And those of you who have chosen, because of your 
choice, your soul purpose, your mission, your makeup, to be somewhat in the more 
public arena, shall we say, when you go through these trials and tribulations, there 
is no one that you can speak to as you construct Nova Earth, and they say, “Yes, 
but what about...?” You can say to them, quite honestly, “Yes, I have been there. I 
have been through that. I have weathered the storm, and here I am.”

And so we continue on. It is about detachment. Again, not one of the more popular 
words. But it is about detaching from expectations and attaching to the only reality 
that is truth, and that is the love and the unfoldment of love and the anchoring into 
form, during this lifetime upon your planet, upon this magnificent Gaia. Because 
the lessons, the teachings, the experience that you are gathering and garnering are 
also the template throughout the multiverse.
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[Remain in alignment.] Alignment is just that. And it isn’t saying, “Well, I am not 
having a good day, so today I am not in alignment. Today I am not in joy.” It is 
claiming and breathing and living your joy, no matter what, every single day, every 
moment, and not accepting anything else. We don’t.

It cannot be a zigzag line. Yes, it is a spiral, but think of going up the center of the 
spiral.

Everything Must Be Done with Love

Repeatedly, we have said to you, it is not of love, if it is not of joy, don’t do it. It is 
a very simple test. It is a very simple litmus test. If it does not make your heart 
sing....

If the heart is not present, if the love is not present, there is no Nova Earth. So if 
the love is not present, the creation is a false illusion. It is a deck of cards that is 
blown away by the wind. The bedrock is your spirit, your soul, your heart, your 
intentions, and yes, your actions.

The creation of what you are doing has need to be loving, joyful and reflective not 
only of what you want, but of what sings the praises of Gaia, that is so deeply 
respectful of this mighty one who holds you, that is in harmony and alignment.

You have talked about bliss, my friend, and bliss is a state of being. But it’s a state 
of being that will expand and expand until you are simply and fully what was 
always intended, the heart consciousness.

Yes, you are learning, you are remembering, you are inventing what this new realm 
of partnership truly entails. There is room for maneuvering. There is room for you 
to think and re-think, feel and re-feel, fill and re-fill, design and re-design who you 
are, but also who you are in terms of your plan, in terms of the Divine Plan, and in 
terms of your role in bringing forth the fulfillment of Nova Earth and Nova Being.

Gather with Us When You Feel Pain

Are there times when we have looked and felt the pain of each of you, of your 
planet, of your hearts, how distraught you are? Yes. And so you would say to me, 
“Michael, Gabrielle, Raphael, what do you do when you feel this?” And the answer 
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is, we gather, and we gather in the heart of the Mother until such pain — which is 
much greater than yours; different, but greater — until it simply dissolves.

And you say, “Well, I did not know you experience pain or distress.” It is not the 
same as yours, because, yes, we are gifted and we are blessed, because we have the 
bigger picture. But do not think, dear ones, that when in the past we have seen 
bombs drop and children mutilated that it does not cause distress.

So when you feel this, can you gather together? Can you gather with us? You, in 
the past — and you will hear me say this again and again and again — you have 
come to a place where you have felt the distraught, disappointment, 
disillusionment, sorrow, grief — many of the “disses” — are personal. Now, some 
of you have broken through that. And yes, Sananda and I have heard this very 
clearly. But many of you still have this attachment to thinking it is private, that it it 
something that must be processed quietly, discretely, and alone, as if it is 
something within you that you need to take care of.

When you share your tears, your questions, your doubts, what you are doing is 
letting it out. And you are giving it back. And it can be completely transmuted and 
returned to you as a bright, shiny, effervescent light that lifts you up and that gives 
you and awakens within you the energy to create and to co-create Nova Earth.

What is Happening with NESARA?

Of course there are politics involved in NESARA and pre-NESARA. But the 
biggest blockage is the opening of the hearts of the entire collective in saying, “I 
deserve and demand my birthright of abundance.” You do not live in a universe or 
a planet where there is lack. And this is a key component to what we are 
discussing.

It is absolutely not only top down — the game has changed, my friends — but it is 
also the bottom up and the middle sideways, and your very individual, personal 
recognition that you can create and call into being, whether it is pre-NESARA, 
NESARA, the trust funds — all of it.

So what we are saying, in fact, there is no blockage. Yes, we know this is not a 
popular response because it is very easy to look at something outside of yourself. 
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No, this is not about fault, blame, guilt. That is of the old Third. So you cannot go 
there.

So what I am saying, the collective that listens to this tonight, call it forward. Call 
it from the ethers, call it from Washington, call it from Geneva, call it from the 
International Monetary Fund. Call it from Gaia herself, the riches of gold, call 
what you deserve, and what you have always, always been worthy of.

And in that calling forth, what you do, you are like a bulldozer breaking through 
political intrigue and blockage. Will we help? Absolutely. But we wish to do this 
with you, right now.

How Do We Build Nova Earth without Financial Resources?

First, let us back up and talk about your puzzlement, about your query, which I do 
not wish to dismiss, because it is one of the most important questions that has ever 
been posed. But I also wish to say to you, to you, dear Steve, to you, dear Graham, 
to this platform that you have built, constructed, manned and sustained [Golden 
Age of Gaia, InLight Radio, and the Hope Chest], and, might I say, without money, 
that you have been building Nova Earth, that you have been pulling in the new 
reality of Gaia and everybody and everything, every rock, every stone, every tree, 
every mountain upon her.

You say, “But Lord, I do not have money.” And we acknowledge and accept that. 
Do not think that we are ruthless and do not know the struggles that you have been 
feeling? But what we also say to you is you are a living, breathing example, leader, 
demonstrator of incorporating the Divine qualities, and the trust, without money, 
because it is not dependent on money.

The belief — and this is why there is what you think of as lack of financial support, 
and that will come forward — but the belief that you cannot do something because 
you do not have money is being eradicated.

What you are doing is breaking through that belief system to the belief system and 
the knowing, the anchoring that the abundance of Gaia, of all her wealth, of all her 
resources and far beyond, is absolutely available to you. So the hindrance of what 
you have thought of as external support — because most of you think of money 
and finances as external support — you are breaking through that.
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Money, abundance is the reflection, the outcome, part of the generosity that 
emerges from that love and trust and sharing and prudence and temperance — and 
patience.

Now, we know — and I particularly know — that these are not particularly popular 
qualities, are they? But as you anchor these qualities, it is reflected; it is reflected in 
economics. Let me explain.

Not only does the spirit of sharing, of generosity, of caring, of consideration 
expand. The belief system - that some have the key and some do not; that some 
have chosen to live and die in poverty and some have not - disappears, so that there 
is this burning desire to share what one has. And that shifts. It shifts institutions, it 
shifts markets, it shifts neighborhoods and it shifts families. Similarly, it shifts 
power structures, what you think of as political structures.

Nova Earth is a joint project. As you proceed, no matter what, the money will 
come. Simply claim your abundance. It is right there on the table.

You Will Feel a Shift in What You Want to Do

But what I do suggest to you is during this time of shift, and during this time of 
transition, that many of you, if you have not already experienced it, you will 
experience a significant shift in what it is you want to do. And even if you are 
returning to the same job, the same occupation that you have done for 20 years, 
your feeling about how you are going about it and what it is you are truly doing 
and accomplishing is shifting.

Many of you are also going to begin to have new ambitions. You want to 
completely change what it is you are doing, not only internally, or not even inter-
personally, in a private situation, but what you are doing in the outer world. You 
may well feel very disconnected from what you have done in the past. Do not 
ignore or minimize those feelings, those inspirations, those inclinations, because 
that is not only this side, but your own soul self inspiring you to move more clearly 
in alignment with your mission and purpose.

So, for some of you it is doing what you have done in the past in a more 
vociferous, clear... abundant manner. And then for some of you what it is is starting 
entirely new ventures.
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Now, if you take a moment and reflect back on other lifetimes, other realities, even 
other planetary situations, you have done that before. There is no need to repeat, 
because it has only ended in misery, sadness, pain and hurt for yourself and others.

Very often, in human interactions, regardless of what the setting, it is fraught with 
control, political intrigue, desire to destroy in a very negative way, desire to control 
other people’s thoughts and actions, and to minimize yourself, to present yourself 
in ways that you have come to believe are acceptable to those that you are in 
association with, whether it is your family, your partner, your neighborhood or 
your place of work.

That minimizing has need to absolutely halt today. You, each of you, are massive, 
enormous souls, beings of energy who have come to Earth during this time of 
change simply for that reason, to be part and catalyst and agents — and angels — 
of change. So if you do not participate and demonstrate and embody the change, 
then you are denying who you are. You are cheating yourself of the very 
experience you came to Earth to have.

So often, when people have spoken up, for example, and said, “It is not right in 
terms of universal law that wealth should be concentrated in the hands of a few 
who manipulate the masses. It is not right that people in Africa starve. Therefore, I 
am going to put my energy there.”

But it is in the speaking, also, of that knowing. That is not just a belief system, that 
is a knowing of the divine plan. That is why it feels like anathema to you, because 
you know it is not of alignment. So what you are attaching to, if anything, is the 
divine plan, divine mind, heart, will, One. And you are detaching from everything 
else.

How Do We Begin?

You say to me, “Michael, how do I begin?” And what I suggest to you, and I do not 
simply mean you of the Golden Age or of InLight Radio, but each of you, my 
beloved friends, my brothers and sisters of light, what I say to each of you is you 
have begun already building your platform within which you will operate to 
participate fully in the creation of Nova Earth. It means taking action.
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And for so many of you — and I do not say this in any way, you cannot construe 
what I say in anything but love — but many of you have been exceptionally 
reticent to step forward into what you would think of as action, public or private. 
You say to me, “But, Lord, of course we are reticent. We had said time and time to 
our friends, to our families, that this or that will happen. Have you forgotten 
December 21st, 2012?

There are many who simply look at us as if we are sadly mistaken and are from a 
different planetary system.”

Well, in fact, most of you are. And what I say to you is, yes, these are obstacles, 
these are debris, these are fears. It is the fear of stepping forward and declaring 
yourself and being left open to criticism, ridicule, disappointment, and dare I say 
the fear of failure. All of that, my beloved friends, has need to go. And that is 
where I have started this day, by saying, give it to me, give it to Raphael, give it to 
St. Germain, give it to the Mother, give it to Jeshua, give it to your guides, but let it 
go.

And why do you let it go? Because it is not kind or loving to yourself. So we are 
asking you in creating Nova Earth to step forward in concrete, visible, meaningful 
ways. Now, what does that mean? Well, I will tell you what it does not mean. We 
are not asking you to walk the plank. But we are asking, requesting, and yes, 
offering, assisting, that you shine your light continually, daily, visibly. And it does 
not matter, the venue that you choose, because that is unique to your soul purpose, 
your choices, your journey.

It is time to declare yourself. That is the biggest stepping forward to create Nova 
Earth. And what does it mean to declare yourself? What does it mean in practical 
terms? Yes, I can be a very practical archangel. It does not mean that you have 
need to declare yourself, that you speak to your guides and angels and archangels 
on a regular basis. It does not mean that you have need to declare yourself that you 
know and visit with your star brothers and sisters on a regular basis. But what does 
it mean? That you start to act and speak the words, the actions of love.

So you are stepping into new rules. You are stepping forward as the agents of 
radical change. You are stepping forward as the agents of focused intention and 
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action. So that everything — and yes, practice does make perfect — everything 
you do is in alignment with who you are and with One.

Now, I can hear you — and I can hear many of you — say, “Michael, help! I don’t 
know if I can do that. I don’t know if I have the wherewithal to do that.” Of course 
we will help. It is our purpose, our joy, and our commitment, our sacred promise 
not only to the Mother but to each of you, that we will help. But do not tarry. Do 
not stop. Because this is a process, and it is a process of significant change.

Do not think... I hear you shaking your head. I see you at home this night shaking 
your head and saying, “But, Michael, that will take years.” No, my friends. Do not 
forget that within this the shift is underway.

Humanity is changing. And when you ignite that spark within that, what you are 
truly doing is fulfilling your role as pillar, as wayshower, as gatekeeper, as teacher, 
as healer, as channel. So do not, please, put the constraint of time upon this change. 
It does not need, nor is it planned, to be lengthy.

So, choose your area, or your areas, that you wish to address and get going. And 
then come together in collaboration and in groups to deal with any issues that are 
coming forth that need to be eliminated, eradicated.

Take a step this week — if you like, I will go with you — not next month, not 
when spring comes, but this week.

Perhaps it is objecting to yet another highway, or the construction of an ugly 
building, or pay raises for municipal officials when people are living on the streets. 
These are practical things, my beloved angels, my agents of change, that you can 
do. Will you win every battle? No, but will your energy and your voice be heard 
and act as that seed and catalyst for change? Yes. That is not a dream. That is a 
promise.

And you say, “Why now? I marched in the sixties, the seventies, the eighties, the 
nineties.” And I say, “Why now? Because Gaia and the energy of your planet has 
changed. And so the humans, conscious or not, are ready for these changes. But 
they will not know that unless you step forward and help them.
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Join with me. Choose just one thing that you are going to go public on, and make it 
within your realm of comfort, but pushing the edges, and know you are so 
supported in this, because this is your piece, your first steps in creating Nova Earth.

Resources

“An Hour with an Angel, January 21, 2013, with Archangel Michael - Part ½,” at 
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/01/archangel-michael-youre-building-the-new-
reality-of-gaia-part-12/

“Archangel Michael: You’re Building the New Reality of Gaia – Part 2/2,” January 
22, 2013,” at https://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/01/archangel-michael-youre-
building-the-new-reality-of-gaia-part-22/

“Archangel Michael: It is Time to Declare Yourself,” January 29, 2013, at https://
goldenageofgaia.com/2013/01/archangel-michael-it-is-time-to-declare-yourself/
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